
Key to Positive and Negative Ratings

Positive:
1 Does not impact me
2 Minimally impacts me
3 Addresses issues of overcrowding
4 Provides improvements to transportation factors
5 Maximize school capacity utilization for the long term
6 Considers keeping students together from one school to the next
7 Maintains contigous communities or neighborhoods
8 Considers demographic factors
9 Positive factors outweigh negative factors

10 Other

Negitive:
1 Impacts me negatively 
2 Does not addresses issues of overcrowding
3 Affects transportation factors
4 Does not consider keeping students together from one school to the next
5 Does not maximizes school capacity utilization for the long term
6 Does not considers demographic factors
7 Does not maintain contigous communities or neighborhoods
8 Other

Survey Results from 6/23/17 through 8/1/17
Attendance Area Adjustment



CreationDate Elementary school: Middle School: High school: Please rate this plan 1 to 5: Response # 1 Response 2 Response 1 Response 2

If you have a concern not mention above please provide 

feedback below

6/23/2017 17:09 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS 4 6 7

I strongly support changes to polygon 134 to feed to 

WLMS and Atholton HS.  1. This will allow my children to 

stay with most of the friends they made in ES (eliminates 

a small feed).  2. We live a mile from Atholton HS.  This is 

our community.

6/23/2017 17:12 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 5 7 4

The plan dramatically changes the dynamics of these 

schools. With that much change, I feel it's vital you add 

charter schools to the mix so families have better 

academic options. Or allow school choice.

6/23/2017 17:19 AtholtonHS 5 3 5

Thanks to the committee for your hard work developing 

this plan.  The feasibility study offers a excellent solution 

to the over crowded schools in the east and the under 

crowded schools in the west.

6/23/2017 17:20 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 4 5

6/23/2017 17:31 BryantWoodsES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 2 1

We moved 1/2 a mile down the block. That moved us 

from RBES to BWES. Now you're telling me that in 2018 

my daughter will be in her 3rd school in 3 years.

6/23/2017 17:31 CentennialLaneES 1 2

6/23/2017 17:32 HammondES 1 3 4 7

We live in Hunter's Creek and it is the only neighborhood 

in the area that will move from Atholton to 

Hammond.This will make kids in our neighborhood go 

from Hammond ES and MS and then away from their 

friends for HS.  Only 80 houses in neighborhood.

6/23/2017 17:35 WestFriendshipES 2 3 5 7 4

VERY concerned about a 40% population TURNOVER for 

one school.  That IMPACTS 100% of the school:-(

6/23/2017 17:36 MtHebronHS 1 4 7

This plan will split up our neighborhood .  It will send my 

child much further from home than originally planned. In 

addition, at this age, friend consistency is of upmost 

importance for kids to feel successful in school and 

socially. Please dont do it

6/23/2017 17:37 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 4 8

Building new high school in eastern county soon will 

address overcrowding, so should not disrupt large amt of 

students in present schools, esp those who are 

geographically close to their current school and have 

strong community and family ties

6/23/2017 17:37 StJohnsLaneES MtHebronHS 1 2 7

Elementary School: Splitting Valleymede in half, and 

moving the 115 students from the West half from St 

Johns to Waverly and moving 106 Students from Waverly 

to St. Johns = 221 students displaced and would result in 

only 9 less students at St. Johns.

6/23/2017 17:37 VeteransES 1 3 7 5



6/23/2017 17:41 LongReachHS 1 3 7 3

Many Mayfield Ave students can walk/ ride bikes home 

from Long Reach if they have after school activities.  Since 

there are no consistent after school activity buses they 

will be restricted from participating in activities is 

transferred to Oakland Mills.

6/23/2017 17:45 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 3 4 7

Our kids will be going to a different middle and high then 

all of their friends.  We have been at the same 

Elementary school since Kindergarten and now this will 

remove them from their friends moving forward. Please 

review my polygon and find a better way

6/23/2017 17:45 LimeKilnMS 2 3 8

Middle school is a tumultuous time for kids.  Moving a 

child in the middle of middle school could be extremely 

difficult.  Children should be given the option to continue 

in their current school or move.

6/23/2017 17:46 OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 5 3 6

6/23/2017 17:46 StevensForestES 2 7 3

6/23/2017 17:46 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 2 5 3 8 8

Rhhs and other high performing hs should have taken 

some low income, instead you've just added more high 

income with hall shop area and they are not near the 

columbia community - You could have added some 

Columbia lower income and not effected scores

6/23/2017 17:47 MtHebronHS 2 2 3 7 3

6/23/2017 17:48 ThomasViaductMS LongReachHS 1 10 2

A new high school is needed in west HoCo. Thomas 

Viaduct MS students going to Howard is crazy. Their 

needs to be a high school closer. Turning an overcrowded 

(110% in 2018) into 'green" is still very poor. By 2020 it 

will be up in in the 120% range.

6/23/2017 17:49 MtHebronHS 1 2 1 7 5

6/23/2017 17:52 DaytonOaksES 2 3 1 5

My child is proposed to be moved mid grade with 30 

others from DOES (which is under capacity) to TriaES.  

Small percentage does not outweigh negative psych 

impact of move.  Instead, move new/incoming students 

only. Wait to redistrict when HS13 opens.

6/23/2017 17:53 PointersRunES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 3 2 3 7 5

The information was confusing with the map. People 

could be effect by this and not know because the maps 

were not detailed enough.

6/23/2017 17:56 ForestRidgeES PatuxentValleyMS 3 2 4 7

6/23/2017 17:57 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 7 1

6/23/2017 17:58 GormanCrossingES AtholtonHS 1 10 10 1 7

Our builder posted signs stating our community was an 

Atholton school. Which increased the price of the home. 

Now, home values will decrease. The map is obviously 

gerrymandered .

6/23/2017 17:59 HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 3 5 3 1 7

6/23/2017 18:00 BryantWoodsES 5 9 3 4



6/23/2017 18:02 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 10 7 2

Obviously there is an attempt to address the current 

overcrowding/underutilization. However the net changes 

are minimal and ridiculous. Overcroweded schools are 

remaining overcrowded. I guess admitting there's a 

problem is the first step.

6/23/2017 18:02 JeffersHillES LakeElkhornMS OaklandMillsHS 1 10 10 7 1

6/23/2017 18:03 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 7 3

The plan includes splitting Valleymede in half resulting in 

moving 115 students from St Johns to Waverly and 

moving 106 students from Waverly to St John's.  Splitting 

a tightly woven community for a minimal change doesn't 

make sense.

6/23/2017 18:04 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 4 6 3 3 8 I have heard our new middle school is not as strong.

6/23/2017 18:04 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 4 6 3 3 8 I have heard our new middle school is not as strong.

6/23/2017 18:08 StJohnsLaneES 1 7 5

This strikes me as a stop gap measure that will have little 

long-term impact.  Shifting a few numbers on a map & 

spreadsheet does not take into account the negative 

impact such moves have on the kids and their families - 

especially if it's not permanent.

6/23/2017 18:09

6/23/2017 18:09 DuckettsLaneES ThomasViaductMS 1 2 4

6/23/2017 18:11 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 2 4 7

6/23/2017 18:17 ForestRidgeES 2 5 7 1

As part of the Emerson community in North Laurel, living 

1 walkable mile from Murray Hill Middle, I find it 

ridiculous that we are assigned to Patuxent Valley 

Middle.  Our polygon 1272 has been torn apart from the 

rest of our Emerson community.

6/23/2017 18:19 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 1 7

The plan does not consider school system continuity, 

drive time to/from school and RT 32 traffic. You are 

literally carving away a small group of students from a 

neighborhood. My kids are distressed and in panic 

because these draconian changes.

6/23/2017 18:20 VeteransES 4 2 2 4

Should do one large change so not doing several small 

changes.

6/23/2017 18:22 PhelpsLuckES 4 3 9 7 4

While I feel our school is full I recognize other schools 

have a larger need for help. I just wish the pre-k classes 

were included in the numbers. They effect the classroom 

space available, lunch programs, and related arts 

schedules.

6/23/2017 18:22 HowardHS 1 8 3

This change impacts a handful of students who can walk 

to Howard but will be instead bused to Oakland Mills. 

These few students will not make any impact on the 

population of Howard High School and yet will have their 

school lives disrupted by this change



6/23/2017 18:23 StJohnsLaneES 1 7 2

- Don't want kids bused to school FURTHER than one that 

is literally in our neighborhood - Swap" of Waverly kids 

and SJL kids from north of rt 99 makes no sense. You are 

disrupting each of those groups to achieve same student 

# - LEAVE boundaries as is!"

6/23/2017 18:28 StJohnsLaneES 1 2 3 3 7

I do not like that it splits the Valley Meade neighborhood 

in half

6/23/2017 18:28 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 3 7 3

Distance traveled for students means more time on the 

bus. Current school is 2.6 miles and 6 minutes from home 

and proposed school is 8 miles and 21 minutes from 

home.

6/23/2017 18:31 BollmanBridgeES PatuxentValleyMS 3 3 6 7 4

It appears that an attempt has been made to keep 

students together from school to school but not across 

the board. It would be so great to see feeder school 

systems OR a way to balance the diversity (racially and 

socioeconomically.)

6/23/2017 18:34 JeffersHillES LongReachHS 3 1 7 5

6/23/2017 18:37 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 4 7

1.  The children in this area are on the school bus 

currently for 40 minutes or longer and most live no more 

than 5-10 minutes from WFES. To move them to BPES 

would increase the time on the bus significantly.

6/23/2017 18:37 ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 5 6

I LOVE the fact that all of the Pointers Run neighborhood 

is now set to go to River Hill HS.  This makes much more 

sense than going to Atholton for some of us, as we are 

literally 3 min from River Hill high school, and Atholton is 

much further away.

6/23/2017 18:38 MtHebronHS 1 7 4

6/23/2017 18:39 RiverHillHS 1 1 1

6/23/2017 18:43 4 9 10 8 8

My kids are not yet old enough for schools.  But, I 

appreciate the effort put into feeds, using current 

capacity, and anticipating growth patterns.  I assume 

HS13 will be built somewhere, and that will alleviate 

Hammond's projected overcrowding.

6/23/2017 18:45 IlchesterES 2 3 1 4

6/23/2017 18:45 RockburnES 3 1 5 7 4

6/23/2017 18:46 ClemensCrossingES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 1 7 5

Plan maintains the status quo of concentrating poverty in 

certain schools & affluence in others. Does nothing to 

expand opportunities for students experiencing poverty 

(& lower scoring schools) to attend higher-performing (& 

affluent) schools in the West.

6/23/2017 18:47 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 8

I would like to see that if a student is already attending a 

high school,  that they can finish and graduate from that 

high school.

6/23/2017 18:48 MtHebronHS 2 3 1 4

My son will start MTH fall 2017,grade 9, will play football 

at MTH,  move to Marriotts Ridge for grade 10.He feels 

this is unfair. He will loose his team". He has been 

mentally preparing to "be a Viking" for years and this will 

be taken away from him."

6/23/2017 18:48 HammondHS 1 1 5 7 3



6/23/2017 18:49 StJohnsLaneES 1 10 7 1

I like the idea of ensuring that schools are not over 

capacity, however I am upset that the Valleymede 

community will be split into two districts and my children 

will be sent to Waverly Woods instead of going to school 

with all Valleymede children.

6/23/2017 18:50 AtholtonES AtholtonHS 4 6 1

My main concern is at what point in HS do we not 

redistrict kids?  My son would be a sophomore when this 

is implemented.  Would he be allowed to stay at the HS 

he is already in? And if he does, this means my younger 

son will go to a different HS.  Crazy!

6/23/2017 18:52 CradlerockES 2 7 1 3

It just seems crazy that my polygon will have to drive by 

the school that's closest to us and within walking distance 

to get to our new assigned school.

6/23/2017 18:56 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS 1 10 4 7

This plan rips children who have been together since 

kindergarten to a new school. Montgomery Meadows 

neighborhood children have gone to Ilchester, Bonnie 

Branch and Howard since we moved to Howard County.

6/23/2017 18:57 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 7 2

I wish I could select more than two options on how this 

proposed plan impacts my children negatively.  My 1st 

child will be an incoming Kidergartener at SJLES.  

Negatives: more travel/expense, minimal overcrowding 

relief, poor boundary control

6/23/2017 18:58 HarpersChoiceMS 1 3 7 4

6/23/2017 19:02 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 5 3 2 3 3

6/23/2017 19:06 MarriottsRidgeHS 5 5 3 3

6/23/2017 19:06 TalbottSpringsES 1 3 1 4 7

Half of the neighborhood will now go to a different 

school and after that we are jumping all over the area for 

middle then high school. My son will not go to any of the 

schools with the same children. Also being moved to a 

non ESM school NOT Ok!

6/23/2017 19:07 WaverlyES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 4 3 5 3 4

6/23/2017 19:10 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS 1 10 4 1

This is numbers game plan to make things work without 

fixing the issue of overcrowding and needing more 

schools.  It encompasses to many students at one time. It 

will have a chain reaction of negative consequences 

which will be seen for years after.

6/23/2017 19:20 FultonES 2 4

Develop a feeder system that keeps students together as 

they move from ES to MS, rather than maintain a system 

where a small number of students must leave their ES 

region to attend a MS in a different region (e.g. Fulton ES 

to Hammond MS).

6/23/2017 19:23 StJohnsLaneES 1 10 4 7 Don't do it!!!!

6/23/2017 19:25 IlchesterES 1 4 5

Our children have built friendships over the last 10 years, 

through elementary and middle school, this plan will 

send our community to 2 different high schools. It will 

break apart these friendships and the community too. So 

sad.



6/23/2017 19:31 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 3 7 5

I don't think the proposed high school redistricting plan 

adds benefit to the overall community cultures. We are in 

Polygon #181 - the neighborhood is so integrated to the 

River Hill HS community and it will be very bad to 

separate us out to Glenelg.

6/23/2017 19:35 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 7 4 7

Built new high school for overcrowding make my student 

attend school that is 3 mikes away when Howard High is 

.8 miles.  Also, my student loose most of the friends from 

middle school. Because our neighborhood is the only one 

going to Long Reach High Schoo

6/23/2017 19:36 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 4 3

6/23/2017 19:39 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS 3 2 5 4

6/23/2017 19:49 ForestRidgeES 3 2

6/23/2017 19:50 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 1 3

According to the plan we would be redistricted to 

triadelphia ridge which we would literally drive past our 

current school (Dayton oaks). Plus according to your plan 

tres would be overcrowded by the year 2020 so this 

makes no sense. We are a small neighbo

6/23/2017 19:53 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 4 3 9 5 7

Does not fix the inequities in square footage per student, 

available services, and facilities at WFES. It seeks to delay 

a Turf Valley Elementary School rather than deal with the 

rapidly increasing numbers of students in the North.

6/23/2017 19:57 HowardHS 1 10 10 8 8

The negative impact of a large scale move of students 

across schools can be even greater than the negative 

impact of overcrowded schools.High priority should be 

given to disrupting the lowest number of students and 

removing as many small feeds as possible

6/23/2017 19:58 BellowsSpringES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 3 3 2 4 7

6/23/2017 19:59 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 2 3 1 4

This plan disrupts a 100% feed from Worthington 

Elementary to Ellicott Mills Middle.  All of Worthington 

should attend Howard or Centennial instead of just taking 

a few students out of Hebron and sending them to 

Howard.  Keep Worthington together!

6/23/2017 20:02 MurrayHillMS 1 3 1

We bought our house in the Wincopia Farms 

neighborhood specifically because it was districted to go 

to Atholton High School. It doesn't make sense to 

redistrict us out of Atholton High and redistrict approx 

the same number of students into Atholton High.

6/23/2017 20:08 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 2 7 4

6/23/2017 20:09 MountViewMS 1 3 8

I purchased my home with my child attending Marriotts 

Ridge HS in mind. With this plan, my child would attend 

Glenelg which is farther away from my home and is not 

my school of choice for my child.

6/23/2017 20:09 MtHebronHS 4 3 5



6/23/2017 20:11 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 1 8

We've been involved with these schools and communities 

for 18 years with multiple kids.  My youngest ones do not 

deal with change well and have no friends zoned with 

new proposal. We absolutely contest Triadelphia Road 

changing.

6/23/2017 20:18 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 4 7

My children will be re-districted to a new high school that 

is 9 miles away. I am very concerned about their safety 

when they enter driving years about the distance they 

will need to go to drive to school or see friends who live 

in that community.

6/23/2017 20:19 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 10 10 3 8

The only change to my zone is the elementary school. My 

kids will be in 3rd and 5th grade at DOES for the 2018-

2019 school year. The bus would have to pick them up 

way earlier and drop of later if they go to TRES. The bus 

would literally have to PASS DOES

6/23/2017 20:25 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 6 2 7

The Mount Hebron Community of Valley Mede has been 

an established community since the 1960s; this plan 

literally rips the community in half.

6/23/2017 20:29 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS 4 6 7

Polygon 134 moving to Atholton HS makes sense.  We're 

1 mile from the school and currently small feed.  My 

children will stay with more of their friends.

6/23/2017 20:38 CradlerockES 1 7 3

You are breaking up a neighborhood that desperately 

needs to stay together for the sake of its FARMs 

population.   You are moving away all the single family 

homes that contribute to the PTA and the diversity of our 

school. You will also have to bus studen

6/23/2017 20:40 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 2 3 7 4

I feel that removing Montgomery Meadows from Howard 

High is sad for the many students who have been to three 

schools together.  Confused as to why areas so far from 

BBMS still will go there, but the houses close to it along 

Landing Road and on 103 do not.

6/23/2017 20:41 ThunderHillES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 1

6/23/2017 20:43 MtHebronHS 1 3 7 4

2 siblings at Hebron & 1 would move to another school? 

Why are returning high school students even considered 

for movement? Only a small part of valleymede (159) is 

being moved? We are walkers to Hebron! I will use legal 

& political means to change this!

6/23/2017 20:43 CradlerockES LakeElkhornMS OaklandMillsHS 2 3 7 3

Some neighborhoods look randomly diced up sending 

kids to a school much further away. Focus on keeping 

neighborhoods together and if within walking distance to 

a school send them there. Why pay for buses if they 

could be walkers to a closer school?

6/23/2017 20:45 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 2 4

6/23/2017 20:45 LisbonES 4 1 6 2 3

6/23/2017 20:47 MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 7 1

Distance to travel to high school would be too much. Plan 

also does not keep kids together from school to school.



6/23/2017 20:49 StevensForestES 5 7 1

6/23/2017 20:56 MtHebronHS 1 7 3

Rt. 99 is a relatively busy, dangerous road for young 

drivers to have to navigate.  Sending our students farther 

away (over 5 miles) of driving on Rt. 99 to get to 

Marriotts Ridge HS  does not make sense when we are so 

close to Mt. Hebron.

6/23/2017 20:57 DuckettsLaneES 3 3 5 3 7

6/23/2017 20:57 MayfieldWoodsMS 1 2 4

Every few years the same thing happens. You move a few 

of the same kids around but you never fix the problem. 

You either need to start magnet schools or you need to 

way more more kids west ( where the schools are in 

crowded).

6/23/2017 20:59 PhelpsLuckES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 5 5 2

6/23/2017 21:02 BollmanBridgeES 4 2 7 2 4

Just mainly surprised to see no shifts from Fulton ES, as 

we know many people there and it is so crowded.

6/23/2017 21:03 StJohnsLaneES MtHebronHS 1 10 10 7 1

I had to choose other. It does not keep neighborhoods 

together, it literally splits my neighborhood in two. It 

does not positively impact transportation, it puts kids on 

busses for 40 min one way!! The benefits do not 

outweigh the costs at all!

6/23/2017 21:03 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS 2 3 10 7 4

We literally live across the street from CES, just 25 meters 

to the school from our small,old,development. The new 

plan wil bus 20 min to TRES. Just 10 kids, a few in each 

grade. we are in Clearview Estates on 108. Only 2 or 3 

kids per grade.Please help.

6/23/2017 21:06 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 2

6/23/2017 21:06 BushyParkES 1 6 3 7 8

This would change my child's middle school to Glenwood 

Middle School. At this point in time, no students should 

have to go to school in that building. HCPPS needs to 

seriously consider what they will do to fix the ongoing 

health concerns at that building.

6/23/2017 21:10 HollifieldStationES PatapscoMS 4 5 3 4 7

6/23/2017 21:12 HowardHS 1 10 10 1 5

This is a horrible idea. To move my child from a great 

school to a horrible school. I bought my house because 

Howard was the home school. The changes should be 

made as they start the new school.

6/23/2017 21:22 ClemensCrossingES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 1 7 8

It seems far too disruptive to take 600 students out of 

Atholton High School and assign 900 new students into it, 

especially the houses that are in the Atholton walk zone 

now being bussed to River Hill which does not make 

sense.

6/23/2017 21:28 HowardHS 1 1 3

6/23/2017 21:30 TriadelphiaRidgeES

6/23/2017 21:31 RockburnES ThomasViaductMS HammondHS 4 5 3



6/23/2017 21:32 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 3 4 5

I understand there is no way to make everyone happy but 

to have kids feed into a new high school as such a small 

feed would be really hard. We are going through this now 

with my son's closest friends being part of the group that 

is a small feed into middl

6/23/2017 21:34 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 2 3 7

Parents will have to rearrange work schedules in order to 

drop off and pickup at schools that are further away from 

home.

6/23/2017 21:44 MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 5 1

This plan destroys any existing identity at AHS moving 

almost half its population. Hammond HS (our receiving 

school) facilities and test scores are inferior to AHS (our 

current - sending school).

6/23/2017 21:52 AtholtonES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 2 3 5 4 8

It is insensitive to the needs of children as individuals. 

Moving children who already have established a 

community at one school to another is not in the best 

interests of a child. Phasing in of the plan over multiple 

years could help to alleviate this.

6/23/2017 21:56 GuilfordES 2 6 7 3

The answers to don't clearly define what is happening in 

our polygon.  current districting- only a small group of 

kids stay together & travel far for MS.  proposed plan- 

everyone stays together but we must travel for MS & HS.  

There are closer MS & HS.

6/23/2017 22:01 ManorWoodsES 1 1 4

I bought my current house so that my children would 

attend Marriotts ridge high school. The proposed plan 

would send them to Glenelg high school instead. I feel 

that Glenelg is far inferior to Marriotts ridge and I do not 

want them to attend that school.

6/23/2017 22:10 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS 2 3 5 4 7

My son would be redistricting from TRES to Bushy Park 

ES.  He would then go back to Folley Quarter Middle, 

again another disruption as most students at Bushy Park 

go to Glenwood Middle. Can we keep these kids at 

Glenwood Middle?

6/23/2017 22:10 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 4 3 1 3 5

6/23/2017 22:20 StJohnsLaneES 1 10 7 1

The plan proposed doesn't make sense. The issue of 

overcrowding will not be improved if moving 115 

students to Waverly but gaining 106 students therefore 

the result would only be 9 students. Too much of an 

upheaval for too many families with little impact

6/23/2017 22:24 BellowsSpringES 1 3 1 7

Please do not move polygon 1076 from Bellows Spring ES 

to Waterloo ES!!!!

6/23/2017 22:41 GuilfordES 3 3 7 3

I still have an issue with the neighborhood school idea. 

We live in possible walking distance to a middle school. 

However in both the current and proposed designated 

school line, my child would have to travel quite a distance 

to get to school. A shame



6/23/2017 22:46 MtHebronHS 1 4 7

My rising 9th grader will not be able to stay with his 

team. Very disappointing after preparing to be a Viking" 

for many years."

6/23/2017 22:48 WaterlooES 4 1 4

6/23/2017 22:50 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 10 1 4

Not keeping students together will cause students to feel 

pressure to make friends which will add to the already 

stressful school experience.

6/23/2017 22:50 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 10 10 5 3

6/23/2017 22:53 TalbottSpringsES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 10 10 1 4

This plan is very unfair for many reasons. For one, people 

moved to their certain neighborhoods and houses so that 

they could go to the schools that they are distracted to. 

By redistributing you are basically telling them that them 

moving was pointless.

6/23/2017 22:53 WildeLakeMS 4 6 9 7 2

6/23/2017 22:54 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 7 4

I have 4 children in HCPSS, while re-districting efforts 

have impacted ALL of my kids, one of my sons (upcoming 

sophomore at AHS) has been directly impacted by MAJOR 

changes in his grade 2 times already!

6/23/2017 22:58 TalbottSpringsES 1 7 8

TSES with it's current boundaries has a good mix of 

students from different racial and socioeconomic 

backgrounds. Something I was looking for in a school for 

my son. Also, Hopewell would be split to two different 

elementary schools. I don't like that!

6/23/2017 23:01 LakeElkhornMS OaklandMillsHS 3 10 10 4 7 It looked at children as numbers, nothing more.

6/23/2017 23:02 1 1 1

6/23/2017 23:05 ThunderHillES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 1 2 7 3

6/23/2017 23:08 HowardHS 5 6 3

6/23/2017 23:15 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 2 10 10 1 4

6/23/2017 23:27 BurleighManorMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 10 4 7

The only reason many people moved to the area of 

where they went (e.i. Marriotts Ridge District) was to 

receive the educational opportunities the school provides 

and placing them in another school would be a waste of 

money for people spending hundreds of

6/23/2017 23:37 CentennialHS 1 3 7

My daughter will be going to CHS this year. It is just not 

fair to her to pull her out in her sophomore year after she 

has gone through the process of making friends and 

adjusting to the high school.

6/23/2017 23:42 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 10 4

Doesn't address overcrowding at Fulton es, doesn't plan 

for overcrowding that will be at reservoir- sends too 

many kids to hs without anyone they know, moves way 

too much in/out of just atholton. Doesn't utilize Oakland 

mills hs space nor new hs opening

6/23/2017 23:46 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 3 10 1 3 The plan shifts problems from one place to another.



6/23/2017 23:52 ElkridgeES 3 3 2 7 8

Does not seem to provide fair balance for western 

schools under capacity, and lack of dedicated HS in the 

Elkridge community.  While my children, per the plan, will 

remain at HH, making those just a half mile down bus all 

the way to Mission Road seems fla

6/23/2017 23:55 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 2 3 7 4

6/23/2017 23:58 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 7 8

Completely disruptive to the same class that has been 

affected previously in elementary and middle school.

6/24/2017 0:02 WaterlooES EllicottMillsMS 5 2 7 5

The Wheatfield community, Polygons 1100 and 100 has 

been subjected to redistricting multiple times over the 

pas few decades.  This is first proposal ever that does not 

impact our children and keeps neighborhoods together 

and maintains feeds.

6/24/2017 0:10 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 5 6 5

My family is thrilled to have all of the River Hill 

neighborhood back to attending River Hill High School!

6/24/2017 0:19 MayfieldWoodsMS 2 2 3 3 4

6/24/2017 0:24 OaklandMillsMS 1 1 7

6/24/2017 0:27 AtholtonES 3 5 4

6/24/2017 0:30 AtholtonHS 1 5 1

This plan is very disruptive for high school students. I 

don't understand why this plan would move such a huge 

number of students when we know another high school 

needs to be built. Why not focus on getting this new high 

school built ?

6/24/2017 0:30 PointersRunES 5 3 5 3

6/24/2017 0:32 BollmanBridgeES PatuxentValleyMS HammondHS 1 1 5 2

I feel like this plan is just causing problems in the short 

term that are going to be readdressed. This plan 

redistricts high schools with the understanding they will 

have to be redistricted in another 5 years when HS #13 

come online.

6/24/2017 0:33 ClemensCrossingES 1 3 1 8

Sends my kids from the nearby bikable / walkable 

community schools to schools much further away.  This 

will add 20+ minutes to picking my kids up from aftercare 

because I have to get on 32 during rush hour.  When they 

are in high school, even worse.

6/24/2017 0:40 HowardHS 2 4 6 1 7

Does not address a student starting one High school then 

being moved.  This is a very negative for my child.  They 

work hard at after school actives to earn spots for sport 

team, chairs for music, plays and relationship with 

teachers.

6/24/2017 0:41 CradlerockES 1 4 1 4

My children currently live across the street from 

Cradlerock. It is a 3 minute walk. This plan redistricts 

them to Stevens Forrest which is a 15 drive and they have 

to drive past Cradlerock to get there.



6/24/2017 0:44 WestFriendshipES 3 2 3 7 4

Instead of moving kids out of West Friendship to make 

room for the Turf Valley Kids. Bus all of Turf Valley to 

Bushy Park. If you are not going to force developers to 

build schools to accommodate the new influx of kids, 

then those families should be incon

6/24/2017 0:45 TalbottSpringsES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 2 6 3 8 1

I'd like to see the school makeup breakdown/FARMS 

numbers. Right now TSES is pretty equal, 48% FARMS, 

and a third of each white, hispanic, and African American.

6/24/2017 0:46 PointersRunES 1 7 10 1

6/24/2017 0:52 CentennialLaneES 4 3 1 7

6/24/2017 0:57 HammondHS 1 4 7

6/24/2017 0:59 DaytonOaksES 1 10 5 7

6/24/2017 1:04 FultonES LimeKilnMS 3 7 2 5 2

6/24/2017 1:04 FultonES LimeKilnMS 3 7 2 5 2

6/24/2017 1:05 ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 5 7 9

6/24/2017 1:05 AtholtonHS 1 1 1

I want my daughter to finish High School in the same 

school. At this age is very traumatic to adjust to a new 

school. We shouldn't put the kids under this type of 

stress

6/24/2017 1:11 HowardHS 1 10 10 1 7

6/24/2017 1:12 DuckettsLaneES 2 2 7

There is a large portion of houses districted for TVMS and 

the buses get onto the highway to drop children off when 

ELMS is several miles closer.  Also a high school in 

Elkridge needs to be built in the next 3-4 years to address 

the root problem.

6/24/2017 1:12 WaterlooES EllicottMillsMS HowardHS 5 5 3 4

6/24/2017 1:16 BryantWoodsES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 5 4 3

6/24/2017 1:18 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS 3 1 3

My children are still slotted to go to MVMS and MRHS, 

they are the closest middle and high school to us. I do not 

want to see this change. I am worried if the board moves 

the children from WFES to BPES, they may also try to 

move their MS/HS too.

6/24/2017 1:19 DuckettsLaneES ThomasViaductMS LongReachHS 4 9 3 7 4

6/24/2017 1:34 HowardHS 1 7 8

This is a HORRIBLE plan to move Howard HS students 

who live in the Lyndwood neighborhood to Long Reach 

HS. That school has horrible grades, issues with students, 

and all kinds of other problems. Our kids should stay at 

Howard HS .

6/24/2017 1:34 FultonES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 4 3 2

6/24/2017 1:34 DeepRunES 1 3 8

I am concerned that pulling so many single family homes 

away from DRES will ultimately negatively impact the 

school.  Thus plan sends my child past several other high 

schools to a much further away high school at Oakland 

mills, away from our community.

6/24/2017 1:34 AtholtonHS 1 4

6/24/2017 1:36 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 2 1 4

6/24/2017 1:38 ClemensCrossingES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 2 3 4 7

I do not think that it is fair to students, the community, 

teachers or administrators to turn over 2/3 of the 

Atholton High School population.



6/24/2017 1:45 FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 3 5 2

The problem is shifting to Glenelg which is predicted to 

grow.  Leave students at River Hill, and over population 

will correct itself as all your projections say their 

population is going to decline.  Homes on boarder will be 

switched when GHS too crowded

6/24/2017 1:52 NorthfieldES CentennialHS 1 10 1 4

6/24/2017 1:53 AtholtonES 4 5 3 8 It moves my daughter to an underperforming school.

6/24/2017 1:53 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 2 2 7 2 4

6/24/2017 1:55 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 10 3 4 7 Poor long term plan . Do what is best for the kids

6/24/2017 1:58 LakeElkhornMS 1 4 5

As a parent of a student residing in Hopewell, it is very 

disappointing to see YET AGAIN that our children are 

being shuffled from one area to another.  No friends 

carrying from elementary to middle, and now no friends 

carrying from middle to high.  Nice.

6/24/2017 2:00 EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 3 1 7 Does not keep students together from school to school.

6/24/2017 2:00 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4 7

Marriotts Ridge and Glenelg HS have projected '18 

utilization rates of 82% & 83% respectively.  Following the 

proposed attendance area adjustments, why move 136 

students from an underutilized MRHS at 93% resulting in 

an overcrowded Glenelg HS at 109%?

6/24/2017 2:01

6/24/2017 2:05 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 2 7 1

6/24/2017 2:05 HammondMS HammondHS 1 7 3

Our neighborhood, Plea     Our high schoolers currently 

walk to Hammond. With the new proposal, we would 

have to ride a bus to Atholton.  We are a relatively small 

neighborhood of 99 homes and most likely wouldn't  

have more than 15-20 kids in high school

6/24/2017 2:05 MountViewMS 1 3 4

6/24/2017 2:07

6/24/2017 2:07 WaverlyES PatapscoMS 4 6 5 7 7

Keep all polygons that currently attend Waverly together. 

Do not split groups. Have all current Waverly ES feed into 

MV middle and MR high.

6/24/2017 2:11 1 5 10 2 2

My polygan is redistrcited to a more crowded FQMS 

107% and 109% GHS from 104% MVMS and 93% MRHS. 5 

years later, 108% GHS is higher than 105% MRHS. Plus, 

school bus riding time will be increased to 40 min from 15 

min. Unwise redistricting. Need to Stay MRH

6/24/2017 2:12 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 3 3 7 4

I'm also concerned about the large number of students 

being moved.  Many students struggle socially in MS & 

HS.  Since there are 20 MS and only 12 HS, kids who 

attend the same MS should stay together for HS.  This 

should be a priority.

6/24/2017 2:12 LisbonES GlenwoodMS 2 1 4

6/24/2017 2:13 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 7 5

6/24/2017 2:17 AtholtonHS 3 5 4 7 4

6/24/2017 2:19 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 1 4 3



6/24/2017 2:22 MtHebronHS 1 7 8

Takes current walkers to Mt. Hebron and BUSSES them to 

Marriotts Ridge - this makes no sense!  Also splits two 

intact neighborhoods, and ruins current feeds.

6/24/2017 2:23 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 10 10 1 4

The school impacted the most is Atholton High School. 

Taking kids out from it and getting from all over the 

region. Okland Mills is at 81% capacity why not send the 

students by Guilford ES to Okland Mills High School?

6/24/2017 2:27 StJohnsLaneES MtHebronHS 1 3 7 4

This plan moves valleymede residents west of Greenway 

Dr. further away from schools in their neighborhood they 

have grown up around.  In addition new ninth grade 

students will transfer high schools after their first year in 

high school.

6/24/2017 2:34 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 2 1 3 7 2

i just want stability in the area, and appropriate sized . 

diverse class room sizes.   Other than redistricting i would 

like to see a change in School start times. This really is an 

ISSUE

6/24/2017 2:40 BellowsSpringES 4 3 5 7 4

Splitting neighborhoods between different schools and  

long bus rides for some kids

6/24/2017 2:41 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 5 3 5 8 3

6/24/2017 2:42 HammondHS 4 3 5 3 7

Closer high schools (3).  Time to get to school for after 

school activities.  Sent email with further details.  Ken 

McKirahan

6/24/2017 2:42 WestFriendshipES 1 8

The plan moves 1/3 of WFES out of their community.  

Turf Valley was built with the intent that there would be 

an ES for them.In the interim Turf Valley should go to 

Bushy Park ES. Otherwise, in 5 years WFES would be at 

126% and would need redistricting.

6/24/2017 2:44 StevensForestES OaklandMillsMS 1 1 1 4

6/24/2017 2:47 NorthfieldES 3 5 7 4

Each elementary school should feed into a single middle 

school, and likewise all kids in a middle school go to same 

high school to prevent communities from being split 

apart. Also, keep the kids at the closet school - not being 

bussed across town!

6/24/2017 2:52 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 1 5

The HS students in our polygon being shifted from MRHS 

to GHS when it makes no sense as MRHS is still under 

capacity after the redistribution. All it does it creates 

chaotic HS years for the kids especially when HS #13 will 

create another redistribution.

6/24/2017 2:56 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 4 1 3

6/24/2017 3:03 ForestRidgeES 2 5 7 4

Excessive disruption to everyone based on the problems 

of a few schools.  If a neighborhood is new & causing the 

surge & overcrowding issue, why not bus those kids to a 

school that is underutilized & shrinking instead of making 

everyone move over"?"



6/24/2017 3:03 WaverlyES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 2 3 1 3

Our family lives very close to Mt. Hebron and the 

Feasibility Study included our area as going to Marriotts 

Ridge, much farther away. The plan also does not insure 

trailing siblings to remain, causing transport to become 

an issue.

6/24/2017 3:04 OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 3 3 10 1 7

Likes - keeps THES kids together to go to WLHS, WLHS 

better facility than OMHS, MANY kids from all over 

county getting moved so impact diffused Dislikes - older 

sibling will graduate from OMHS, younger from WLHS, 

splits TH off from OM

6/24/2017 3:09 AtholtonES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 5 9 5 4

6/24/2017 3:14 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 2 3 1 7

I am very concerned regarding the change.  My kid will go 

to a school further from my home with a significantly 

lower preforming school.  I bought my home based on my 

kids attending Howard High.

6/24/2017 3:16 HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 7 4

This plan decimates the academic integrity of Atholton 

HS.Leaving only 35% of the students?Too drastic.AHS is 

one of your high achieving schools.Robotics team went to 

World Championships.Won't happen with this 

plan.Hunters Creek cut off from community.

6/24/2017 3:18 ElkridgeES 4 3 5 4 8

6/24/2017 3:22 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 7 3 4 8

Separates long time friends that have known each other 

throughout elementary school-middle school.

6/24/2017 3:25 ThunderHillES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 4 7

6/24/2017 3:26 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 5 3 7

6/24/2017 3:26 HowardHS 1 2 5

Howard High School is in walking distance for students in 

this neighborhood (0.9 miles from my home) who may 

participate in after school activities such as athletics, 

drama, music, etc.

6/24/2017 3:26 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 8

My children are being moved out of a school that is 

significantly under capacity. The new school is further 

from our home, increasing transportation time 

significantly. The plan has too much change in one year 

and will result in having to move kids again.

6/24/2017 3:26 RockburnES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 4

The plan has communities that surround Howard HS 

along Rt 104 (Montgomery Meadows) redistricted to 

Long Reach.  Please keep the Bonnie Branch feed into 

Howard High the same.  I do like the Polygon #91 move 

from Rockburn to Ilchester.

6/24/2017 3:30 MurrayHillMS 1 10 10

There's nothing I like about the plan.  I creates an elite 

school for RHHS and takes the most sound school in AHS 

and demantles it. It will lower my property value.

6/24/2017 3:37 ElkridgeES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 3 3 5 4 7

6/24/2017 3:38 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 4 1 3 7 3

6/24/2017 3:38



6/24/2017 3:40 BryantWoodsES 2 3 7

Large concern about the fact that in all of the middle 

schools and all but one of the high schools the 

demographics change no more than 5% but for Atholton 

High the demographics are are completely changing and 

how is the staff at AHS going to be prepared?

6/24/2017 3:41 TalbottSpringsES 1 1 3

6/24/2017 3:49 ManorWoodsES 1 4 7

It does not make sense to send the kids in turf valley to 

West Friendship while both Waverly and Manor Woods 

are close by and people live west to turf valley goes to 

Manor Woods.

6/24/2017 4:16 WestFriendshipES 3 9 10 3 4

feeder schools should remain the same from elem, 

middle, high. People move to western Howard county to 

have more land therefore community should remain 

small. No need to overcrowd these areas with students 

on bus for long commute.

6/24/2017 4:25 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4 7

Son has social issues and a IEP. Has 2 good friend that 

have really been important to him socially and a life saver 

since he doesn't fit in very well. If he is moved to Long 

reach and his 2friends are not it will devistating! DO NOT 

DO THIS TO THESE KIDS!

6/24/2017 8:13 AtholtonHS 1 1 8

Impacts my child in the middle of her high school career. 

If a change were to be implemented, I would have 

appreciated it before she started her freshman year. Now 

that she's started high school, she should be allowed to 

finish where she started.

6/24/2017 9:56 ThunderHillES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 7 4

THES is already the smallest population that feeds into 

OMMS.Their whole m.s. will go onto to OMHS except for 

them.There are three high schools closer to us than the 

one they are proposing to send my children to. This plan 

is devastating for many reasons.

6/24/2017 10:14 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 2 4 7

Atholton High School had way too much moving of 

students and does not keep kids together and impacts 

community. Most kids from Hammond Middle School 

now going to AHS will not go to the same high schools.

6/24/2017 10:54 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 4 1 5 4 3

Wish this could have been implemented 5 years ago as it 

would have made more sense for our now 5th grader to 

attend a different elementary school than they do now.

6/24/2017 10:58 ManorWoodsES 2 3 4 7

I'm confused as to why we are rediatricted for middle and 

high school when capacities for MVMS and MRHS are not 

exceeding other schools in the area. Also, curious as to 

why some of those further West were not redistricted.

6/24/2017 11:16 BellowsSpringES 5 5

Spam from Ken Roey, former chief flack catcher from 

angry parents. I like the survey, great job! Good luck 

Jennifer and Tim!

6/24/2017 11:20 ThunderHillES EllicottMillsMS 4 3 9 4 5

6/24/2017 11:50 OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 2 3 5 4 7

6/24/2017 11:50 OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 2 3 5 4 7



6/24/2017 11:51 AtholtonHS 1 4 7

The number of kids being moved is too drastic.  It 

changes the entire makeup of a school.  Many of these 

students have been attending school together since 

elementary school and this current plan splits them up 

their junior year.  Unfair to the kids!

6/24/2017 11:52 OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 2 3 5 4 7

6/24/2017 11:53 ThunderHillES 1 4 7

Seriously...moving half the kids from THES to go to Wilde 

Lake after they have been together for elementary and 

middle school is absolutely ridiculous and unfair to the 

kids.

6/24/2017 12:08 HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 5 10 8 8

This plan unnecessarily and unfairly guts a high 

performing school: AHS. The demographic changes for 

Atholton HS are extreme and will destabilizing. AHS is the 

only school with such extreme changes in demographics 

under this plan.

6/24/2017 12:10 EllicottMillsMS HowardHS 4

1100, 100, 1098, 98, 74, 2074 should all go to Howard HS.   

98 and 1098 should be merged into one polygon.

6/24/2017 12:11 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 1 1

951 students moving which is almost 65% of the school. 

Did you think about the kids left behind in this school 

loosing their HS friends. HS is important time in child life!

6/24/2017 12:29 ClarksvilleES 1 10 7

We are right next to clarksville ES yet would be moved to 

a school very far away from polygon 1185.  There are at 

least 3 kids including my son on IEPs at Clarksville who 

would be relocated.  Bad idea

6/24/2017 12:31 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 3 4

It can have a negative impact in terms kids who will don't 

report with new teachers and familiarity with the new 

school.

6/24/2017 12:32 MurrayHillMS 1 1 4

6/24/2017 12:41 LongReachHS 1 10 10 7

After looking at the polygons all being transferred from 

Hammond, Howard, and Long Reach to Oakland Mills the 

majority of them are from low income areas. This does 

not create a diverse group of kids plus you are pulling 

kids out of their communities.

6/24/2017 12:50 CradlerockES 2 3 7

OM High is diverse and has a strong sense of community. 

My biracial daughter would have gone there. Atholton is 

not diverse and will be under the plan- Will staff be 

trained to address this? Will current students staying be 

educated as well?

6/24/2017 12:52 AtholtonHS 1 7 3

I believe 1/2-2/3 of the population will change.  The 

second biggest component at any school after the 

administration is the parents who volunteer for PTSA, 

Boosters, etc.  I feel this plan will adversely affect AHS 

and my property values.

6/24/2017 12:53 CradlerockES 2 3 7

6/24/2017 13:01 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 3 7 1



6/24/2017 13:02 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 7 3

I absolutely hate the thought of splitting VM like this. We 

live within walking distance to Mt Hebron and SJL. We 

moved here because of the community and now it could 

be ripped in two. This also creates a before and after 

school night mare for us.

6/24/2017 13:06 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS 2 4 7

My concern is that the redistricting of our polygon (1170) 

creates a small feed to a new middle and high school and 

sends my children to middle and high schools more 

overcrowded than the ones they are leaving.

6/24/2017 13:12 LongReachHS 1 8 1

Transportation issues, sports issues, not happy at all with 

my son moving schools after one year.  I didn't move into 

Oakland mills area for the simple fact that I didn't want 

my children going to Omhs.

6/24/2017 13:17 HammondES HammondMS 1 7 8

1.It unfairly changes the demographics of Atholton High 

School. Moving 2/3 of the student population does not 

make sense. Plus if my kids get moved to Howard as 

proposed they may be unfairly subjected to move again 

once the new high school is built.

6/24/2017 13:42 HowardHS 1 1 7

6/24/2017 13:52

6/24/2017 14:03 CradlerockES LakeElkhornMS OaklandMillsHS 1 4 3 3 7

6/24/2017 14:06 MayfieldWoodsMS 1 3 4

6/24/2017 15:05 FultonES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 4 7 6

6/24/2017 15:05 AtholtonHS 2 4 4

6/24/2017 15:10 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 3 1 3 7 4

Students living within 2-3 miles of a school should be 

attending that school, not one across major multi-lane 

roads

6/24/2017 15:26

6/24/2017 16:06 AtholtonHS 1 5 1

This redistricting plan does not currently lay out the 

grandfathering parameters for Juniors, if they are NOT 

grandfathered, this would have a HUGE negative impact 

on my rising sophomore in 2018-19 when she is a junior.

6/24/2017 16:15 ManorWoodsES 3 3 5 4 7

My big concern is the small feed from MWES to FQMS, 

why not include our area in the move to Triadelphia 

Elementary school to avoid a rough transition into Middle 

School.

6/24/2017 16:18 ForestRidgeES 1 10 3 7

Does not correct for previous redistricting of murray hill 

ms to patuxent valley ms.  Students should attend ms 

they live closer to.  Boundaries should not cater only to 

newly developed homes.

6/24/2017 16:38 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 2 3 5 1 4

The redistributing of students negatively effects the 

students because the students being redistricted already 

have 2-3 years at Atholton High School. While completely 

moving the students to different school throws them off, 

especially for my siblings



6/24/2017 16:47 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 4 7

I am surprised to see how different of feasibility study of 

this year from 2006. Why two study is totally different? 

Why all of sudden the school needs such big adjustment 

after just one year? This doesn't make sense.This big 

change will impact negatively

6/24/2017 17:22 LakeElkhornMS OaklandMillsHS 3 5 1 7

6/24/2017 17:22 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 10 2

In the feasibility study, it is proposed that Dayton Oaks 

would send 39 students to Triadelphia Ridge. The other 

adjustment has 34 students moving from Triadelphia to 

Dayton Oaks. This doesn't seem to address overcrowding 

as the # of students is similar.

6/24/2017 17:39 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 10 7 2

It is not fair to move existing students from current 

school to a new school to allocate space for anticipating 

new comers. Students who live close proximity to the 

current school will have to go to a new school which is far 

away.

6/24/2017 17:43 HammondHS 2 3 7 5

Polygon 3 are walkers to Hammond HS and will now be 

redistricted to Atholton HS where they will have to be 

bused. This doesn't make any sense breaking up a 

neighborhood (the next street over will still go to 

Hammond) and adding the cost of transportation.

6/24/2017 18:00 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 1 4 3

Less than a 1 mile from Clarksville ES and proposed to 

move to a school 7 miles away.  My daughter who is 

moving to 5th grade would enter a middle school where 

she would know no one.  You would make us an island 

and isolate us from our current community.

6/24/2017 18:04 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 3 1

I feel really unfair about the changes affecting River Hill 

attendance areas as such a simple rearrangement will 

have a tremendous negative effect on a whole process of 

planning. I would request to keep polygon 1183 assigned 

to River Hill high school.

6/24/2017 18:22 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 3 7 5

6/24/2017 18:31 FultonES ReservoirHS 4 1 5 4 7

6/24/2017 19:01 ThomasViaductMS 5 9 7

If I look at and understood this study map carefully on 

Page 99, I am thinking that Students from Thomas 

Viaduct MS (who originally moved from Bellows Spring 

ES) will be move back to Mayfield Woods MS? If this is 

the case than I strongly support this stud

6/24/2017 19:14 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 1 3

The school my kid is moving to because of rezoning 

doesn't have the courses he have selected and really 

wants do so it is going to effect his studies & our future 

plans ..our family strongly opposing This re zoning.



6/24/2017 19:18 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 1 3 4

We live 1 mile from Clarksville ES, and it is way under 

capacity at this point.  It would be a tremendous waste of 

county resources to bus my children 20 minutes away to 

Tridelphia ES, not to mention the strain this will add to 

our household.

6/24/2017 19:49 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 4

6/24/2017 19:51 PointersRunES 5 6 4 8

It wasn't clear, but is there a chance it will be redistricted 

again prior to 5 years? I understand the need for 

redistricting but my primary concern is my child's ability 

to adapt to new schools/new friends and having it done 

more frequently than every..

6/24/2017 19:54 ForestRidgeES PatuxentValleyMS 1 10 1 4

While the plan addresses overcrowding it breaks up 

students on the north side of Whiskey Bottom who ride 

buses together and are a continuous community. Please 

do  not break up Northgate and Kings Grant 

communities!

6/24/2017 20:09 ElkridgeES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 3 3 4 1

6/24/2017 20:18 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 7 3

Students currently attending a high school should NOT be 

redistricted (even rising sophomores) unless there is 

severe overcrowding or a new high school is opening.  

The impact to the schools to let them stay is minimal- the 

benefit to the child is HUGE!

6/24/2017 20:23 MtHebronHS 1 7 7

You are making huge changes that effect too many and 

other changes that are negligible and make no obvious 

sense to the bigger picture - short of feeling you need to 

change a specific neighborhood.

6/24/2017 20:23 StJohnsLaneES 2 7

I'm concerned about the neighborhood of  valleymede 

being split in half. The children should go to school with 

their neighbors.

6/24/2017 20:33 MtHebronHS 1 1 3 7

Walkers in our area will be bussed to MRHS.   Students 

who are. Used less than 5 mikes will now be bussed more 

than 10. This will not decrease the transportation budget 

but increase it, which is fiscal irresponsible!

6/24/2017 20:56 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 10 5 2

There is nothing that I like about the plan, neighborhood 

and established communities will be split apart. Students 

will have longer commutes and redistricting will have to 

happen again since schools will reach Maximus capacity 

within 5 years.

6/24/2017 21:18 ElkridgeES ElkridgeLandingMS 3 1 3 4 7

6/24/2017 22:35 AtholtonHS 1 10 10 7 4

How can you in good conscience consider taking 

950/1400 students from Atholton HS and moving them?  

That is nearly 70% of the school!!!!  That is NOT 

redistricting!!!!!

6/24/2017 22:39 DeepRunES 1 4 7

I dont understand why kids would be both moved OUT of 

Deep Run Elementary School to two other schools, and 

then other students moved IN to Deep Run ES (pg 47 of 

report), esp when Ducketts Lane is closer to the New 

School #42 than it is to Deep Run.



6/24/2017 22:44 MtHebronHS 1 4 7

High school redistricting should not be considered until a 

new high school is built.  As we've seen in the past, 

projections are often not accurate.   A major unplanned 

HS redistricting now doesn't make sense at all.

6/24/2017 22:47 SwansfieldES HarpersChoiceMS 3 5 3 8

I do not like that the plan does not bring more students 

from Clemens Crossing to Swansfield to utilize the new 

space at Swansfield.  The plan negatively effects Harpers 

Choice Middle by removing two neighborhoods with 

many involved families.

6/24/2017 22:49 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS 5 7 6

6/24/2017 23:04 MtHebronHS 1 7

It would make sense to move the students who are 

within the polygons located to the west of Old Mill Road 

to Marriotts Ridge vs the kids from polygons 159/1159 

valleymede. Some of the younger students already 

attend Waverly elem, and they are CLOSER.

6/24/2017 23:30 PhelpsLuckES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 3 9 5 3 2

Walkership should be respected. If a child can walk to a 

neighborhood school that should be there home school. 

It decreases transportation costs and is healthier for the 

child.

6/25/2017 0:58 StJohnsLaneES 5 3 9

6/25/2017 1:34 ThunderHillES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 10 7 4

My 10th grader is in polygon 151. I oppose because WLHS 

is projected over capacity in 2022 101.3% OMHS is 

projected under capacity in 2022 96.7% WLHS is across 

town negating the ability to SAFELY walk to/fro school. 

WLHS is not in OM Village, OMHS is!

6/25/2017 1:36 VeteransES 1 7 1

6/25/2017 2:56 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 2 7

You plan on splitting Valleymede in half, by moving 115 

students from the West half of Valleymede from St Johns 

to Waverly and moving 106 Students from Waverly to St. 

Johns = 221 students displaced and would result in only 9 

less students at St. Johns.

6/25/2017 3:23 AtholtonHS 2 3 4 1

6/25/2017 11:20 LongReachHS 1 10 4 1

There's nothing positive about this plan. I will have 2 kids 

(a senior and a sophomore) and the senior will graduate 

high school without being able to perform in their high 

school band nor be able to play sports with the teams 

they started with.

6/25/2017 12:34 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS CentennialHS 5 6

6/25/2017 12:42 LongfellowES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 3 6 9 5 1

6/25/2017 12:45 DaytonOaksES LimeKilnMS RiverHillHS 2 1 3 4 7

6/25/2017 12:46 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 3 7

Transportation time to school is going from 10 min buy 

bus to 40 min to Marriotts Ridge. I am also concerned 

that pulling out current high school students and 

transferring them to a new school will cause a major 

disruption to them academically/socially



6/25/2017 12:56 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 3 7

Polygon1184 becomes a small feeder for MRHS. 

Transportation time ^ (10 mins to 40+ mins) negating the 

purpose of later start times (teens getting more sleep), 

walkability lost, VITAL when kids stay later for various 

clubs/activities (CHS 1.5ml-MRHS 9mls).

6/25/2017 13:17 LongReachHS 1 10 7 1

We live in mayfield.  Why should our children be 

separated from the community and their friends and 

shipped past TWO closer high schools? It's absolutely 

ridiculous.  There is nothing good about the plan to ship 

this neighborhood to Oakland mills.

6/25/2017 13:28 FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 10 4 7

There was nothing I liked about plan. Yes intent is to 

reduce overcrowding but the methodology seems like it 

could be improved. Final plan must include rising juniors 

so they aren't disrupted to the point of impacting their 

college opportunities.

6/25/2017 13:34 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 10 10 1 7

I do not wish my child to be redistricted. Going from Long 

Reach to Oakland mills is too far, it is an unfamiliar 

community and this redistricting is going to display an 

extremely uneven distribution of ethnicity .

6/25/2017 14:02 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 2

The plan is unnecessary moving students from school to 

school while negatively impacting neighborhoods.

6/25/2017 14:16 ForestRidgeES PatuxentValleyMS ReservoirHS 1 3 1 7

If this plan is approved, we will move our GT students to 

Carroll County.  The main reason we haven't moved 

already is that we LOVE our school, Forest Ridge ES. We 

currently have 2 boys there and have 2 girls that will 

enter in the next 3 years.

6/25/2017 15:56 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 1 5 4 7

Does not allow for families in established neighborhoods 

to stay. At local schools over new construction

6/25/2017 15:57 VeteransES 1 10 1 1

This is going to have financial impact of many thousands 

of dollars on our family.  We would be (barely!) 

redistricted out of Veterans while our long term 

babysitter remains in Veterans. We will now be forced to 

pay the high before/after care rate. Awful

6/25/2017 16:14 LongReachHS 1 10 4 7

Not a darned thing to like about this . Taking our children 

out of long reach hs to place them in oaklands mills is not 

a good plan. Where is the EQUAL diversity here ?  Leave 

Mayfield alone or send them to Howard.  OM is too far 

from school mates

6/25/2017 18:18 HowardHS 4 3 7 5

6/25/2017 18:19 WaterlooES EllicottMillsMS CentennialHS 4 3 10 8

My kids are staying at their neighborhood middle and 

highschool, however we are still an island when it comes 

to the elementary school.  I love the ES school they 

attend, but they pass 4 other ES on the way to their 

school.



6/25/2017 18:27 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 3 3 5 1 8

The test scores of the incoming students will compromise 

River Hill's reputation as one of the more academically 

challenging schools in Howard County. Also, the proposed 

attendance areas are distorted.

6/25/2017 18:47 ClarksvilleES RiverHillHS 1 4 8

River Hill High School is known for its excellent students. 

The incoming students may decrease the average test 

scores from the already existing students, which could 

also decrease the high status of River Hill.

6/25/2017 19:22 BellowsSpringES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 3 1 5

My home is closer to Howard High, but still in the current 

plan we are under Long Reach HS.

6/25/2017 19:32 VeteransES EllicottMillsMS CentennialHS 2 3 5 7

6/25/2017 20:18 DuckettsLaneES 1 1 8

I'm from polygon 33 on the map. We all bought our 

pretty expensive property here to send our kids to new 

DLES. Previous elementary school has 8 on 

greatschool.com. We all expect the same 8 or 9 from 

DLES. And now we have Deep Run rated 5?!!! Bad idea!!!

6/25/2017 21:48 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 7 4

Comments are, we are being redistricted from 10/10 ES 

and 10/10 MS to 5/10 ES and MS. We just bought the 

house, for the schools. This is not fair to us or our kids.  

Middle class income people like us are the ones affected 

by this.

6/25/2017 21:56 MtHebronHS 1 7 3

6/25/2017 22:48 DuckettsLaneES 1

I don't like that plan at all. My son attends good school. 

Deep Run ES has low rating and is bad.

6/26/2017 1:36 RockburnES 1 3 5 7

If a new high school will be built in Howard County in the 

near future, then redistricting high school students 

should be done after the school is built. This avoids 

moving students multiple times in a short time period.

6/26/2017 1:38 CradlerockES LakeElkhornMS OaklandMillsHS 2 3 7

Moved to Columbia proper because wanted the 

neighborhood/community environment around the 

schools.  This plan doesn't appear to take that into 

consideration.  It tears apart "school community."  There 

are less impactful ways to address overcrowding

6/26/2017 1:40 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 1 4

This plan has us being separated from the majority of the 

kids at MWES. Also, the plan eliminates one small feed 

from our school (MWES->BMMS) and replaces it with 

another small feed (MWES->FQMS) but worse now as 

that feed doesn't return to MRHS but to GHS

6/26/2017 1:48 HowardHS 1 3 1 4

My daughter will be a junior when this happens.  She said 

that now she is not worried about lunch because she has 

made friends at Howard.  She just finished 9th grade.  Her 

sisters have finished at Howard Want her to as well. She 

can walk to school.



6/26/2017 1:50 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 3 4 7

Atholton high school loses 900 students and gains 800 

students. Atholton seems to undergo a more radical 

transformation than any other school. Very hard for 

teachers, extra curricular activities, clubs and friendships. 

Please consider modest changes.

6/26/2017 2:09 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS 1 1 4

6/26/2017 2:24 AtholtonES 1 10 7 4

I like the idea that my daughter would go to Atholton 

Elementary and High (the closest ES & HS) but Lake 

Elkhorn MS is way out of the way and not with any kids 

that she would go to ES or HS with.

6/26/2017 2:29 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 4

The high school being proposed to us is much too far for 

new drivers, parents, etc to get to for various reasons

6/26/2017 2:36 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 2 7 4

6/26/2017 3:00 PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 10 10 7 1 There is nothing positive about this plan.

6/26/2017 3:11 ForestRidgeES PatuxentValleyMS ReservoirHS 2 4 7

6/26/2017 3:36 ManorWoodsES 3 3 7

6/26/2017 3:55 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 1 3 5 4 1

My son goes to Pointers Run ES, which is 2.7m from my 

house, yet he will go to Lime Kiln MS (2.7m) instead of 

Clarksville MS(2.7m). According to the proposal he won't 

be with his friends in MS, including those who live further 

from CMS than we do.

6/26/2017 6:38 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 2 3 7 3

Agree w/ redistricting in general but moving 200 will not 

help overcrowding.  Now 15 min on bus to 35+ min. If we 

have to change, Allow 11th graders to stay in current HS.   

Ok w/ younger child going to new HS as long as she starts 

and finishes at same HS

6/26/2017 11:39 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 3 6

6/26/2017 11:39 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 3 6

6/26/2017 11:48 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 2 10 7 3

Comment: With respect to our Dorsey Hall community 

the plan sacrifices walkability for some community 

members.  A major sense of community comes with 

sharing experiences, one of them being walking to school.  

This plan sacrifices community for utility.

6/26/2017 12:21 StJohnsLaneES 2 3 6 7 3

6/26/2017 12:26 BushyParkES 7 2

6/26/2017 12:26 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 1 4 5

I am in polygon 1179. Moving only 136 students from 

Marriots Ridge to Glenelg while MRHS remains under 

capacity through 2022 does not make sense. This is an 

extremely small feed given my daughter will be a junior 

and will be engrained for 2 years at MRHS.

6/26/2017 12:39 LongfellowES 1 3 7 4

This plan moves the 2 stable communities of Beaverbrook 

and Longfellow from Harper's Choice MS, which already 

lacks stability. The plan adds more students from the 

Bryant Woods community, which adds to an already high 

FARM rate. Negative impact for HCMS.

6/26/2017 13:08 4 3 9 7



6/26/2017 13:12 AtholtonES HammondMS HammondHS 1 6 5 1 7

If this plan happens my high schooler will be pulled from 

the school she loves in the middle of her high school 

career. This is a bad idea and my now middle schooler 

will end up in a different high school than his sister thus 

breaking the family path.

6/26/2017 13:19 HammondES 2 3 5 1 4

In the redistricted map, our neighborhood will be the 

only one on Gorman Road west of the organic farm (the 

Gould property) which is being shifted from Atholton 

High to Hammond High.  Please keep us in Atholton with 

our neighbors to the west on Gorman Rd.

6/26/2017 13:38 BonnieBranchMS 4 3 6

I just wish we could get a new high school for the Elkridge 

people sooner than currently planned. THANK YOU for 

this survey.

6/26/2017 14:25 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 10 3 7

1)The number of students affected is more than 

necessary. E.g., 136 students moved out of Marriotts 

Ridge HS, while 312 students moved in.  Why not just add 

176? 2)The new plan made Schools further for students 

which increase risk of traffic and accidents

6/26/2017 14:34 ManorWoodsES 3 3 9 7 8

I have a problem with Turf Valley overlook being 

untouched & the surrounding neighborhoods are all 

moved.You now have the entire turf valley area going to 

3 schools.  If you primarily sent them to West Friendship 

and Waverly, you'd keep more kids together

6/26/2017 14:38 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 4 7

This plan SHOULD NOT uproot CURRENT HIGH SCHOOLl 

students who are in the midst on planning on their 

college careers while collaborating with other students 

that they have built lasting relationships.  RECOMMEND 

apply ONLY to ES to MS or MS to HS students.

6/26/2017 14:39 IlchesterES 1 1 7

Long Reach does not prepare students for college based 

on their national and state score card but Howard High 

does. People will move to avoid Long Reach. Fix Long 

Reach prior to redistricting or the plan will fail.

6/26/2017 14:46 DaytonOaksES 1 3 5

6/26/2017 14:48 ManorWoodsES 2 1 8

Redistricting seems to skip Turf Valley Overlook.  Having 

the TV community split 3 ways makes zero sense as West 

Friendship could take the overflow from Manor Woods. 

Its unfair that other areas are effected when one 

neighborhood is skipped over.

6/26/2017 14:55 DuckettsLaneES 1 10 10 8 1

It's impossible to send kids from new neighborhood with 

previous ES rated 8 to Deep Run ES rated 5. All owners 

built their town homes at Howard Square to send kids to 

new good Ducketts Lane ES! Unbelievable!!!

6/26/2017 15:07 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 10 1 4

My son will be in 11th grade & participates in MRHS 

football. He will be pulled away from his team. My 

daughter will be in 8th grade & has to travel 3 times more 

than current travel time.



6/26/2017 15:08 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS

6/26/2017 15:09 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 3 4 3

These are not fair redistricting policies since schools with 

lower populations have students moving out such as 

MRHS.

6/26/2017 15:14 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 1 4

My kids travel time increases immensely. Also, my 8th & 

11th grader (in 2018-19) will be affected negatively as 

they participate in after school athletic activities. I have 

to travel 30 min extra to pickup/dropoff everyday during 

the school year

6/26/2017 15:23 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4 1

6/26/2017 15:29 DuckettsLaneES 1 1

All property at Howard Square recently bought by 

parents for new good DLES. We shouldn't be moved to 

DRES rated 5 now.

6/26/2017 15:52 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 1 4

My child is moving from a School rating of 10 to a school 

rating of 5 which is not acceptable. The Elementary 

,middle and high are affected. Also when looked at the 

report, the school will not reach it's maximum capacity in 

2020 ,so why redistrict it.

6/26/2017 16:01 DuckettsLaneES 1 1 1

Please return district #33 to Bellows Spring ES as it was 

before Ducketts Lane ES. Don't moved us to Deep Run ES 

with low rate please.

6/26/2017 16:10 FultonES HammondMS ReservoirHS 1 2 4

Please redistrict polygons 221, 1221 and 2221 south of 

Rte 216 that currently go to HMS and send them to Lime 

Kiln Middle School alongside their classmates at Fulton 

Elementary School and repair this broken feed created by 

the last redistricting.

6/26/2017 16:10 ManorWoodsES 1 3 4

This plan does not fully address the over capacity issue 

with the school system. It moved our kids from Marriots 

Ridge HS that is under capacity (after the move) to 

Glenelg that will become over capacity, and added much 

longer commuter time.

6/26/2017 16:13 HowardHS 1 8

Plan moves Howard students to lower performing school. 

I purchased home specifically to have children attend 

Howard not Long Reach which was the school for our 

previous house.

6/26/2017 16:14 HammondHS 1 6 7 8

The impact on hs that are not overcrowded by utilizing 

them as conduits for filling seats west is very undesirable.  

There will be a need to fully redraw boundaries, but don't 

do it until new school is up.  Can help overcrowded 

schools other ways now.

6/26/2017 16:15 StJohnsLaneES 2 3 5

If you are moving my child to a farther school, one that 

does not border our neighborhood, then I'd this really a 

long term plan? Or can I expect her to begin kindergarten 

and make friends, only to have her redistricted again in 

middle school?

6/26/2017 16:23 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 7 3

This plan will not only split my neighborhood, but will be 

sending us to schools miles away in another town, when 

we can currently walk to our ES and HS. This makes no 

sense to me.



6/26/2017 16:35 FultonES 2 5 2 8

The proposed redistricting does not address the severe 

over-crowding predicted at Fulton ES - to the point that 

there is 0 adjustment made to the school attendance 

area - even though capacity is available at Dayton Oaks. 

Why is nothing being done?

6/26/2017 16:36 HammondES 1 2 7

I am concerned about the "gutting" of the atholton 

community.  Particularly in terms of the N. Laurel 

residents ( gorman rd/johns hopkins area) being 

displaced.  HMS would feed into three high schools the 

smallest feed being the one going AHS.

6/26/2017 16:41 ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 3 3 4

Having children going to different high schools. Other 

ways to increase capacity at crowded schools should be 

included in any plan.

6/26/2017 16:48 DuckettsLaneES 1 7 1

6/26/2017 16:50 IlchesterES 2 2 4

This plan is a small fix to a larger issue.  There is 

overcrowding in the Northeast region, but no actual 

schools have been created to accommodate the Ellicott 

City neighborhoods - in its place, HCPSS is shuffling kids 

around to other areas.

6/26/2017 16:52 HowardHS 1 2 4

My son has been shifted around multiple times in the 

past few years and I am not thrilled with the prospect of 

doing this over and over again - his needs are not served 

by this proposal.

6/26/2017 16:59 DuckettsLaneES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 6 9 7 3

When we bought the house we were told that we will 

have Ducketts ES

6/26/2017 17:13 ManorWoodsES 1 3 4

6/26/2017 17:14 PointersRunES 1 3 4 7

6/26/2017 17:28 ClarksvilleES 4 3 10 3 7

I am happy to see most of the River Hill neighborhood 

going to one elementary school.

6/26/2017 17:36 DuckettsLaneES 1 10 8

Taking our kids from a 9 rated school to a 5 rated school. 

Unacceptable.

6/26/2017 17:41 HowardHS 1 3 1 4

Splitting two neighborshoods were kids walk to each 

other's house/have been in school together since 

kindergarten.  My child is in high school and sees this as a 

traumatic situation (having nightma).  Students have 

established relationships in band/sport

6/26/2017 17:52 HowardHS 1 1 4

Most of my friends are staying at Howard while I am 

being FORCED to change schools. You are expecting me 

to change my ENTIRE LIFE to fit your needs. This change 

will affect my grades which will affect which colleges I get 

into.

6/26/2017 18:00 CentennialHS 2 3 5 1 7

I think that High school juniors as well as seniors should 

be allowed to stay in their current schools if they want to 

stay. Juniors and seniors in High School are very 

important stage of their academic life for college.

6/26/2017 18:05 DuckettsLaneES 1 1 2



6/26/2017 18:10 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 2 1

This plan is ridiculous and should not be put into action. 

This is unfair to so many students who will be forced to 

go to a school that they don't want to go to, even if 

they're close to the school they want to go to.

6/26/2017 18:20 RockburnES PatuxentValleyMS HammondHS 2 7 3 1 4

6/26/2017 18:22 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 4 7

Don't redistrict Lyndwood Community (polygon 87 etc) 

from Howard HS to Long Reach HS

6/26/2017 18:37 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS 1 4 2

We are in the neighborhood with a proposed change 

from Dayton oaks to tridelphia Ridge. TRES is further 

from our house then Dayton oaks is. Our children will 

pass DOES on the way to TRES. The possible transfer will 

increase crowding at TRES

6/26/2017 18:45 DuckettsLaneES 1 1 7

My wife and I purchased our home in Howard county 2 

years ago knowing that our son will go to good school 

(Ducketts Lane elementary schools). If we knew that you 

will force us to send our kids to Deep Run elementary 

then we would never purchase home here.

6/26/2017 18:48 BushyParkES 1 5 7 1

Please move Polygon 216 (Danmark Dr/Sang Rd) in 

Glenwood, MD to Glenwood MS. We live closer to 

Glenwood MS yet we are sent to Folly Qtr which is taking 

my kids away from their close community which will 

cause social anxiety with knowing < a handful at FQ.

6/26/2017 18:49 HammondES 1 4 8

It is blatantly obvious that the more affluent kids are 

being taken out of Atholton to join the more affluent kids 

in western Howard county.  When will Howard county 

stop tearing neighborhoods apart and let people have a 

sense of community

6/26/2017 19:08 MtHebronHS 3 3 5 4 7

My child enters Mt. Hebron H.S. this coming fall from 

Ellicott Mills M.S. After moving to Ellicott City about 10 

years ago, my community has gone from Centennial H.S. 

to Mt. Hebron H.S. to the proposal for Howard H.S. We 

belonged to Worthington community.

6/26/2017 19:24 ClemensCrossingES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 2 6 2 7 5

This plan does not allow students in nearby 

neighborhoods to attend the local high school. In several 

cases students would be sent to high schools further from 

their homes instead of the nearest high school.

6/26/2017 19:30 NorthfieldES 1 3 7 8

The reallocation of polygons 148 & 276 to RBES 

eliminates most of the affordable housing (DH drive 

condos) that feed into NES. The plan makes NES whiter 

and even richer. The polygons are physically apart (on the 

other side of  108) from the rest of RBES

6/26/2017 19:43 ElkridgeLandingMS 3 6 3 4

While this plan does pull-in a few more kids from ELMS to 

go to Long Reach (adds one neighborhood), I am 

concerned that still only a small percentage of ELMS kids 

will go to LRHS while most of ELMS will go to Howard.



6/26/2017 19:55 CentennialHS 3 4 7 4

Breaks up the schooling experience for students between 

two different schools  in the critical high school age group 

where it impacts their college life and Graduation.

6/26/2017 20:31 TalbottSpringsES 3 10 3 4

My children currently attend Talbott Springs which starts 

at 8:40. With this plan they would attend Guilford which 

starts at 9:25.  This  causes us to need before school care 

which is an added expense.

6/26/2017 20:38 NorthfieldES 1 10 7 3

The current plan isolates the children in the Gray Rock 

Farm neighborhood from the community in which they 

have grown up.  Nothing about this plan is beneficial or 

takes the welfare of our children into consideration.

6/26/2017 20:46 NorthfieldES 1 10 7 3

This plan isolates a small section of children from the 

community in which they have grown up.  Nothing about 

this plan takes the welfare of these children in the Gray 

Rock Farm neighborhood into consideration.

6/26/2017 20:58 PatapscoMS 1 4 7

6/26/2017 21:24 DuckettsLaneES 1 4 7

No reason to move kids from Ducketts Lane to another 

school. This school was built with the kids in this area in 

mind. They should've planned better to address growth. 

It's a new school and wouldn't be fair to move kids to an 

older school further away

6/26/2017 22:04 DaytonOaksES 2 10 2 4

Want to know why 39 kids are moving from Dayton Oaks 

(including mine) only to swap for 36 of those at Tridelphia 

Ridge.  The net difference is 3 kids and cannot see upside 

or reasoning why this is plan. Please consider no change 

for polygon 200/1200 kids.

6/26/2017 22:20 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 5 3 7 1

Plan should make sure there are several comparable high 

schools, and the county will develop uniformly and 

balancing.

6/26/2017 22:28 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 2 3 4

We were redistricted 4 years ago to correct an issue with 

our feed.  Now we are being redistricted again and are 

becoming a small feed again!   The new kids that my son 

has gotten to know in the last 4 years will now not be in 

HS with him.

6/26/2017 22:30 WaverlyES 1 8

Send ALL polygons sent to Waverly in last redistricting 

westward (1162, 162, 2161, 1160, 160…not just 160 

&1160). Don’t split Valley Meade by sending 159, 1159 

westward. Instead send 1162, 162 and 2161. Extremely 

disruptive. Grandfather rising 8th & HS.

6/26/2017 22:34 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 2

I think this plan will enlarge the difference between the 

school between the eastern section and the western 

section.   Also, this plan did not solve the over crowding 

issue.



6/27/2017 0:07 ClarksvilleES 1 10 10 7 3

This proposal to re-district truly affects our community 

and neighborhood. Clarksville Elementary is located  right 

across from our community. The increase distance will 

add undue stress in our very young ones which can in 

term affect their academics.

6/27/2017 0:16 DuckettsLaneES 1 1 4

I purchased my home in Howard square solely for my 

child to attend Ducketts Lane , I would protest a 

switching of schools

6/27/2017 0:19 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 5 6 7

I have serious concerns that children with disabilities are 

not being considered in this process.  I understand that 

we want diversity in this school system, but children's 

needs with disabilities should also be considered.

6/27/2017 0:36 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4 2 Negatively impacts me and my children

6/27/2017 0:37 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS 5 5 7

6/27/2017 0:42 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 1 3

The current plan will move my child from Triadelphia 

Ridge ES, which is a mile away from our home, to Bushy 

Park ES, which is over 4 miles away. This seems to repeat 

the purpose of having a true neighborhood" school."

6/27/2017 0:44 HowardHS 1 4 4

6/27/2017 0:45 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 1 8

My husband and I just put a contract on a house in 

Polygon 2210.  This plan would double the amount of 

time our daughter spends in before/after care and 

double our commuting time by sending her Bushy Park ES 

which almost 4 times further away than TRES.

6/27/2017 0:54 HowardHS 1 10 10 1 4

Moving students when neighborhoods are connected 

with sidewalks that allow student to intermingle.   The 

plan is to move students to a new school so you move a 

development without thought to how this development 

connects to the ones right next to it

6/27/2017 1:10 RockburnES 2 3 5 8

Not a long term solution - high schools in particular are 

still above capacity. And realistically children in Northeast 

Howard Co. will likely be redistricted again when a new 

high school is built (which needs to happen ASAP).

6/27/2017 1:16 HammondES 4 5 7 8

I am not clear whether the proposed redistricting 

alleviate any further redistricting for the ES and MS will 

be minimal when the new HS #13 is built -will 

redistricting affect only Howard and Long Reach or will 

this have to occur county-wide again.

6/27/2017 1:24 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 2 3 4 7

I am concerned about the negative impact on students 

who will start at one high school and be transferred to 

another before graduation. I believe high school 

redistricting should not be implemented until the 

proposed new high school is established.



6/27/2017 1:31 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS 1 10 10 4 7

Bought home in1998 because it tracked to Howard. As 

part of the community that includes rockburn ES and 

ELMS we are devastated the track to Howard may 

splinter. We have taken our family to numerous sporting 

events @Howard anticipating this track

6/27/2017 1:36 DuckettsLaneES 1 1 5

6/27/2017 1:46 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 1 2

6/27/2017 2:08 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 7

1)Children from our polygon will travel 7 miles with 

commute times of 1 hour and 15 mins to and from home 

when we move from MRHS to GLHS  2) Creates a small 

feed from elementary to middle school making the 

transition hard for 11-12 yrs olds.

6/27/2017 2:21 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 3 4 7

The plan does not expressly consider near term impact of 

redistricting due to new high school to be built.

6/27/2017 3:39 WildeLakeHS 4 5 9 5

I would like to see a more equitable division of 

socioeconomic factors

6/27/2017 3:48 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 3 7 3

6/27/2017 4:05 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS 4 7 3

6/27/2017 11:10 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 10 4 7

6/27/2017 11:17 AtholtonHS 1 10 1 8

We are in Polygon 11. Moving all the high performing kids 

from AHS to River Hill and bringing in OMHS will 

significantly impact educational quality. The crime, drugs, 

and behavioral problems of urban Columbia will 

decimate a quality school.

6/27/2017 12:16 AtholtonHS 1 10 4 I like nothing about the plan

6/27/2017 12:45 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 2 3 4 7

I have concerns that kids who are 2 years into a high 

school would be uprooted and moved to a whole new 

school, new kids, new teachers, new guidance 

counselors, Junior year is a critical and stressful time, 

adding the change in school would be devestating

6/27/2017 13:01 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 4 1

I was subjected to redistricting as a child. I went from 

having childhood friends in 6th grade who played with 

stickers and dolls, to trying to navigate new friends in 

middle school who had all known each other for years. 

My life changed for the worse.

6/27/2017 13:14 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 2 3 7 1 4

39 DOES students (including 2 of mine) from areas 200 

and 1200 would move to TRES and 36 students from TRES 

to DOES. Why?Those current DOES kids would be bused 

past DOES on their way to TRES. TRES is projected to be 

at 99.5% of capacity, DOES at 73.9%.

6/27/2017 13:24 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 4

My son (rising 10th grader) plays varsity football at 

marriotsridge. His game, camaraderie with coaches & 

team will be disrupted. I have to travel over an hour to 

pick him everyday from practice. Pls don't disrupt high 

schools.



6/27/2017 13:28 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 3

My kid has to travel over 2 hours daily now to glenelg 

high school. He goes to Marriotsridge now. He's involved 

in athletics & after school activities With increased 

commute time, adjusting to new school will take a toll on 

his emotional well being.

6/27/2017 13:39 DuckettsLaneES 1 10 1 1

6/27/2017 14:15 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 4 3 5 4 7

6/27/2017 14:32 HowardHS 1 4 7

Why spit up the years of education for a student in their 

influential High School years? This should only happen if 

students can have a cohesive 4 years of study together.

6/27/2017 14:34 TalbottSpringsES OaklandMillsMS 1 3 6 8

This is hard to quantify, and certainly not one of your 

metrics, but 90% of the TSES PTA leadership for the last 

decade has come from Sewells Orchard and the 

Fairmeade cluster.  Moving these families will negatively 

effect TSES PTA in the long term.

6/27/2017 14:46 CradlerockES LakeElkhornMS OaklandMillsHS 3 2 3 7 3

6/27/2017 14:49 RiverHillHS 1 10 8

Moved from CA to MD '16  SPECIFICALLY chose our home 

based NOT on the Howard Co. School- but on the 

FQMS/RHHS address Son is mixed ethnicity we chose a 

school based on demographics AND its gold medal 

awards nationally YOU are also effecting property value

6/27/2017 14:54 DuckettsLaneES 1 3 4 7

6/27/2017 14:55 RiverHillHS 1 10 8

Why would you move ANY kids out of a top performing 

school with empty classrooms and into a lesser 

statistically performing HS???  This will negatively effect 

the value of my home as well as my sons education.

6/27/2017 15:06 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 3 4 5

6/27/2017 15:07 DuckettsLaneES 1 7 3

Also please consider that people purchase their homes in 

the affected area so that their children would attend this 

school.  Not only would our children not atten our 

preferred school, which we spent thousands more on our 

home for, home values will decrea

6/27/2017 15:18 DuckettsLaneES 1 1

My daughter will be attending Deep Run ES instead of 

Ducketts Lane ES. By all measures Deep Run ES appears 

inferior to Ducketts Lane ES.

6/27/2017 15:23 DuckettsLaneES 2 7 1 4

6/27/2017 15:24 DuckettsLaneES 1 3 5

Affects the safety of students during their 

transportation/commute to and from school by 

utilization of major highway. Highly against this proposal.

6/27/2017 15:28 BurleighManorMS 2 7

A well established Centennial community feeder system 

will have a piece snipped off (1184). This does not make 

sense to go from a 4 mile (round trip) to a 14+ mile 

commute for these students. Students who have always 

identified as CHS feeder is alientated



6/27/2017 15:39 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 5 3 4 1

Moving HS students from their core social connections 

can have SERIOUS detrimental effects on emotional well 

being - increases risk of anxiety, depression, and suicidal 

ideation.  I implore you to leave HS students in their 

schools once started there.

6/27/2017 15:41 WestFriendshipES 1 4 7

6/27/2017 15:43 WestFriendshipES 1 7 8

I am an immigrant and feel strongly for our daughter to 

learn Chinese.We saved up for years to move to two 

minutes from the middle and high schools that offer 

Mandarin and now we might be rezoned to schools with 

MUCH smaller Asian population at all levels

6/27/2017 15:57 DuckettsLaneES 1 8

We bought this house because we had agood rating 

school in this district DLES. Now, we have 5 rating school. 

Which is totally unfair.

6/27/2017 16:08 DuckettsLaneES 1 7 1

I bought my home only about a year ago. Brand new 

build for Ducketts Lane! My son will now be moved to a 

different school. I live in the Howard Square community 

and now our neighbors directly next to us and behind us 

get to continue to go to Ducketts Lane

6/27/2017 16:11 DuckettsLaneES 1 1 7

We purchased home in one year ago in district 33 on 

2017 planning polygon map specifically for Ducketts Lane 

ES. The proposed plan will cause negative impact in terms 

of carpooling as the homes located (266, 1033) 

surrounding us are not being affected.

6/27/2017 16:14 DuckettsLaneES 1 1

I would prefer my kids attend DLES. It's a great school and 

I don't want to change it. I'm in Howard Square, district 

#33. The property may loose the value due to DRES rated 

5.

6/27/2017 16:20 DuckettsLaneES LongReachHS 1 6 1 7

Currently in Howard Square & DLES/TVMS/LRHS are our 

zoned schools. Changing them would negatively impact 

my kids during their senior year! also impacts our new 

home value.  The new zones schools are poorly ranked & 

that needs to be addressed.

6/27/2017 16:43 DuckettsLaneES ThomasViaductMS LongReachHS 1 1 8

My son has an IEP and has a great working relationship 

with the faculty.

6/27/2017 16:46 FollyQuarterMS 2 1 7

I am very concerned that the school that is biking 

distance from our house and is a highly rated school is 

being redistricted from the New Rover Road address.  We 

purchased the house here to send our children to Folly 

Quarter Middle school.

6/27/2017 16:57 DuckettsLaneES 1 4 7

Very concerned about the proposal to redistrict Howard 

Square to Deep Run  ES and Oakland Mills HS. We 

recently bought in this area based on the districted 

schools. This will disrupt children currently enrolled and 

negatively impact property values.

6/27/2017 17:24 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 6 3



6/27/2017 17:25 DuckettsLaneES ThomasViaductMS LongReachHS 2 3 3 1 3

Belmont Station (polygon 1036) needs to be accessed 

separately from the neighborhood of Oxford Square. A 

more detailed suggestion will be emailed as requested.

6/27/2017 18:05 RockburnES 2 10 10 4 7

Attendance adjustments relating to HS changes for polys 

87, 2087, and 3087 cut too deep into Elkridge to the point 

that there will be a narrow minority of students who 

attend Rockburn ES and Elkridge Landing MS that feed 

into LRHS rather than Howard HS.

6/27/2017 20:52 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 1 7

This proposal ignores the proximity to the school, travel 

time to and back from the proposed school, isolate my 

kids from neighborhood kids, favor new comers, allocate 

space for future growth while ignoring existing, 

established residents.

6/27/2017 23:22 ClarksvilleMS 1 7 4

6/27/2017 23:39 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 4 7

Please consider the adverse effects on a small amount of 

students who will be pulled from their neighborhood and 

transported a far distance. To move from a school less 

that 2 miles from our address to one 8 mi and 40 min bus 

ride. Poly 1184

6/27/2017 23:39 BurleighManorMS 3

Please make the maps clearer for the redistricting as you 

did in the 2017 year. Please make looking at the map 

easier and clearer so the public is better informed.

6/27/2017 23:39 BurleighManorMS 3

Please make the maps clearer for the redistricting as you 

did in the 2017 year. Please make looking at the map 

easier and clearer so the public is better informed.

6/28/2017 0:16 MarriottsRidgeHS 4 10 7 1

This proposal does not consider to the proximity. Ignores 

the existing, established residents allocate admission for 

new comers. Isolate small percentage of kids from 

surrounding neighborhood kids by moving into a distend 

school.

6/28/2017 0:57 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 10 3 7

All the schools changed in the plan and every school 

became further!

6/28/2017 1:03 WorthingtonES 1 7

In the proposed 2017 plan, reassignment of polygons 

2093, 3093, and 4093 splits the neighborhood of 

Worthington which should remain contiguous with 

respect to school assignments.

6/28/2017 1:04 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS 1 10 7 4

I am greatly concerned that the plan is willing to make 

kids living right across from the school which is walking 

distance, embark on a 20-25 minute bus ride every 

morning, driving right past a school which they have been 

attending that is a 2 min ride

6/28/2017 1:30 BurleighManorMS 1 3 3 4

The trip to CHS is 5 minutes from Gray Rock, the trip to 

Mariotts is 45 minutes from Gray Rock. It makes sense 

that the school I am closer to be the school I go to. I wont 

be able to do after school activities because my parent 

won't be able to pick me up



6/28/2017 1:37 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 2 3 4 7

This plan will break up our community and carve out a 

small subset, 53 kids or 10% of the WOES kids from 

EMMS to BBMS. To move such a small subset of our 

community is an injustice to these kids who are a close 

knit community and we want to stay that way.

6/28/2017 1:39 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 7

6/28/2017 1:43 DuckettsLaneES 2 3 7 4

We live in a newer community along the route one 

corridor and are slated for Deep Run ES. I'm disappointed 

that the 4-5 communities within a 1 mile radius of each 

other will be split between 3 different schools.

6/28/2017 1:49 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS 1 10 10 1

We are not addressing the big picture- too much 

development, no attention to school impact. Should just 

ifentify feeder schools. Would eliminate need for change 

every couple of years. Never good.

6/28/2017 2:06 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 7 4

6/28/2017 2:24 HowardHS 1 4

We are very concerned by this plan.  We will have a 

freshman & jr at Howard next year & this proposal will 

split my family between Howard & long reach.  breaking  

up families should not be an option.

6/28/2017 2:47 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 7 5

We bought our home on the basis of being close to the 

#1 high school in HoCo. There are homes farther away 

from us that are still going to Marriotts Ridge when they 

should be at Glen Elg. This will impact my property value 

and I pay hefty HoCo prop tax.

6/28/2017 4:25 DuckettsLaneES ThomasViaductMS LongReachHS 3 5 7

6/28/2017 5:09 DuckettsLaneES 1 10 8 8

Will take my young child away from what is familiar. 

Young children need repetition and routines. We have 

built relationships between our kids, staff and ourselves. 

Proposed school with average rating, older facility, basic 

curriculum (no Spanish class).

6/28/2017 10:46 ElkridgeES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 5 3 9 7 5

6/28/2017 10:56 ManorWoodsES 1 1 4

6/28/2017 11:03 EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 2 4 7

Please keep the Worthington Community together.  

Polygons 3093, 4093

6/28/2017 11:11 VeteransES 1 10 7 3

6/28/2017 11:46 ManorWoodsES CentennialHS 1 10 10 1 4

We live very close to centennial high and centennial 

elementary school (within 2 miles) whereas Marriotts 

Ridge schools are 8 miles away. Redistricting to a farther 

school while we have easy access to centennial schools 

negatively impact us.

6/28/2017 12:04 3 3 5 3 7

Changing Polygon 189 to Dayton Oaks Elementary and 

Lime Kiln Middle from Pointers Run Elementary and 

Clarksville Middle negatively impacts the proximity to the 

schools, increasing the distance from approximately 1 

mile to 5 miles. Please reconsider.



6/28/2017 12:11 PointersRunES 1 3 3 4

Pointers Run is 1 mile up the road and we are redistricted 

Dayton oaks that is 7.6 miles away. In traffic, it could take 

up to 20-30 min one way. Whoever made this decision, 

did not take the distance and travel time into 

consideration. Very disappointed

6/28/2017 12:49 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 2 5 7

turning walkers into riders concerns me most.  if you 

already have a child on a bus, keep that one bus on the 

road.  adding bus routes (bus, driver, gas, etc) increases 

cost

6/28/2017 12:53 4 2 3 4 7

Does not go far enough with diversity in schools. Too 

many of the schools have a majority population not 

indicative of Howard County, needs more balance. For all 

children to thrive, they need to academically and socially 

interact with one another.

6/28/2017 13:48 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 3 3 5 8

The report does not identify the impact of HS#13 in 

Jessup for years past 2024.  Is it anticipated that school 

districts will return back to the way they are now after 

2024?

6/28/2017 13:54 EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 4 1 7

6/28/2017 13:55 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 1 4

Very small feed of students who will graduate from Mt. 

View and go to Glenelg. My son will be negatively 

impacted because he has a strong network of peers who 

will go to MRHS. His sister will be a rising junior at MRHS--

students at 2 HS is negative family

6/28/2017 13:58 ClemensCrossingES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 1 3 3 4

This plan is poor becauseiIt does not look to diversify the 

school profile. At the very least, it should positively 

improve the school's diversity. This plan (-) impacts AHS' 

profile. This could be an opportunity to improve River 

Hill's profile.

6/28/2017 14:05 MayfieldWoodsMS 1 3 1 4

6/28/2017 14:30 DuckettsLaneES 1 1

Polygon 33 property has been sold to parents interested 

in DLES. They were told new DLES was built to serve new 

growing Howard Square community. Polygons 266, 1033, 

1266 are closer to DRES. Please consider sending them to 

DRES but leave polygon 33 at DLES

6/28/2017 14:49 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 5 7

The Valley Mede community has been an established 

community for over 50 YEARS. This is a strong community 

committed to Mount Hebron High School for 50+ years. 

This tears the community in half.

6/28/2017 15:08 DuckettsLaneES 1 1

Because of this plan, my daughter has to go to Deep run 

elementary from Duckkets Lane and deep run school is 

not good and rating is worst also. Because of this change, 

it impacts my daughter's education and growth. Please 

don't redstrict to bad schools



6/28/2017 15:10 VeteransES 1 4 3

I would hate to see half of our neighborhood being split 

up to go to different schools, this would be my son's last 

year at VES and if this redistrict takes place he would be 

in 5th grade at a new school.  Horrible.

6/28/2017 15:23 VeteransES 1 3 4

This redistrict would take my 5th grader out of the school 

he has been in since K and put him in a new school, 

horrible.  This will also split up half the 

neighborhood...makes no sense.  Very against.  VES is in 

our backyard!

6/28/2017 15:24 VeteransES 1 7 3

very very against...why would we travel to school now 

when we can walk!  Makes no sense.

6/28/2017 15:27 DuckettsLaneES 2 3 7 4

Polygon 1036 is divided by train tracks. The Belmont 

Station (accessible only from RT. 1) and Oxford Square 

(accessible only from Coca Cola Dr.) communities share 

no common roads/infrastructure and should be 

evaluated independently from one another.

6/28/2017 15:47 StJohnsLaneES 1 2 7

If you are moving 1/2 of the valley Mede community to 

Waverly move the other half as well. Do not split our 

community.  It seems like even with the proposed plan 

the numbers at SJLES are still high.

6/28/2017 15:48 BollmanBridgeES PatuxentValleyMS HammondHS 5 3 5

I don't like redistricting, but I do like certainty. 

Implementing this plan will give us near-term certainty. 

At least for the next few years, we can breathe a sigh of 

relief and not worry about where our children will go to 

school.

6/28/2017 15:56 WaterlooES 5 6 5

6/28/2017 16:01 DeepRunES 10 1 8

Like - nothing.  dislike - You would be redistricting most, if 

not all, single family homes from our elementary school 

leaving little to no socio-economic diversity.  Also, the 

students would be bused past one high school to reach 

another high school.

6/28/2017 16:07 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 10 10 4 2

This plan is creating a small feed from BBMS to LRHS.  I 

understand the need to address over crowding, but 

creating small feeds are undesirable to most of the 

population.

6/28/2017 16:16 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 2 4 7

6/28/2017 17:13 StJohnsLaneES 3 5 7 8

Polys 159/1159 are the same neighborhood as 

34/1034/2034/3034/158 & should continue at SJLES. 

162/1162/2161 were moved out of SJLES in the last 

redistricting. Why move them back and move out the 

above mentioned who have gone to SJLES since the 

1960s?

6/28/2017 17:16 ManorWoodsES MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 5

6/28/2017 17:17 JeffersHillES 3 7

Would prefer Planning Polygon 71 to be moved from 

Jeffers Hill to Bellows Spring. Bellows Spring in still 

underenrolled under the plan. Moving Planing Polygon 71 

would put the kids with others who will go to Mayfield 

Woods Middle School.

6/28/2017 17:19 LongReachHS 1 7 3



6/28/2017 17:37 VeteransES 1 5 4 2

This would be very disruptive to the students who would 

have to switch schools. Very unfair to these students and 

families, not an acceptable solution" to over crowding. 

Negative impacts on students is unacceptable."

6/28/2017 18:09 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 1 7 3

Dry Leaf Path/Harmel  is a development built in 1988 

sharing the same schools, tot lot, bus stop,  Both these 

streets are part of Columbia.  The adjoining streets of 

Watch Chain Way (polygon 1066) are out-parcels. Dry 

Leaf Path should be in polygon 66.

6/28/2017 18:11 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 1 7 3

Dry Leaf Path/Harmel  is a development built in 1988 

sharing the same schools, tot lot, bus stop,  Both these 

streets are part of Columbia.  The adjoining streets of 

Watch Chain Way (polygon 1066) are out-parcels. Dry 

Leaf Path should be in polygon 66.

6/28/2017 18:17 AtholtonHS 4 6 7

This plan does not allow rising 11th and 12th graders to 

remain at their current schools in order to avoid the 

negative impact a transfer at that level will have on their 

college applications.  It is widely accepted that junior year 

in high school is the

6/28/2017 18:22 ClemensCrossingES 1 4 8

Iam located in polygon1066 and my concern is changing 

the ES for very little children.  We are closest to polygon 

66 who is not affected by this.The students in 1066 are 

being moved to a school that is over the 100% & from a 

school less than 100% capacity

6/28/2017 18:36 FollyQuarterMS 1 1 7 4

Families moving into and out of neighborhoods are 

continuously determined by the schools.  Admittance into 

the schools should be considered from the beginning, 

and the transfer process occur over a period of time, 

rather than a hard cutoff.

6/28/2017 19:32 HowardHS 1 2 1

This plan is moving my immediate neighborhood to 

another school while leaving neighborhoods surrounding 

mine at the current school.  It will separate many of the 

children in my neighborhood from friends whose houses 

they can walk to.

6/28/2017 19:50 AtholtonHS 2 3 7 1

6/28/2017 19:55

Schools need more ethnic and social diversity. Creating, 

maintaining or increasing schools with high percentages 

of black and Latino students WILL influence people to 

move or not purchase homes in certain areas. We may 

not want to admit it, but it is true

6/28/2017 20:22 AtholtonHS 2 3 7 1

6/28/2017 20:26 AtholtonHS 1 10 10 8 1

Sends the more affluent and white/asian students from 

AHS to RHHS. A better plan would maintain the balanced 

diversity at AHS and improve diversity at RHHS. My son is 

an avid participant of the marching band at AHS. There is 

NO marching band at RHHS.



6/28/2017 20:54 PointersRunES 2 1 4

currently walker to school - proposed move 3x further 

away requiring bus. Change will cause significant stress, 

impact and disruption, removal from established school 

community which has no benefits for my son.

6/28/2017 20:55 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4 8

puts a band aide on a issue that in two years will see be a 

problem and another redistrict. They need a new High 

school. Build that then do one big redistrict. We pay 

enough taxes that this should of already been in the 

works

6/28/2017 20:56 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 3 4 7

Moving polygon 209  to Dayton Oaks (36 students) and 

200,1200 (39 students) to TRES doesn't make sense. 

Polygon 209 is closer to TRES. Polygons 200 and 1200 are 

closer to Dayton Oaks.Are you using Route 32 as a 

dividing line?  There are bridges over 32.

6/28/2017 21:02 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 3 4 1

This would disrupt current high schoolers who will be 

focusing on college admissions and it would break 

important friendships and bonds that the children have 

made throughout their school years.  It is an emotional 

stress that may have a negative impact.

6/28/2017 21:06 WildeLakeHS 1 7 4

I live in the Dorsey Hall area and my kids are bused very 

far away from our neighborhood to go to Wilde Lake HS. 

Very few students from their middle school and 

elementary school go to Wilde Lake.  Most go to 

Centennial or Mt Hebron.

6/28/2017 21:37 ThunderHillES 1 4 5

This plan effectively cuts Thunder Hill out of Oakland 

Mills. Thunder Hill is the wealthier part of Oakland Mills, 

and it seems that this plan will segregate the poorer kids 

in Oakland Mills High School, in a substandard building.

6/28/2017 21:43 PatuxentValleyMS 1 7 1

6/28/2017 22:32 AtholtonHS 3 3 6 1 2

Even with this 2018-19 redistricting there's still projected 

overcrowding issues to come within 4 yrs.  I can't tell 

from this report whether the feed system has been 

corrected between school levels.  The current feeder 

system is broken.

6/28/2017 22:38 DuckettsLaneES 1 8 1

6/28/2017 22:50 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 5 5

6/28/2017 22:58 TriadelphiaRidgeES RiverHillHS 1 1 4

Moving students from River Hill to Glenelg will not give 

them the same quality of education and not give them 

same opportunities preparing them for collage. We 

bought real estate specifically for our children to attend 

River Hill HS.

6/28/2017 23:30 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 4 1

My children will be split between 2 high schools, one 

senior and one freshman in 2018-2019.  One in Atholton 

HS (finishing up her junior year) and the other will be at 

Hammond HS.  What about my youngest?  Where will she 

go?  Will she be grandfathered in?



6/28/2017 23:48 LongfellowES HarpersChoiceMS 4 4 7 4

It doesn't make sense to split the Longfellow community 

with the minority attending the closet school (Harpers 

choice).

6/29/2017 0:50 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 2 8

It is wrong to spit up an establish neighborhood-Font Hill 

Manor b/c of a new development-Centennial Overlook. 

The new development should be redistricted to MRHS!!!!

6/29/2017 0:53 FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 3 1 8

I have three children, and under this plan only two will 

attend the same high school.  My daughter will not have 

the same opportunities as my older two children.  The 

school to which we will be redistricted is not nationally 

ranked nor as rigorous.

6/29/2017 1:26 DuckettsLaneES 1 1 2 Would you send your kids to poor rated school?

6/29/2017 1:28 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 10 1 2 3

Respected Sir/Madam, We live @ Arsenal rd, the reason 

why we got these small townhouses for higher price is 

because of the schools. Northfield is not overcrowded at 

all pls don't allow to redistrict, hopefully you will consider 

our request. Many thanks!!

6/29/2017 1:51 ClemensCrossingES 1 7 3

Atholton High is being inequitably impacted. Around 

1000 students out of 1500 are being displaced. This is 

unacceptable to me and my family. The plan has 

Hammond walkers reassigned to Atholton and Atholton 

walkers reassigned to River Hill. This is wrong.

6/29/2017 2:14 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 10 10 1 8

We bought our house in this neighborhood because of 

the test scores and quality of Athelton HS. We never 

would have bought our house here if we had been 

redistricted to Hammond H.S. Homeowners are already 

planning on moving if this is passed.

6/29/2017 2:14 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 1 3 7 3

The plan breaks up the neighborhood of Harmel/Dry Leaf 

Path which have been together for 30yrs.  Streets are 

adjacent, share tot lots and have shared schools.  Now 

they are broken up into two different polygons; 1066 and 

66.  Does not make any sense.

6/29/2017 2:14 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 5 4 Good long term plan

6/29/2017 2:18 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 5 5

6/29/2017 2:35 WaterlooES EllicottMillsMS CentennialHS 4 2 3 8

Please reconsider the assignment of students in Polygon 

1100 to Waterloo Elementary (Elem #38). The students in 

that polygon live direct across MD 103 from Veterans 

Elementary (Elem #31). Additionally, the students in 

Polygon 1100 will attend middle and h

6/29/2017 3:31 CradlerockES LakeElkhornMS OaklandMillsHS 1 1 3

Consideration should be made to keep walkers, those 

students living a mile or less, in the same school rather 

than bussing them sonetimes as much as 5 miles or more 

away.



6/29/2017 3:41 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS 3 3 5 7

Economic diversity is not considered.  Some school will 

have 60% FARMs while others have below 5%.   Atholton 

HS would have 1,000 out of 1,400 removed to another 

school while Reservoir would have zero.  Let all schools 

share the burden.

6/29/2017 5:04 OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 7 7

Keep polygons 151, 1151, and 2151 at OMHS!  This is an 

affluent area of only about 85 students, OMHS has many 

FARMs students already, and likely will gain more 

(though you didn't provide a FARMs breakdown by school 

- why not?). Keep them in OM village!

6/29/2017 10:27 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS 3 4 7

I am concerned such as small number of students will be 

changed from Ellicott Mills to Bonnie Branch. I also am 

concerned that there will no longer be a clean feed from 

elementary to middle

6/29/2017 11:00 FollyQuarterMS 1 6 1 7

We purchased our home in Sept. 2016 to send our child 

to River Hill HS.  Not even a year later, we are learning 

that she will go to Glenelg HS.  Our daughter is African 

American and we want her in the more diverse HS.  We 

are 1 block from the line!

6/29/2017 11:20 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 2 1

6/29/2017 11:23 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 1 5 3 4

According the to the proposed plan, we have been  is 

redistricted to Dayton oaks from  Pointers Run 

elementary school. Pointers Run is just 1 mile up the road 

from our neighborhood. Dayton oaks is 7.5 mile away. 

kids will spend long time in the bus.

6/29/2017 12:56 HowardHS 1 3 3 1 5

The Howard/Long Reach redistricting only delays the 

inevitable.  We have needed a new HS for years in the 

East and if building continues it will only get worse.  

Moving HS students as a temporary fix does not solve any 

problems, it creates them.

6/29/2017 13:55 ClemensCrossingES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 5 3 6 8 8

While change is hard it is also necessary.It is unfair for my 

students to be in large classes and have to maneuver 

through crowded always when there are underutilized 

schools in the western part of the county.This needs to 

be addressed now.

6/29/2017 15:08 WestFriendshipES 2 7 1 4

While I can see pros and cons of going from a small 

school to a bigger school, Bushy Park is further away from 

both my home and work.  My kids feel safe at West 

Friendship.  We just went through a year of meeting new 

kids and getting used to the school.

6/29/2017 15:13 DunlogginMS CentennialHS 2 1 10 7 3

While I recognize the need to balance schools, taking 

children that are 5 minutes away from 1 school and 

busing them 20 minutes away is wrong. At the HS level 

this impacts their ability to participate in clubs, get extra 

help from teachers, play sports



6/29/2017 15:36 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 3 7 4

Concerned about the impact of our schools losing certain 

neighborhood support from single family house feeders. 

Balance of family, parent, volunteer economics will be 

shifted and change the school communities - specifically 

DRES and LRHS.

6/29/2017 15:47 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 10 10 5 2

This is not in the best interest of all the incoming 

freshman to high school this year.  They should be 

allowed to stay at there school if they choose to do so.

6/29/2017 16:12 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 1 7

Atholton HS will loose 3/4 of the existing student body. 

AHS has some amazing programs such has the Robotics 

Team that made it to World's championships last year.  It 

is has taken years to build these programs.

6/29/2017 16:27 DeepRunES 2 3 1 7

Kids would be moved to a HS much further away. Traffic 

driving from area 1080 to Oakland Mills HS is much worse 

and more dangerous, than to the closer Long Reach HS.

6/29/2017 16:43 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 1 10 1 3

Kids will have long bus ride, my son will be redistrcted in 

his last 2 years of high school, which is a very vulnerable 

time for college planning. I am vehemently against this.

6/29/2017 16:43 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS 1 7 4

6/29/2017 17:31 1 3 7

6/29/2017 18:16

6/29/2017 18:21 AtholtonHS 3 8

It changes the socioeconomic diversity of Atholton High 

School. We are working on creating a cohesive 

community in this economically and racially diverse 

school and this change sets us back. Don't send more 

"wealthy" kids to RHHS.

6/29/2017 18:25 FultonES ReservoirHS 5 9

6/29/2017 19:15 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 3 7

6/29/2017 19:57 ClemensCrossingES 1 7 3

I strongly recommend that polygon 1066 maintain its 

current elementary assignment (Clemens).  We are 

contiguous with the Clemens community, share a town 

center (Hickory Ridge), were part of the Harmel 

Development (1988-1989), and share many bonds.

6/29/2017 20:20 NorthfieldES 1 2 3

Does not address issues of overcrowding evenly across all 

Schools. Does not propose  highest to lowest ranked 

school redistricting in communities spread evenly among 

all housing types. Makes it less walkable for our kids than 

their current school access.

6/29/2017 20:59 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 2 3 10 4 7

We are in polygon 170 and close to Marriotts Ridge HS 

and Mount View MS.

6/29/2017 21:38 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 10 1 1

I like my children to attend the schools closest to my 

house.

6/29/2017 21:49 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS 3 5 4

6/29/2017 21:54 AtholtonHS 1 7 4

You are totally changing Atholton by more than 2/3.  No 

other school in this study is being as affected as Atholton.



6/29/2017 21:59 DuckettsLaneES 1 7

No consistency with neighborhoods and lines. See 266, 

1033 and 33.

6/29/2017 22:34 AtholtonHS 2 10 8

Do 9th grade Atholton JROTC students have to apply for 

JROTC as out of district students to stay in 

JROTC/Atholton? What happens if one of my twins 

remains in JROTC but the other doesn't. Do they have to 

go to different high schools (River Hill)?

6/29/2017 23:24 1 1 4

6/30/2017 0:07 ClemensCrossingES WildeLakeMS 1 10 7 3

Polygon 1066 elementary redistricting is moving kids 

away from their main community and community center.  

It does not maintain congruous neighborhoods.

6/30/2017 1:29 VeteransES 2 3 5 4 3

I would highly appreciate it if you keep my child where 

she is unless veterans, dunloggin, or centennial is 

overcrowded.

6/30/2017 1:44 LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 1 3 10 4 5

it seems to me that redistricting may eventually influence 

political redrawing of county lines to benefit one political 

party over another

6/30/2017 1:46

6/30/2017 1:55 3

No information is given regarding elementary school 

district rezoning for the Jessup area currently districted 

for Rockburn ES.

6/30/2017 2:09 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 3 7

I Strongly suggest Polygon 1066 remain in the same 

school district as Harmel Drive.  Dry Leaf path was build in 

the same 1988 development as Harmel Drive.  It's a deep 

rooted community, and we are vested in the Hickory 

Ridge community.

6/30/2017 3:52 MountViewMS 1 10 3 4 7

Our development is the only one on outside of 

144/Fredrick road that will be redistricted to Glengl HS, in 

fact even 144 on the other side of 32 stays at MRHS! This 

will be pulling my rising 8th grader away from his 

neighbors that he plays with and peers!

6/30/2017 9:02 PointersRunES AtholtonHS 5 5 3

Thanks for the work!  The study is very solid. The 

proposed changes (pp.39-41) are very thoughtful and 

shall significantly addresses issues of overcrowding for 

the next couple of years.  Looking forward to further 

information about the re-zoning.

6/30/2017 9:16 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 3 5

6/30/2017 11:36 ClemensCrossingES 1 2 7

This plan moves a very small number of students from 

our neighborhood to a new school, which will break up 

our community, result in longer drives, and impact our 

kids emotional state.  Our kids are very loyal to their 

school, fellow students and teachers.

6/30/2017 11:37 ClemensCrossingES 1 2 7

6/30/2017 11:53 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 3 4

Excuse me. I don't like what you are doing. You're moving 

my house away from centennial  and I think that's unfair 

of you. I have a house that I paid a lot for and I have bills 

to pay. Do you want me to go broke? I hope you're proud 

of yourselves. >:(



6/30/2017 13:02 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 3 4

Transit times will be upwards of 1 hr,   plan creates a 

small feed that currently does not exist,  plan does not 

maintain contiguous neighborhood.  these areas are not 

physically close to BPES

6/30/2017 13:03 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 3 7 4

AHS is disproportionately impacted with a proposed 

change of student population. This plan will decimate 

years of effort from boosters, teachers, mentors and 

students that brought AHS distinction for its robotics 

team and orchestra.

6/30/2017 14:00 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 10 7 4

High School and all the stresses of being a teenager are 

hard enough by themeselves but to know that they will 

have to leave ALL their friends that they have grown up 

with since Kindergarten has caused even greater 

immense stress.

6/30/2017 14:23 ThunderHillES 1 4 2

Moving Thunder Hill kids from under-capacity and low 

performing Oakland Mills HS to over-crowded and low 

performing Wilde Lake makes no sense.

6/30/2017 14:41 ThunderHillES 4 3 7

New plan would move our children out of our 

community. We live a mile from Howard and are in the 

Oakland Mills community yet our kids will be sent to 

Wilde Lake (across town). We have no connection to 

Wilde Lake. Love our OM community and want to stay.

6/30/2017 14:43 OaklandMillsHS 3 4 7

Separates Thunder Hill Neighborhood from its Village of 

Oakland Mills.  Buses my kids to a school they could not 

walk to if they missed the bus, especially if the HS start 

times are moved back to after I go to work.

6/30/2017 14:43 ThunderHillES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 7 4

Moving 80 kids from polygon 1151 in an undercapacity 

school to another school that is due to be overcapacity is 

just shuffling the issue around. Its also a small feed in 

which currently all of the OMMS feeds into OMHS.

6/30/2017 15:05 1 6 7 2

6/30/2017 15:06 RockburnES 1 1 7

This abrupt change in our high school assignment is 

unacceptable.  It will tak our children away from the 

peers that have been on their school since elementary 

schooland will alienate our neighborhood by grouping it 

with others no where near our location.

6/30/2017 15:17 1 6 7 2

I suggest that Polygon 1066 & Polygon 66 (original 

polygon of 1066) remain together. Our polygon, 

particularly the homes/children on Dry Leaf Path are 

much closer to Clemens Crossing Elem and Atholton HS. 

Very important transportation factor, esp. in HS!

6/30/2017 15:28 HowardHS 1 4 7

On the High School level, this plan provides no long term 

stability.   Howard is overcapacity, but moving our 

Lyndwood neighborhood (87, 2087, 3087) to Long Reach 

is a temporary fix (only achieving goal capacity for both 

schools for 1 year) then what?



6/30/2017 15:46 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4

Please leave Lyndwood (87, 2087, 3087) in Howard HS. 

Conceder including existing portable classroom toward 

available capacity and it would make Howard HS with 

Lyndwood stable till new HS is built

6/30/2017 16:12 AtholtonES 4 2 4

I fcous in the relocation to/from Hammond HS where my 

child will eventually will go. It is strange that Hammond is 

transferring (and receiving) roughly the same # of 

students from Atholtom HS.

6/30/2017 16:25 AtholtonHS 1 4 5 4 7

6/30/2017 16:35 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 3 7

This is a temporary band aid for the problems of 

overcrowding in Eastern & Northern Howard County.  

Communities and neighborhoods are being divided and 

sent to different HS to solve a problem that needs 

remediation by building a new HS sooner, not 2024.

6/30/2017 17:17 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 2 4

When we moved into Lyndwood, my husband and I 

conducted a thorough review of the schools our children 

would attend including Howard High School.  We would 

not have moved into the neighborhood if it had been 

districted as is being proposed.

6/30/2017 17:46 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 2 5 3 4

My biggest concern is transportation when my kids are 

driving to and from school from after school practices. 

We live 3 miles from Marriotts Ridge and could be 

redistricted to Glenelg. I'm fine with moving from Mount 

View to Folly Quarter because the bus

6/30/2017 18:08 HowardHS 1 4 1

While I appreciate the Planning Committee's attempt, in 

general I find the proposed plans to be short sighted.  The 

recommendation that siblings attend different high 

schools is just one example that demonstrates the 

inadequacy of the proposal as written.

6/30/2017 18:17 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 1 6 4 7

too many students moved from schools where they can 

walk home afterschool to schools where they cannot 

walk to(East & West Columbia) Breaks up communities of 

students for little return.  Completely changes character 

of Clemens Crossing ES and Atholton HS.

6/30/2017 18:34 ManorWoodsES 1 3 1 3

we move from balt to our current house in HoCo so our 

kids could attend manor woods ES, mt view MS, & 

marriotts ridge HS. now the feasibility study proposes 

moving our children to schools which are even further 

away- does not make a lot of sense

6/30/2017 18:45 PointersRunES 3 9 3

My child is starting Kindergarten at Pointers Run next 

year.  The plan has her moving to Dayton Oaks after one 

year.  I am not concerned with her having to switch 

schools, but am concerned that D.O. is the 4th closest 

elementary school from us polygon 118

6/30/2017 19:07 ForestRidgeES 5 5 2 2



6/30/2017 19:17 HowardHS 1 3 1 4

Overcrowding will still be an issue at high schools in our 

area With potential high school opening in 2024 are kids 

are subject to another shift in 5 years Breaks up our sense 

of community and belief our children will be surrounded 

by their friends

6/30/2017 19:32 PatuxentValleyMS HammondHS 5 7 4 8 2

6/30/2017 20:07 HammondES 3 2 5 2 7

This plan does nothing for the Fulton ES district that is 

becoming exceedingly overcrowded in the next 5+ years. 

This overcrowding will impact at the high school level by 

the time my children attend Reservoir HS in 6 years.

6/30/2017 20:11 GormanCrossingES 1 1 7

we have Althonton assigned as the high-school for my 

kids and that was the main reason for buying our house. 

Now with this new change Hammond high school would 

be the assigned school and it is not even comparable to 

Althonton.

6/30/2017 20:21 HowardHS 1 3 1 4

We live in Lyndwood and my son would loose 8 years of 

spending time with his peers if he has to go to Long 

Reach. Our kids need their community and peers when in 

highschool. Please do not move polygon 87 and keep us 

at Howard High. Thank you

6/30/2017 20:21 HowardHS 1 3 4

Why not shift JROTC programs to other school with lower 

attendance to help with some of the overcrowding.

6/30/2017 20:30 WaverlyES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 2 3 1

6/30/2017 20:30 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 3

I want the High School for my address to remain Atholton 

H.S.

6/30/2017 20:34 HammondMS HammondHS 2 3 5 4 3

does not considering moving students in their later years 

in high school. Meaning don't transfer students in their 

junior and senior to a new school.

6/30/2017 21:35 PatuxentValleyMS HammondHS 4 4 7

I like the idea that all of Emerson will be going to same 

high school.  I would recommend moving the small group 

that goes to PVMS to Murry Hill so that kids could go to 

same school from the Middle school.  Let's keep the kids 

in the community together.

6/30/2017 21:51 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 1 4

Polygon 170 has 27 elementary school kids going from 

Manor Woods to Folly Quarter MS when most of their 

friends will go to Mount View MS. This is a good  example 

of small feed. This is really a bad idea and we don't like 

this proposal for that reason.

6/30/2017 21:55 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 8

Polygon 170 is closer to Marriotts Ridge HS than Glenlg 

HS. This affects after school activities wit transportation 

from and to these activities to Glenlg HS as Ten Oaks and 

Rte 32 have standstill rush hour traffic This affects their 

participation in them



6/30/2017 22:39 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 7 3

Polygon 170 kids are being sent to Glenelg HS which is 

more than 9mi away, whereas Marriotts Ridge HS is just 

2mi from our house.  Plan increases transportarion cost 

bigtime, does not keep area students and all 

neighborhood kids together. Major mistake.

6/30/2017 22:41 HowardHS 1 4 7

I just can't believe a strong community would split up 

familes,  including mine.   It would be devastating if I 

couldn't go to school with my sister In the last year 

before she goes up to college.  Anxiety for two different 

schools, and more stress.

6/30/2017 23:09 ThunderHillES 1 4 7

I do not like the redistributing of thunder hill to wild lake. 

It does not take into account overcrowding issues that 

are projected sooner at Wilde lake and not at OM. 

Moreover, kids would have a much longer bus ride and 

would not have the option to walk.

6/30/2017 23:10

6/30/2017 23:28 OaklandMillsHS 4 5 3 1 8

The feasibility study recommendations leave great 

disparities in ethnic composition of the schools.  

Information about poverty rates (measured by FARMs 

numbers) is not included.  All students do well if FARMs 

numbers are below 20% of school population.

6/30/2017 23:39 MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 7

The plan completely changes the culture of Atholton High 

school and adds and removes kids from disparate 

neighborhoods in an extreme manner.  Emerson kids are 

high performing academically and socially and Hammond 

High School will not meet their needs.

6/30/2017 23:49 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 5 3 5

7/1/2017 2:23 ClemensCrossingES 1 7

This plan accommodating the commercial and residential 

developers in our city at the expense of the children. Our 

county should not allow developers to build in school 

districts over 100% capacity without plans to build more 

schools first.

7/1/2017 2:41 RiverHillHS 1 1 4

The plan has no consideration about the loss of property 

value of each individual family. It transfers a school 

problem to individual  family problem.

7/1/2017 4:46 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 1 4

7/1/2017 7:35 PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 3 10 1 7

I will have brothers that will attend two different high 

schools at the same time. I will have one son who will 

have to commute a long distance when he could walk to 

school if necessary if allowed to go to his original school 

as planned.

7/1/2017 14:23 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS 1 3 7

We live in 118 & the plan is to move 38 kids from 4 

polygons from PRES to Dayton Oaks which is 4 times 

farther away.  The distribruption to move 38 kids does 

not make sense as it minimally addresses the crowding 

issues in schools other than PRES

7/1/2017 14:57 RockburnES 1 7



7/1/2017 15:34 HowardHS 1 2 1 4 2

7/1/2017 15:36 OaklandMillsHS 1 10 10 7 4 There is nothing positive to say about this plan.

7/1/2017 15:41 HowardHS 1 1 8

Long Reach is a poorly ranked school. Having my child 

redistricted there will severely impact his educational 

experience. In addition, Long Reach is also over capacity, 

so this plan does not solve the issue of overcrowding.

7/1/2017 18:31 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4 7

Polygon 170 is closely knit with other neighborhood 

communities in the Turf Valley and Sand Hill area. Less 

than 15% of total student body are being sent to Folly 

Quarter and Glenlg where they will not know anybody 

creating a rough transition into MS/HS

7/1/2017 18:43 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 7

Polygon 170 is being sent to new schools with less than 

15% or the student population creating a small feed.We 

are also 7 miles away from out new HS and MS and it will 

take long time to go and come from home to school.This 

is a lot of travel time for kids

7/1/2017 19:18 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 1

Our kids are being bused Folly Quarter/Glenlg that is 7 

miles away near 32 and Ten Oaks roads which are 

congested traffic areas. We are closer to 

MtView/Marriotts Ridge which is only 2 miles away. Don't 

do this to the kids. Affects after school activities

7/1/2017 19:46 MtHebronHS 1 10 10 7 3

I like nothing about this plan as it cuts the Valley Meade 

neighborhood in half along and suggests moving several 

hundred HS students to a new HS.

7/1/2017 20:05 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 6 1 1

Having moved to our neighborhood for the schools, the 

proposed plan has my portion of the Emerson community 

changing from a very good high school, Atholton HS (a 9 

on Great Schools), to a HS we would not consider going 

to Hammond HS(a 6 on Great Schools).

7/1/2017 20:22 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 5 7

The small net gains in overcrowding relief do not justify 

the disruption in splitting neighborhoods in half and 

making walkers into bus riders.

7/1/2017 20:24 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 2 7

Spitting a tight knit community like Valley Mede down 

the middle to result in such small net change just does 

not make sense. I understand the concern with 

overcrowding and that this was discussed last time and 

not adopted. Please do not do this.

7/1/2017 20:38 CentennialHS 1 3 7 3

PLEASE ALLOW HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS FINISH WHERE 

THEY BEGIN. LATER SCHOOL START TIMES WERE 

INTENDED TO IMPROVE SLEEP. CENTENNIAL HIGH 

SCHOOL NEEDS TO BE REBUILT ON THE ADJACENT FIELDS 

TO ACCOMMODATE CURRENT AND FUTURE NEEDS AND 

TO ELIMINATE MOLD CONCERNS.

7/1/2017 20:51 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 5 7 1 4



7/1/2017 20:56 CradlerockES 1 7 8

You are taking walkers and making them bus riders which 

means more money!!! Stevens forest doesn't even have 

bus access...so what are you going to do, spend millions 

more to add it???

7/1/2017 20:59 TalbottSpringsES 1 8

So you've basically segregated Talbott Springs (10% 

white).  Have you run the FARMs numbers because I'm 

pretty sure what you are doing is illegal!

7/1/2017 23:07 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 1 10 7

The proposed move of students living in the Chapel 

Woods community and currently attending Clarksville ES 

and Clarksville MS to Tridelphia ES and Folly Quarter MS 

does not make any sense for several reasons.  The 

current distance to CES is only 1/2 mile.

7/2/2017 0:29 HowardHS 1 1 7

7/2/2017 0:59 GormanCrossingES 3 3 7 1 8

The perception of the school(s) that we may be 

redistricted to may decrease our property values.

7/2/2017 1:06 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS 5 3 1 I do not want to get any different districts!!!

7/2/2017 1:06 MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 4 2 3 4

7/2/2017 2:43 1 7 4

Plan moves my neighborhood from a better high school 

(rating 9 out of 10) to a less supported high school (5 out 

of 10).  Though I don't have kids, this will definitely affect 

my house value.

7/2/2017 3:26 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 4 3 9 7

The split of Valley Mede neighborhood is a bit strange, 

but otherwise I'm fine with this

7/2/2017 9:17 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 1

7/2/2017 11:38 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 2 3 7 1

7/2/2017 11:51 ClemensCrossingES 1 7 2

I strongly recommend that polygon 1066 maintain its 

current elementary school (Clemens). We are contiguous 

with the Clemens community. Dry Leaf Path and Harmel 

were part of Harmel Development (1988). Only 5 ES kids 

are in our community. Why disrupt them?

7/2/2017 11:58 HammondES 3 7 1

The plan basically makes Atholton a new high school per 

its population.  It changes 2/3 of the population out and 

replaces with different 2/3 population and drastically 

changes the demographic and community neighborhoods 

feeding into that school alone.

7/2/2017 12:17 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 4 7

7/2/2017 12:52 1 7 4

Changing high schools for that age group is extremely 

detrimental to the emotional and psychological well-

being of the kids. The kids' performance in high school is 

essential for college preparation.  I bought my property 

based on my kids going to Howard.

7/2/2017 13:22 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 10 10 4 5

This plan does not address or solve long range capacity 

needs at the high school level. Under this plan, my kids 

will not go to HS with kids from elem school. It also does 

not look into moving programs such at the JR ROTC from 

Howard high school.

7/2/2017 13:43 StJohnsLaneES 1 1 4



7/2/2017 13:45 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 3 4 7

The polygon redistributing is impacting my kids moving 

from near by schools to far off schools and creating 

isolation in communities we live in. We have invested all 

our money in buying homes for the schools and this 

redistribution is causing a burden.

7/2/2017 14:12 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 5 4

Delay the high school redistricting until a new high school 

can be built. Moving students that are in neighborhoods 

that are within walking distance of school should not be 

considered.

7/2/2017 17:14 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 1 7 8

Lack of diversity at certain schools, such as River Hill, and 

an overabundance of diversity at Atholton.

7/2/2017 17:52 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 2 3 4 7

At Atholton, excellent academic programs and art 

programs such as robotics and band/orchestra are 

reflective of the work of students and their families, past 

and present.  These will be decimated by changing half 

the student body.

7/2/2017 19:31 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 1 7 4

We attend an under-utilized school (Clarksville 

Elementary) and we are right across the street within 

walking distance. It makes no sense to move our kids to a 

school 7 miles away so other kids from farther out can 

attend CES.

7/2/2017 20:52 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 7 8

Howard high school is within easy walking distance of our 

home. This close distance makes it easy for our children 

to participate in before and after school activities.

7/2/2017 21:46 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4 5

7/2/2017 22:21 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 1 10 4 3

7/2/2017 23:02 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS 3 9 4 7

1. Hard to fully grasp the report. 2. Will potential 

redistrict result in another move during high school? 

That's my only problem. Pg.48, last sentence mentions no 

moves at elem. level and removing double feed 

elsewhere, but I don't know what that means.

7/2/2017 23:03 PatapscoMS 1 5 7

I understand redistricting, fine with changing schools. Just 

please move the valleymede square together. Daughter 

has built friendships. I have parent networks built over 10 

years. Now I have no relationships to carpool/swap 

rides/favors.

7/3/2017 1:17 CentennialHS 1 3 7

Under this plan, the distance from my home to my son's 

school would increase from 3.4 miles to 7.9 miles. Since 

the new school is so far away, my son would be 

separated from the vast majority of the friends he has 

made throughout his school career.

7/3/2017 1:40 CentennialHS 3 3 4 1

7/3/2017 13:02 BonnieBranchMS 1 7 4

Delay the high school redisctricting until a new high 

school can be built. * Move many fewer students in the 

entire redistricting plan * Do not move students who can 

walk to school to a school much further way Do not split 

neighborhoods



7/3/2017 13:38 StevensForestES 2 3 7 8

There is no reason children from so close to Cradlerock 

should be bused to SFES! Also, our school is not set up for 

such heavy bus utilization - right now we are an all-walk 

school, which is what I love about our community!

7/3/2017 15:00 RockburnES 1 5 3 4 7

7/3/2017 15:15 CentennialHS 2 5 3 1 8

Our son will be a rising junior for the academic year 2018-

19 and  we will like him to finish at Centennial. Pls 

consider exempting rising juniors. Thank you.

7/3/2017 16:21 PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 7 3

Proposing to pull small portion of highschoolers from an 

established neighborhood of Valley Mede, where they 

can walk to school and home from after school activities, 

to a school miles away, down a dangerous rt. 99, is a 

horrible idea. Please reconsider!!

7/3/2017 17:21 HowardHS 1 10 1 4

This plan does not consider that it is moving students 

away from their friends whom they have attended school 

with for many years leading up to high school.  It uproots 

them and will make it harder for them to get into a good 

college.

7/3/2017 17:37 ClemensCrossingES 1 7 4

7/3/2017 17:37 HowardHS 1 7 3

7/3/2017 17:40 LongReachHS 3 1 4

7/3/2017 19:19 CentennialHS 1 6 4

- After School Activities; - Students enrolled in the 

Humanities Program at Centennial High School the 

English and History curriculum are unique; -  Emotional 

and social stress on students affected; 4- Ignore the Policy 

6010 School Attendance 11 graders

7/3/2017 19:46 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 5 6

7/3/2017 20:05 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 1 1 7

We live in the Chapel Woods subdivision in Clarksville 

virtually steps away from Clarksville Elementary.  The 

proposed plan moves children from our subdivision to 

Tridelphia Ridge Elementary 7 miles away. It makes no 

sense. Please reconsider.

7/3/2017 20:42 BurleighManorMS 1 1 3

Marriotts Ridge is very far away and my child would have 

to wake up very early in order to be on time, which will 

negatively impact the attendance even more than it 

already was. Also, my child is constantly complaining 

about how she will miss her friends.

7/3/2017 20:53 ClemensCrossingES 1 7 3 Does not tale into account the shared town center

7/3/2017 21:34 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 7 5

Concern over extremely long bus rides due to changes in 

HS boundary lines.  Unacceptable that my child will spend 

about 1 1/2 hours/day on a bus compared to the current 

40 min/day.  Temporary solution that shifts boundary 

lines further west isn't fair



7/3/2017 23:17 CentennialHS 1 10 10 4 7

I want my son to attend this school and my future son 

too. This is known to have high academic standards. Also 

has a great basketball program for my first son had 

played for. This school is great and I don't want my son to 

be isolated from everyone else.

7/3/2017 23:51 2 1

Impact of home values and changing neighborhoods, 

distance to travel to school, splits students that have 

gone to school together for years

7/4/2017 1:00 HammondES 1 8 4

After redistribution, the Atholton HS will a) lose the 

significant amount of high performing students, and b) 

accept significant amount of low performing students.  

The proposed numbers are well above secure level of 

safe integration.

7/4/2017 1:01 HammondMS 8 1

After redistribution, the AHS will a) lose the significant 

amount of high performing students, and b) accept 

significant amount of low performing students.  The 

proposed numbers are well above secure level of safe 

integration.

7/4/2017 1:58 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 10 4 7

Polygon 1184 is part of Font Hill Community. The plan 

splinters the northern end of Font Hill from the rest of 

the community; only sends 13% of the CHS student body 

to MRHS, fragmenting the community & creating a small 

feed.

7/4/2017 11:20 AtholtonHS 1 8 1

Not explicitly excluding trailing siblings from redistricting 

is extremely disruptive to families.  This negatively 

impacts families, communities, and schools.  It puts an 

extra financial burden on families to support two school 

communities.

7/4/2017 13:01 WaverlyES 1 4 5

Keep ALL five polygons redistricted to Waverly in 2012 

intact and send them ALL westward (1162, 162, 2161, 

1160, 160). Do not send 1162, 162 and 2161 back to SJLES 

and then break up Valley Meade by sending 159 and 

1159 westward instead. Very disruptive.

7/4/2017 13:21 ThunderHillES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 3 7

The switch from OMHS to WLHS would negatively affect 

my family. I am concerned about the commute on a 

major highway. My sons can get from our community to 

Howard High School and Oakland Mills via bike path. Wild 

Lake is not one of them.

7/4/2017 15:58 AtholtonHS 2 3 1 4

Rising juniors should be able to choose schools- although 

phasing would take longer, juniors, who are in a very 

important stage of high school, would be majorly affected 

if they had to change schools, and it'd be detrimental to 

their future and colleges.



7/4/2017 17:53 1 7 3

I strongly recommend keeping Polygon 1066 as is with 

students continuing to attend Clemens Crossing ES.  We 

are contiguous with the Clemens community and have 

been for 29 years.  Switching elementary schools would 

not be in the students best interest.

7/4/2017 18:08 HowardHS 1 10 10 2 7

I do not like anything about this plan.  The plan is 

shortsighted and not thought out long term.  Moving 

students in their critical Junior year to a new high school 

is contrary to the beliefs of the HCPSS credo.  Very poor 

long term vision at play here.

7/4/2017 18:47 StJohnsLaneES MtHebronHS 1 3 7 3

The exchange of students between Waverly and St. Johns 

doesn’t make any sense. Several neighborhoods are split 

in half, so more than 200 students are moved and only 7 

spots opens up at SJLES. This is NOT a solution, but will 

create huge problems.

7/4/2017 19:51 RiverHillHS 2 3 4 8

Does not allow incoming 11th graders to have the choice 

to stay at the high school that they have attended for 2 

years. 11th grade is critical for high schoolers for 

academics to attend college and for social and emotional 

health.

7/4/2017 22:08 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4 2

Our children will be impacted socially and academically 

and will impact their involvement in extracurricular 

activities.

7/4/2017 23:13 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 1 7

Atholton HS, specifically, is targeted and the study 

proposes taking 900 of its current 1400 students. This 

would completey disrupt hundreds of families and the 

culture of AHS and the culture of the schools these kids 

would be redistricted to.

7/5/2017 1:02 VeteransES 1 3 7

7/5/2017 2:37 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 7 5

7/5/2017 3:02 LongfellowES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 1 7 8

Redistricting will impact two communities (Beaverbrook 

and Eliots Oak) located closest to HCMS and WLH.  Pick 

smaller and farther communities to redistrict to minimize 

transportation cost.

7/5/2017 10:18 AtholtonHS 2 7

The proposed demographic changes at Atholton HS are 

very significant and not balanced with the proposed 

changes at all of the other schools.  The changes should 

be more evenly adjusted for ALL of the schools in the 

county, not just one High School.

7/5/2017 13:16 AtholtonHS 1 10 10 7 1

There is absolutely nothing good about this plan. It 

breaks up decades old school communities, ignores the 

long term reality that another high school is needed in 

the county, will drastically alter individual school 

dynamics and has negative impacts



7/5/2017 13:20 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 4 7

The plan, as stated in the board meeting, will only really 

help matters in the very short term. Many students in our 

Elkridge area will have to be redistricted multiple times- 

and that is unacceptable.

7/5/2017 13:40 BonnieBranchMS 1 4 5

There needs to be a new HS for the Ellicott City/Elkridge 

co-located communities.  Our kids will have to switch 

schools and be placed with kids they do not know from 

other communities they do not know.

7/5/2017 14:00 AtholtonHS 2 4 1

The classes of 2019 and 2020 should be allowed to stay at 

the high school they are currently enrolled in. Juniors and 

Seniors should not have to switch schools.

7/5/2017 14:05 AtholtonHS 2 3 1 8

negative impact because it is harder to get into a good 

school with good gpa from river hill than it is from 

atholton it is a much more difficult transition for students 

already in high school school i am being redistricted to is 

farther than one now

7/5/2017 14:11 CentennialHS 2 5 3 1 3

My daughter dealt with bullying in middle school and has 

developed socially during her freshman year at 

Centennial. She will be a junior in the 2018-2019 school 

year and this will greatly disrupt her social and academic 

growth.

7/5/2017 14:52 RiverHillHS 1 10 5 1 8

The students should have a say in this plan.  In high 

school the bonds that I made with people this year were 

amazing and most of my friends are getting sent back to 

another school. class of 2021 2020 and 2019 should get to 

choose which school they go to.

7/5/2017 15:09 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 5 5 3 8 8

7/5/2017 15:26 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 10 5 2

Issues of overcrowding are NOT "fixed" for the 

Elementary or Middle Schools. Should we expect school 

boundaries to be changing every 3-5 years as you try to 

figure out solutions on a short-term basis? How is this 

supposed to provide stability for kids?

7/5/2017 15:41 LongReachHS 1 10 8

We would like 11th and 12th graders should stay in same 

high school until they finishes as they are ready for SAT 

and AP. If they move in middle of the high school then it 

effect their carrier..

7/5/2017 15:42 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 3 3 7 8

I am concerned that the boundary adjustment will have 

our children not attending the closest schools, and having 

to actually pass one school on the way to attending 

another.  I am also concerned about neighborhoods 

being split up.

7/5/2017 16:10 LongReachHS 1 10 10 1

Our home is closer to Long Reach HS not  Oaklan HS and 

also impacted for moving 11th graders. My son will get 

effects for SAT and AP if moving in the middle of HS

7/5/2017 16:36 HammondES 1 4 4 7



7/5/2017 16:40 LongReachHS 1 10 10 1 8

Please consider keeping entering 11th grade and 12th  

students in the same school, because they have already 

started their courses and their participation in clubs will 

all be disturbed if they are moved. So please let them 

continue in the same school.

7/5/2017 16:52 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 2 2 2

7/5/2017 18:50 DaytonOaksES 1 6 3

It doesn't make sense to shift 39 students from Dayton 

Oaks to TRES and then 36 students from TRES to Dayton 

Oaks.  The net change would be a small number of 3 

students.  However, 75 students/families will be feeling a 

huge impact resulting from this.

7/5/2017 18:50 CentennialHS 1 10 10 1 8

It will be very bad for student’s emotional health in the 

middle of school periods (during 2nd year and 3rd year in 

school) from a school switch to another one.  My Child 

will attend CHS 2017-2018 school and will be switched to 

MHS in his 2nd year plg-154

7/5/2017 19:04 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 3 6

7/5/2017 22:09 CentennialHS 1 5 2 8

I moved to this area because of the school so redistricting 

is a no from me

7/5/2017 23:35 ClemensCrossingES 1 7

My son has attended CCES since Kindergarten and will be 

slated to switch to Swansfield for his fifth and final year 

of elementary school.  I think this would be devastating 

to him.

7/5/2017 23:43 NorthfieldES 1 6 7 8

There is only one polygon of affordable housing (condos 

under $300,000) in the Northfield School District.  By 

redistricting this polygon to Running Brook Elem. you are 

making it so that no affordable" housing will be in the 

Northfield District."

7/5/2017 23:44 HammondMS 1 10 10 7 4

This plan will have an adverse effect on our children and 

our community

7/5/2017 23:50 NorthfieldES 1 1 8

60 students are being moved from a school that is not 

overcrowded and no students are being moved into the 

Northfield District.  I seriously question the need for this 

polygon (148) to be redistricted.

7/6/2017 0:03 LongReachHS 1 3 1

7/6/2017 0:21 ThunderHillES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 5 3

1) Oakland MillsHS will be under capacity by 2022 but 

Wilde Lake will be over so why move the 85 kids from our 

polygon to Wilde Lake?? b)My son can,t bike to Wilde 

Lake if he misses the bus but he can bike to OMHS c) He 

can get home from afterschool alone

7/6/2017 0:22 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 1 7

7/6/2017 0:31 MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 2 3 7

Neighborhoods must be kept together and not split. This 

plan splits my neighborhood in half. One half to Bellows 

Spring ES and Mayfield Woods MS and the other half to 

Rockburn and Elkridge Landing. We are a close 

community and this is outrageous.



7/6/2017 0:33 AtholtonHS 1 3 4 7

Another concern is that people bought homes in 

communities based upon where students would attend 

high school.  This changes that.  Also, we'll have students 

from the same families attending different high schools.

7/6/2017 0:46 HammondES HammondMS 1 7 4

Our decision to buy and live in our Gorman Road 

community over 18 years ago was heavily based on the 

schools districted for our community.   The most 

important of these to us was our districted high school – 

Atholton High.

7/6/2017 0:55 HammondES 1 2 7

7/6/2017 1:03 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 7 8

I do NOT like that this plan does not keep in mind keeping 

kids together.  Redistricting should only be done at the 

elementary school level as needed.  The entire 

elementary school should go to the same middle and the 

entire middle to the same high school

7/6/2017 1:21 AtholtonHS 2 3 4 7

The neighborhood is constantly changing boundaries for 

h.s. which is to the detriment to our community. Not only 

are students affected but programs, e.g.,I am 7 yr 

Robotics volunteer at Atholton which is finally working 

but needs continuum.

7/6/2017 1:22 HammondES 1 10 7

The feasibility plan is a flawed attempt to redistribute 

"underserved" students (who have run down schools in 

their local communities) and transfers them in mass to 

higher performing schools that have strong local 

communities and PTA's.  Offends tax base!

7/6/2017 1:57 HowardHS 1 5 4

My daughter, a rising Sophomore, worked hard her 

Freshman year to maintain friendships, make new friends 

from other areas that feed into her high school and most 

importantly to establish education connections with 

teachers. She established herself

7/6/2017 2:25 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 4 3 9 1 3

Overall what I was expecting.  Howard high is 

dangerously overcrowded and needs relief, NOW!  Finally 

getting realistic and shifting attendance west to make use 

of unused capacity.  This form should allow for more 

written response.

7/6/2017 2:59 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 1 7

Taking over 65% of student population out of Atholton is 

not fair. The students left behind will be in a totally 

different school. What happens to all the academic 

/future college achievements these students have 

worked together to achieve  ie. Robotics?

7/6/2017 3:36 HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 10 10 1 4

This plan is too disruptive that our community and 

Atholton high school.  It essentially creates a new high 

school.  This will b too disruptive and effects the social 

and emotional wellbeing of our kids.  I vote no!!!!



7/6/2017 10:28 HowardHS 1 1 5

My student has established relationships with fellow 

students and teachers at her current school. If the goal is 

college ready, we need to continue this path and the 

confidence she has started to build.don't disrupt many 

students at critical development.

7/6/2017 11:35 HowardHS 1 3 8

This plan is moving way too many students at once when 

some will have to be moved again after the new school is 

opened. My child can safely walk to/from school on 

sidewalks now, and will no longer be able to if this study 

is implemented.

7/6/2017 11:41 HowardHS 1 3 8

My child can walk safely from school on sidewalks after 

meeting with teachers and staying for mock trial. He will 

no longer have that option if this plan is implemented. 

Also, this plan moves too many children when some will 

be moved again w/ new school.

7/6/2017 13:04 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS 1 10 10 4 7

You are creating a small feed from Bonnie Branch to 

Longreach.

7/6/2017 13:32 AtholtonHS 1 8 7

Poor plan! It removes a ridiculous quantity of students 

from Atholton. Decimates it's Asian percentage upsetting 

it's diverse culture. Splits Hammond ES across three high 

schools instead of two. Creates a meandering boundary 

instead of blocks. And more..

7/6/2017 13:43 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 3 1 7

Shuffling so many students just to improve test scores at 

lower rated schools isn't right. We pay a lot of money in 

howard county for our houses and our kids should be 

able to keep the communities intact.  Highschool is hard 

enough.

7/6/2017 14:23 PointersRunES 5 3 2

7/6/2017 14:45 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS 1 10 5 1

This plan seems to just move lots of students around just 

for the sake of moving them when in a few years there 

will be another big move.  Some schools that need relief 

will not be touched while others are getting broad 

unproductive changes.

7/6/2017 14:58 CentennialHS 1 4 7

How did they select the polygons that will move?How 

you can pick a high school that is more than 8 miles from 

the student's house when the high school they are 

currently in is 2 miles away?nonsense. All parents are 

very upset.Explore other options.

7/6/2017 15:24 BonnieBranchMS 1 1 5

7/6/2017 15:28 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 2 2 4 2

7/6/2017 15:37 LaurelWoodsES MurrayHillMS 4 5 3 8

The plan results in a very large amount of turnover at 

Atholton HS, seemingly more than any other HS involved.

7/6/2017 16:06 WaverlyES 2 5 6 1 7

7/6/2017 16:27 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 2 10 7 2

I don't like anything about this plan. The only way to stop 

this constant cycle of redistricting is to stop building new 

housing without building new schools to support the new 

housing.



7/6/2017 16:29 IlchesterES 2 3 7 1

The high school redistricting is a temporary fix that moves 

too many students throughout the county.  My child will 

move from a walkable high school to one much further 

away and will just get redistricted again when the new 

high school is built.

7/6/2017 16:29 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4 7

Howard is overcrowded.  Oakland Mills is not.  Why not 

move kids from Howard to Oakland Mills.  When the new 

school is built in Jessup then you can address the east's 

overcrowding my adjusting those boundary lines to 

include the new High School.

7/6/2017 16:37 AtholtonHS 2 1 4

7/6/2017 18:34 ThunderHillES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 5 3 7 3

The small Thunder Hill neighborhood of 85 students 

should remain in Oakland Mills High School. Feasibility 

Study-Thunder hill polygon 159,1151,2151

7/6/2017 19:25 HowardHS 1 4 8

My child would be having to move during his junior year 

of high school, which is the most pivotal year as far as 

college preparation goes.  If this goes through, I would 

urge the board to consider exempting rising juniors and 

seniors from this transition.

7/6/2017 19:28 FollyQuarterMS 1 10 4

This plan does not consider the long term effect on 

students who will be required to attend one High School 

for their Freshman year then will be required to attend a 

different one for the second year.  This is too much 

change mentally for students.

7/6/2017 19:35 RockburnES 1 4 2

This is not a long term solution to the overpopulation 

problems. The redistricting of HS in the NE region seem 

like a short term fix given the new HS construction and 

both HHS and LHS being overpopulated in the next 

couple years with redistricting anyway.

7/6/2017 20:30 AtholtonES 1 3 4 7

It would be more rational and civil to move entire 

neighborhoods from one school to the next so a child will 

feed into a middle/high school with at least 50% of their 

grade/class, in our case less than 10% will move to middle 

together, that is horrible!

7/6/2017 21:26 GormanCrossingES 1 5 1 7

This plan does negatively impacts those 

homeowners/parents who purchased property with the 

understanding that an area was zoned for a particular 

school.  As a persons who has had property built recently, 

this change undercuts the bargain made.

7/6/2017 22:40 AtholtonHS 1 4 5

7/6/2017 23:58 AtholtonHS 4 3 4

The biggest improvement would be to allow rising 11th 

graders to stay at their current high school to minimize 

negative effects associated with changes during critical 

years of high school.



7/7/2017 4:34 BellowsSpringES LongReachHS 1 10 8

Does not address overcrowding to justify the turmoil. The 

race factor is not fairly distributed. As my son goes to 

11th grade my daughter enters 9th and my son has 

always helped her accustom as she is slow socially. This 

redistricting will separate them.

7/7/2017 4:38 LakeElkhornMS OaklandMillsHS 1 3 8

Takes walkers who are a mile or less and redistricts them. 

This does not make sense. After school activities will be 

reduced for some students due to transpirtation issues. 

Seperates siblings who should have gone through the 

same school.

7/7/2017 13:19 GormanCrossingES 2 10 1 2

7/7/2017 16:58 ClarksvilleES 1 10 10 8 8

Front of home schools but still kids can not attend. Look 

logically!

7/7/2017 18:45 ManorWoodsES 1 3 5 4 7

The feed size from Manor woods to the Folly 

Quarter/Glenelg system is less than 8%.  Our kids will be 

lost in the new school system. Most of their friends will 

be in Mount view or Burleigh Manor.

7/7/2017 18:59 MurrayHillMS 1 2 8

I read in the study that Atholton HS is sending 337 

students to Hammond HS and Hammond HS is sending 

325 students to Atholton HS. Such moves don't really 

address the overcrowding issue but will only create 

confusion and disturbance in the communities.

7/7/2017 19:01 CentennialHS 1 3 5 3 2

I think school redistricting in 2018 will seriously affect my 

kids' school life because it will be hard for them to adjust 

to new school. I hope they can stay in the same school.

7/7/2017 20:34 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 3 3 4 7

7/7/2017 20:59 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 2 7 4

7/7/2017 21:53 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 4 7

Breaking a VERY small % existing Worthington ES group 

into a new MS and HS. Moving out existing kids to add 

even more from elsewhere is a domino effect and 

impacts extra students. Well under current % standards 

and splits the neighborhood.

7/7/2017 23:23 AtholtonHS 1 1 4

My child has suffered from bullying by students at the 

school to which she will be reassigned.  She has 

generalized anxiety disorder and this will be very difficult 

at a time when she is applying to college.

7/7/2017 23:31 AtholtonHS 1 1 4

7/8/2017 0:21 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 2 5 7 3 1

7/8/2017 1:20 BollmanBridgeES CentennialHS 1 2 2 7 4

It sends a small portion of font hill  to Marriott 

Ridge.These children will go to elementary and middle 

with their neighbors then be transported across town for 

high school.Just in time to get their license so they can 

drive in traffic and bad weather.

7/8/2017 2:18 PatapscoMS 1 10 7 8

I am the father of a 8th grader at Patapsco MS living in 

Valley Meade ( Polygon 159 ).  Myself and a large number 

of Valley Meade Parents are against the proposed plan to 

divide the Community of Valley Meade by redistricting 

Polygons 159 and 1159.



7/8/2017 3:03 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 7 3

7/8/2017 6:51 StevensForestES 2 3 10 3 8

This plan does not consider the increased poverty 

segregation in Oakland Mills schools, mainly TSES and 

OMHS. This plan also separates Oakland Mills village 

locations from OMHS.

7/8/2017 11:12 CentennialHS 1 3 4

i am deeply concerned regarding polygon 1184:  you are 

breaking up a neighborhood that will have gone to school 

together since elementary school & you are forcing 

students who can now stay after school and walk home if 

necessary to go to school miles away

7/8/2017 11:15 CentennialHS 1 3 4

rising juniors must be given the ability to elect to stay in 

their current high school.  Students who have been at a 

high school for two years should be allowed to finish 

their high school experience at the same school - the 

move is too traumatic.

7/8/2017 11:15 AtholtonHS 1 10 7

We purchased a home based on existing zoning.  Makes 

no sense to change.

7/8/2017 12:16 ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 3 3 3 8

Concerned about High School Students being required to 

move Junior Year, would prefer a phase in process to 

minimize disruptions during this critical year.   This could 

significantly impact student success and Howard County 

School ratings.

7/8/2017 12:36 RiverHillHS 3 3 3 8

Polygons 185 & 1185 should remain Clarksville 

Elementary- capacity exists and busing time/costs 

reduced.  These neighborhoods can only be reached via 

Route 108 directly across from Clarksville Elementary. 

They are not near Shepard as they appear on map.

7/8/2017 12:55 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 1 4

7/8/2017 12:57 ForestRidgeES 4 3 7

As a resident of the Emerson community association in 

North Laurel, the current HS school boundaries divide the 

HOA into two different districts. The boundaries 

proposed in the Feasibility Study will plan will keep this 

community association together

7/8/2017 13:00 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 4

Smaller Feed Size, Longer travel time and higher 

transportation costs, discontinuity, does not really 

address the capacity utilization on a more solid long term 

basis

7/8/2017 13:04 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 5 3

This will uproot the kids from their existing 

environment/relationships and create a small feed size, 

with a very negative social & psychological impact. 

Moreover, this will also lead to very high commute times 

to and from the school.

7/8/2017 13:40 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS 1 7 5

Please come up with a plan that feed our neighborhood 

(87, 1087, 2087) to Howard High School.

7/8/2017 13:40 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 1 2 7

Section IV. B1 Facility Utilization.  The Treatment of 

Polygon 1066 is not addressing overcrowding of the 

affected schools.  It is such a small amount of students 

that are being affected but a community is being 

disrupted.



7/8/2017 14:32 AtholtonHS 1 5 1 4

Population shift between Atholton HS to Hammond HS is 

almost identical, 300+ each way.  There is no gain in 

disrupting the population.  Please implement the 11 

grade rising rule for this proposal.  This will maintain the 

PLTW program at Atholton HS.

7/8/2017 16:12 WaverlyES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 2 10 10 7 5

I don't like anything about this plan. This is yet another 

"bandaid" and our community is tired of being moved 

every single time.

7/8/2017 17:37 NorthfieldES 1 3 1 4

7/8/2017 17:39 NorthfieldES 2 5 1 4

7/8/2017 17:40 NorthfieldES 1 10 1 None

7/8/2017 17:48 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 3 3 7 4

7/8/2017 22:14 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 4 7

7/9/2017 1:34 BurleighManorMS 1 10 10 4 3

My daughter is attending BMMS. All her friends will be 

going to CHS and she will be going to MRHS. As it is she 

has anxiety issues and this redistricting will just wreck 

her.

7/9/2017 2:40 MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 10 10 7 7

This is done just to maintain the New Home Sales. When 

a community is established, the people are pushed to 

where ever the Howard county feels like without 

considering people's opinion. People are forced to move 

to other localities for better schools.

7/9/2017 3:49 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 6 4 5

7/9/2017 8:03 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 1 5

This plan moves far too many students and disrupts too 

many schools.  For the HS plan, it does not really solve 

the problem of overcrowding in the NE after a couple of 

years.  Our community is moved from a school it could 

walk to, to one it can't walk to.

7/9/2017 12:20 HammondES 1 7 4

7/9/2017 14:09 ThunderHillES 1 2 7

Why aren't you looking at redistricting Glenmont to 

Oakland Mills?  At one time, that was the school they 

attended. This would reduce some overcrowding at 

Howard and would give the Oakland Mills community a 

number of student from single family homes.

7/9/2017 14:32 NorthfieldES 1 2 8

Redistricting 2 polygons with 60 kids is not doing anything 

to address the issue of overcrowding in the county.  

Northfield is not an overcrowded school. This turns 

Northfield into a "financially elite" school.  That is a 

problem in itself.

7/9/2017 14:36 NorthfieldES 1 2 8 7

The two polygons in consideration were just redistricted 

from Thunderhill to Northfield 3 years ago.  This does not 

seem like a necessary move being that only 60 students 

are involved.  Constantly changing the same children is 

questionable and upsetting.

7/9/2017 15:02 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS 1 8

Taking two polygons from the North side of 108 makes no 

sense!  Not to mention that these two polygons were just 

redistricted three years ago!  Get a new APFO and stop 

jerking our kids around!



7/9/2017 16:14 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 5 6

7/9/2017 17:30 HowardHS

* Delay the high school redisctricting until a new high 

school can be built. * Do not move neighborhoods that 

are within walking distance of school to a school that it 

cannot walk to.  * Do not split up neighborhoods.

7/9/2017 18:37 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 4 3 9 4 7

7/9/2017 18:59 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 4 1

7/9/2017 19:28 HammondES HammondMS 1 10 10 4 7

This plan will tear apart a richly diverse school 

community, enriched by academic achievements, 

race/ethnic make up, varying socioeconomic status, 

athletics, & extracurricular strengths.  This school 

community mirrors HoCo demographics as it stands!

7/9/2017 19:43 HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 10 7 5

Negative factors ourweight positive factors Temporary 

overcrowding release will affect negatively in the near 

future.

7/9/2017 19:49 HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 10 5 7

Negative factors ourweight positive factors. Also, this 

temporary overcrowding solution is completely 

disrupting and will not solve and will crumble for long 

term crowding issues.

7/10/2017 1:56 ClemensCrossingES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 5 3 5

Please implement the redistricting in this study. My 

school is getting split pretty heavily. But it gives us 

certainty for the future. This process is stressful and I do 

not want to go through it every year.

7/10/2017 2:33 WorthingtonES 1 7 1

7/10/2017 11:59 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 2 5

This plan does not address the overcrowding at Howard 

HS, as the school will be back overcapacity the year after 

redistricting.  We need to pursue building the new high 

school ASAP to address the overcrowding, not shuffling 

our students year after year.

7/10/2017 12:03 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 2

This plan will move students who are within waking 

distance of Howard HS to Long Reach, where they will 

need to be bussed.  This makes no sense...particularly 

when Howard HS will be overcrowded again the following 

year based on your projections.

7/10/2017 13:56 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 3 6

7/10/2017 14:31 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 7 1

about 70% students will be move out of Atholton HS  and 

similar amount of students will be move in.  Atholton HS 

is not the flag red of overcrowed school, why it becomes 

the victim  of this new plan.  No student body and 

administration can survive !

7/10/2017 15:04 ClemensCrossingES AtholtonHS 1 1 7

There is nothing about this redistricting that I like.  I 

understand that some areas need to be adjusted but to 

bring kids from 2 schools zones over makes no sense at 

all.



7/10/2017 15:35 AtholtonES HammondMS HammondHS 1 5 8

900 students whose parents are in the upper income 

bracket are being move out of Atholton High and 900 

students from mostly Title 1 schools are being moved in.  

Why concentrate poverty?  Keep some more of the 

wealthier neighborhoods in the school.

7/10/2017 16:16 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 8

Atholton is a better school as compared to Hammond. 

We bought the house assuming our kids will go to 

Atholton. We paid a high prices for the house because of 

the school district. Changing the school is not fair.

7/10/2017 16:48 BushyParkES GlenwoodMS 5 5 6 3 8

Current bus ride times in middle school are almost one 

hour, how will this impact that?

7/10/2017 16:52 StevensForestES 2 2 3 7

While Stevens Forest would become more balanced 

demographically, Oakland Mills Middle and High Schools 

would become poorer and less diverse. Income level 

should be considered when drawing boundary lines, not 

just polygons.

7/10/2017 16:54 ClemensCrossingES 2 7 3

Redistricting more than 50% of Atholton High School 

Students seems like an extreme choice that will have 

major impacts.  I'm worried that even though we only live 

a few hundred feet away from Atholton, my children will 

get redistricted next.

7/10/2017 16:59 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 4 5

The impact on our healthy, well-integrated, diverse, close-

knit community, that took more than 50 years to build is 

extremely traumatic. It is being cut - senselessly and 

uselessly - right through its heart to separate out a 

handful of children.  Shame!

7/10/2017 17:05 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 5 4 8

It is assigning a bad high school to my kids when we 

bought our house to be able to go to Althonton. this 

would be feasible if all school were equally good and 

would be a good environment for our kids. the range of 

quality of schools is very different.

7/10/2017 17:06 AtholtonHS 2 3 1

My son will be junior in 18-19, and he is projected to 

move from  Atholton to River Hill.  Students moving to 

new schools at this crucial time will be disadvantaged- 

relationships with teachers, class rank, sports and other 

extracurricular activities.

7/10/2017 17:20 HowardHS 1 7 8

Please consider delaying redistricting until the new high 

school is built.  It is not beneficial to move neighborhoods 

westward and creating a huge domino effect. Please do 

not move neighborhoods within walking distance.  Do not 

split neighborhoods.

7/10/2017 17:52 ClemensCrossingES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 1 3 4

Taking students from 25 yds away from a school and 

spending bus money to transport to another does not 

make financial sense



7/10/2017 17:58 CentennialHS 1 4 7

Brings in children from newer neighborhoods while 

pushing children from older, closer neighborhoods out of 

our neighborhood school, brings longer commute to 

children in our neighborhood, 45 min commute vs.10 min 

commute presently.  Very disappointing.

7/10/2017 18:03 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 1 8

Approximately 66% of Atholton's population will be 

changed.  This upheaval will have an enormous impact on 

community stability; this significant change does not 

comply with HCPSS Policy 6010.

7/10/2017 18:06 LongReachHS 1 2 1

My son is in middle of many clubs and school sports, 

what if changes in the middle of high school? he will lose 

all activities he actively involved which is not fair at all 

changing in the middle of high school (11th graders)

7/10/2017 18:21 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 2 7 3 1

MRHS is at 82% and Glenelg is 83%. The study adjusts to 

93% and 109% which doesn't make sense and is further 

out for us. MVMS is at 103% and Folly Quarter is at 93%. 

The study adjusts FQ to 107%, and MV to 104 (and is also 

further out).

7/10/2017 18:36 DuckettsLaneES LongReachHS 1 7

7/10/2017 18:48 1 2 7

Based on current feasibility study, Atholton high shool 

will be definitely damaged. I did not see any benefit but 

damage for Atholton high shool from  feasibility study. 

The study also did not consider future effect resulting in 

unbalance.

7/10/2017 18:58 HowardHS 2 3 4 5

This study seems rushed as there was no suggestion that 

high schools would be redistricted before 2020 until this 

month.  Students who will be juniors in 2018-19 should 

be permitted to stay at their schools to maintain 

established connections.

7/10/2017 19:14 MountViewMS 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170

7/10/2017 19:15 MountViewMS 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170

7/10/2017 19:25 MountViewMS 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/10/2017 19:34 MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 3 3 5 1 3

7/10/2017 19:53 GormanCrossingES 4 3 2

7/10/2017 20:41 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 4 8

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/10/2017 20:59 RunningBrookES 1 10 7 4 Negatives outweigh any positives

7/10/2017 21:25 IlchesterES 1 1 3

This is a bandaid that will have to be reversed.  It also 

appears to be a lame attempt to hide bussing.  If western 

schools were built to address planned development  

what we happen when the western schools get crowded?



7/10/2017 21:48 ManorWoodsES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 1 1

My daughter is going to 10th grade at CHS. She loves it 

because of its academic excellence. We bought a house 

with a great premium and invested 800k to be in the 

Centennial High school district. Its not rightto put the kids 

dreams at risk.

7/10/2017 22:24 IlchesterES 1 7 2

7/10/2017 22:26 IlchesterES 1 3 7

7/10/2017 22:47 LimeKilnMS 2 3 4 7

There are very few kids who go from PRES to LKMS.  

Under the new plan, there will be even fewer, which puts 

our kids in polygon 2114 at a huge disadvantage when 

starting middle school. They should go to CMS along with 

the overwhelming majority of PRES

7/10/2017 22:52 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170

7/10/2017 23:15 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 1 1 4 3

my kids will disconnect with their friends , I do not like 

this plan

7/10/2017 23:18 ManorWoodsES 1 4 8

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do  enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/10/2017 23:46 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/10/2017 23:59 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/11/2017 0:01 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/11/2017 0:20 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 10 1 8

Positive - we keep our elementary school Negative - just 

bought our home this year because of trifecta of schools 

and now it changes, also will negatively impact property 

value and ability to resell

7/11/2017 0:21 StJohnsLaneES 5 3 2

7/11/2017 0:26 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 5 3

7/11/2017 0:37 HowardHS 1 7 8

This plan pushes students that live closest to Howard HS 

to another school.  This shift is expected to only last until 

a new high school is built in the northeast.  A plan for the 

high schools should affect the least number of students 

short and long term

7/11/2017 0:49 1 7 4

Every time Howard County redistrict our neighborhood is 

being redistrcted.  Our kids have been moved back and 

forth.  Stability is the best for learning.  Having kids on 

buses for an hour to get to school is not good for 

learning.  Neighborhood: Brantwood

7/11/2017 1:06 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 1 7

We feel  this process is to help the  builders and new 

developments in this area. How can you move 200 kids 

into a single school with out helping any infrastructure in 

west friend ship school.



7/11/2017 1:14 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 10 1 7

on what basis we got assigned to Oakland mills high 

school even though we have other high schools are very 

close to our community. This redistricting to help the new 

developments and builders  on Rt-1

7/11/2017 1:25 DaytonOaksES 1 3 4

Switching the same amount of students from Dayton oaks 

to triadelphia and triadelphia to Dayton oaks does not 

make sense. Please keep all of these students put!

7/11/2017 1:32 DeepRunES 1 7 5

7/11/2017 2:03 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 5

Our children are active in high school clubs and activities 

that last 30-90 minutes after the end of school.  They can 

now walk home using sidewalks.  Most parents are not 

home to pick up their kids between 3 & 4pm.  We need a 

new high school.

7/11/2017 2:05 ManorWoodsES 1 3 5 8 8

West Friendship elementary is a very old school, and we 

have heard things like cracks in the buildings, mold issues 

etc, and we don't feel safe to send my child to west 

Friendship elementary.

7/11/2017 2:17 1 8 2

This plan is disruptive to many more students than 

necessary if the point is to relieve overcrowding. The 

school board should have announced this before summer 

break.

7/11/2017 2:19 HowardHS 1 1

11th and 12th graders should stay in same school as they 

are in the middle of college preparing.

7/11/2017 2:23 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 1 3

The plan makes our family and those in other 

communities drive further than other, closer schools 

causing further traffic congestion and breaks up 

communities. Every family I know strongly opposes this 

plan. Please consider other options for correction.

7/11/2017 2:32 HammondES 1 7 1

7/11/2017 2:33 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 2 2 4 2

7/11/2017 2:36 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 2 5 3 4 8

It creates a brand new small feed from MWES to FQMS 

when there appears to be enough room to leave 1170 

this neighborhood where it is at least for now and wait to 

see how things develop.

7/11/2017 2:37 IlchesterES 2 3 5 8 1

Moves high school students from schools that are 

walkable/community schools to ones further away and 

not in their community. Moves too many students 

overall.

7/11/2017 2:37 ForestRidgeES 1 10 10 7 4

There is nothing I like about this plan. It is poorly thought 

out in regards to the movement of students from Forest 

Ridge ES (polygons 1116, 116) to Laurel Woods ES. This 

move would split up kids who have ridden the same bus 

for the past 3 years.

7/11/2017 3:06 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 3 4 3

7/11/2017 3:17 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 5 5 4 3

Pllese leave Long Reach as our High School. Thanks in 

advance.

7/11/2017 3:25 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 10 10 1 8

Moving to bad rating schools impacts our kids future and 

their education. This is definitely not a welcoming change 

and it impacts our life in a bad way.



7/11/2017 3:29 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 10 10 5 5

We pay high taxes, Columbia association fee even we are 

in Elkridge and still we are being moved to Oakland 

school district from Long reach

7/11/2017 3:56 HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 3 8

This plan moves entirely too many students which will 

disrupt school communities across the board. Also, it 

moves students farther from home making participation 

in activities & sports difficult as well as adversely 

impacting environment.

7/11/2017 5:15 BonnieBranchMS 1 7 8

Moves too many high school students from 

neighborhood schools instead of building new high 

school sooner (addressing overcrowding 

logically/efficiently with less disruption). Neighborhoods 

w/in walking distance shouldn't move to schools out of 

distance.

7/11/2017 5:30 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4

7/11/2017 6:50 1 4 7

7/11/2017 10:56 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 2 4

This plan moves my children from one above capacity 

school to another above capacity school. It does nothing 

to alleviate the over capacity problem in the Eastern part 

of the county. It also disproportionally changes the racial 

makeup of some schools.

7/11/2017 11:03 AtholtonHS 1 1

Dislikes: 1) Moves way too many kids. 2) Does not 

consider the impact on current kids at all 3) For our 

neighborhood, moves kids from Atholton -> Hammond 

while moving almost the same number from Hammond -

> Atholton. This is not a domino affect.

7/11/2017 11:05 ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 4 2 3 5 7

We need a high school in the east.  I understand that the 

empty seats in the west must be filled first but that is not 

fair to the kids in the east who experience issues related 

to overcrowding every day.

7/11/2017 11:19 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 10 10 1 1

7/11/2017 11:53 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 6 3

7/11/2017 11:54 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 3 5

7/11/2017 12:08 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 2 7

Disjointed polygons of  4069, 3069, 2069, 1069, 69, 70, 

1070, 2070, 264, 69, 5069, 3068, 2068, 1068, and 68 

should not be districted to Bonnie Branch MS.  Nearby 

and connected Mayfield MS will be below capacity.  

Those polygons should be districted there!

7/11/2017 12:10 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 2 3 1 4

This change would be seriously disruptive to my family, 

having one child graduating from Howard High School 

and having another child moving to Long Reach. This 

creates multiple social issues for my younger child and 

logistical challenges as well.

7/11/2017 13:06 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 7 10 1 1

Moving us from Long Reach High School to Oakland Mills 

High is not a good redistricting process. Long Reach is just 

2.5 miles where as Oakland Mills High is 6 miles from our 

community.  What kind of logic is that? Does make any 

sense. WE DON'T LIKE THIS



7/11/2017 13:07 ManorWoodsES 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood It does not promote community stability 

for polygon 1170

7/11/2017 13:11 4 5 3 3

Making changes to so many schools and moving so many 

students will be very challenging for people to accept. 

Please over communicate WHY this is necessary and 

WHAT problems will be addressed/resolved.

7/11/2017 13:19 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS 5 7 5 8 8 None

7/11/2017 13:23 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 4 5

7/11/2017 13:26 BonnieBranchMS 1 7 2 5

I suggest building a new high school rather than 

redistricting. Not fare to people who moved in the area 

and made huge investments to join Howard High rather 

than Long Reach.

7/11/2017 13:27 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 5 9 5 1

I think the current Feasibility Study is great for the kids in 

the bright memory drive neighborhood. It's more 

convenient for the commute and will help to increase the 

number of students of River Hill High School.

7/11/2017 13:35 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 5 6 3

7/11/2017 13:41 ManorWoodsES 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/11/2017 13:44 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 2 3 5 7 4

The plan relives overcrowding issues for ES and MS for 

my polygon. I disagree with HS change from Long Reach 

to Oakland Mills, becuz it's further away from home and 

it'll have students from far neighborhoods. Poor job on 

maintain contiguous neighborhoods.

7/11/2017 13:46 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 6 3

7/11/2017 13:50 4

7/11/2017 13:59 PointersRunES 5 3 5

I like the current proposal in the feasibility plan. Thanks 

for the great work!

7/11/2017 14:00 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4 5

Please keep children from middle schools together going 

to the same high school.    Also, in the east please do not 

move our children and then build a new high school to 

move them again.

7/11/2017 14:17 PointersRunES 5 6 3

7/11/2017 14:20 PointersRunES 5 3 7

7/11/2017 14:21 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 4 2

These proposed changes are only a stopgap to a larger 

growth issue that should be addressed. Simply shuffling 

students from one overcrowded school to another 

resolves nothing and only causes disruption in their life.

7/11/2017 14:22 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 10 7 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to provide 

community stability for polygon 1170

7/11/2017 14:23 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS HowardHS 1 6 10 1 5

7/11/2017 14:29 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 4 7

I understand there is an overcrowding issue, but I don't 

see how moving children out of a school that is over 

capacity into another school that is over capacity helps.  

It seems like children and treated as pawns just shuffled 

around to make #'s work.



7/11/2017 14:31 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 10 10 8 8

Real problem is that Eastern Howard County is being over-

developed without building new HS fast enough. Elkridge 

needs new HS built NOW!  So many students in Elkridge 

area, but not a single HS in Elkridge to support them.

7/11/2017 14:32 RockburnES 1 3 4 7

I am part of the Lyndwood Community and will be 

redistricted to Long Reach.  As it appears t.  I believe the 

kids who go to Rockburn should migrate as a group and 

not just a few developments.

7/11/2017 14:40 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS 2 1 7

7/11/2017 14:47 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS 1 7 8 Does not address small feeds.

7/11/2017 14:51 PointersRunES 5 6 3

7/11/2017 15:03 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 3 3 5 8 4

With multiple housing development projects going on in 

Fulton and north Laurel, Polygon #114 should go to CMS 

and RHS to help alleviate overcrowding in LMS and RHS in 

the near future and minimize the need for further 

changes down the road.

7/11/2017 15:06 HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 8

This is a terrible temporary solution to the real problem 

of failing to regulate developers. BOE should let 

(demand) county council address real problem rather 

than subject our students to this insanity

7/11/2017 15:30 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 5 5 3

7/11/2017 15:47 ManorWoodsES 2 9 2 4

7/11/2017 16:10 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 8

Our kids will be sent to HS that's further away, and they'll 

be with students from far neighborhoods they probably 

never met.

7/11/2017 16:13 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS 5 3 6

We are in bright memery areas. My son's friends all go to 

riverhill high school. After the new plan he will go to 

riverhill high school with his friends.  It is great to keep 

students together!

7/11/2017 16:16 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS 1 4 8

The feasibility plan for high school moves students who 

are within a mile or two of HHS to a school further away, 

LRHS.  Alternatively, students much further from HHS 

who have bus transportation already, could easily be 

switched to LRHS, similar distance.

7/11/2017 16:23 FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 6 1

Please consider allowing trailing siblings to stay at the 

same school.  I have a daughter that will be a rising 

Senior in 18-19.  I also have a daughter that will be a 

rising Freshman.  In this situation will the younger be able 

to stay at same school?

7/11/2017 16:35 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 2 4 1

The move for our neighborhood from Howard HS to a 

much inferior school, Long Reach HS is concerning 

especially given the differences in crime status between 

the areas around both schools. This move will negatively 

impact our neighborhood.

7/11/2017 16:51 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4 7

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 170.

7/11/2017 17:10 PointersRunES 5 6 3



7/11/2017 17:15 ClarksvilleMS 5 3 5

7/11/2017 17:17 ManorWoodsES 4 3 5 4 8

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170

7/11/2017 17:24 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 5 5 3

7/11/2017 17:48 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS 2 3 2 7 4

Too many Small Feeds and does not "Promoting 

Community Stability"

7/11/2017 17:59 ManorWoodsES 1 10 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 170.

7/11/2017 18:00 ManorWoodsES 1 4 7

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 170.

7/11/2017 18:07 ManorWoodsES 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not promote community stability 

for polygon 170.

7/11/2017 18:09 ManorWoodsES 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not promote community stability 

for polygon 170.

7/11/2017 18:17 PointersRunES AtholtonHS 5 6 9

7/11/2017 18:29 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 170.

7/11/2017 18:42 4 3 5

My children are not yet school-aged. I am pleased to see 

that longer-term planning is happening NOW to avoid 

greater disruptions in the future.

7/11/2017 18:46 ManorWoodsES 1 4 7

Movement of Polygon170 creates an extremely small 

feed proving detrimental to the students and community. 

Creates this small feed for our neighborhood and does 

not do enough to promote community stability for 

polygon 170.

7/11/2017 19:09 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 1 1 2

7/11/2017 19:47 ElkridgeLandingMS 2 4 7

Plan appears to be more concerned with political reasons 

(i.e. moving students to an underperforming school to 

increase the test scores for that school) rather than 

having a concern with providing the best education for all 

Howard County students.

7/11/2017 19:53 FultonES HammondMS ReservoirHS 4 2 9 5 3

It seems as though the plan of re-shuffling students to 

different schools does not address the main issue of 

overcrowding in Howard County, heavily in the Eastern-

portion of Howard County. That may be something to 

address for the school board.

7/11/2017 20:29 DaytonOaksES 1 7 3

Generally, the feasibility plan disrupts established school 

assignments drastically to achieve projected long-term 

utilization goals that are highly sensitive to multiple 

demographic variables that are still very difficult to 

anticipate.

7/11/2017 20:35 ClemensCrossingES 1 7 2

7/11/2017 20:55 HowardHS 1 5 7

I dont agre with moving students who can walk to their 

school to a school that is not in walking distance or even 

near their current neighborhood.



7/11/2017 20:57 LongReachHS 1 3 3 1 3

If we look at high schools based on  the distance from our 

community, I don't think we got fair assignment.  Oakland 

Mill high school - 4.5 miles Long Reach  - 2.9 miles 

Howard High school - 3.4 miles Please re-consider you 

decision in moving Long Reach

7/11/2017 21:05 HowardHS 1 4

7/11/2017 21:13 MarriottsRidgeHS 3 4 7

The proposed plan creates a small feed for my 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for Polygon 170.

7/11/2017 21:54 ManorWoodsES 10 4 8

1 The .Brantwood neighborhood would be taken out of 

its community and placed in the Glenelg community of 

which we are not a part of and have never been. We 

would like to stay in our community.2.Our small feed of 

students to FQMS and GHS is also concerning

7/11/2017 22:01 HowardHS 1 2 4

Please do not move the current & future high school 

students in the Lyndwood Community to Long Reach High 

School!  In addition to the concerns listed above, this 

would gravely negatively impact the future of our 

children and community.

7/11/2017 22:01 PointersRunES 5 6 4

7/11/2017 23:07 ManorWoodsES 4 7

The proposed plan creates a small feed for or 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/11/2017 23:21 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 7 1

7/11/2017 23:26 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS 5 3 6 8

7/11/2017 23:30 5 3 6

7/11/2017 23:32 1 4 7

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/11/2017 23:33 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 3 5

7/11/2017 23:52 HammondES 1 2 2 4

It dramatically changes the student population at 

Atholton High School without adequately easing the 

overcrowding and continues the splintering of 

communities.

7/12/2017 0:22 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 3 4

The Font Hill area in this study:  Does the opposite-for 

keeping students together does not improve 

transportation  Does VERY little to decrease over crowing 

at Centennia - So WHY would we be transferred 7.5 miles 

away from our area to Marriotts Ridge.

7/12/2017 0:57 ManorWoodsES 2 2 1 7 4

7/12/2017 1:01 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS 1 10 10 5

My child loves Clarksville ES. This school is in front of out 

polygon 185. Feasibility study suggest it is underutilized 

school still they want to remove students from our 

community. Please keep same ES and MS for this 

polygon.

7/12/2017 1:02

7/12/2017 1:13 ForestRidgeES PatuxentValleyMS HowardHS 5 7 3 8



7/12/2017 1:21 HowardHS 1 7 8

Does not take into account the negative impact on the 

emotional, well-being and academic performance of high 

school students who have to move to a new school half 

way thru their HS experience.  Rising Juniors should be 

alowed to stay at their current HS.

7/12/2017 1:30 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 5 6 5

this plan balanced most impacts and kept my kid stay 

with her classmate.

7/12/2017 2:03 AtholtonHS 2 8

Atholton currently has 1449 students and according to 

the feasibility study, 951 of those students (almost 2/3 of 

the total student body) would move to other schools. 

That's double the # of students impacted from any other 

school. Total loss of community.

7/12/2017 2:07 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS 1 7 1

7/12/2017 2:11 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 4 7

Only moves 210 students or 13% of student population 

from CHS to MRHS. This negatively impacts the students 

since it is a small feed.  The  travel time to new HS is 

significantly greater, presently CHS is 1.5 miles, MRHS is 

7.7 miles.

7/12/2017 2:16 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 5 4 7

7/12/2017 2:16 CentennialHS 1 3 5 7 3

Safety of children. Bus ride will add approximately 2000 

extra miles per year to MRHS for my son on a bus, 

without seat belts, traveling at higher speeds than he 

would be at our current high school CHS.

7/12/2017 2:22 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 4 7

Doesn't consider impact of redistricting on students, 

especially high schoolers.  HS is difficult enough; 

academically & socially; a phase in plan at the high school 

levels, especially for juniors must be implemented.

7/12/2017 2:24 AtholtonHS 1 7 4

Atholton HS has over 66% of students moved. This will 

adversely affect the strong community there, the terrific 

cultural and racial diversity and the high test results at 

the school

7/12/2017 2:25 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 3 7

in addition to the phase in of high schoolers, believe that 

with HS #13 being fast tracked for 2021, feel that 

redistricting should be postponed at the HS level to 

prevent another HS redistricting in a few years.

7/12/2017 2:32 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4 8

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170

7/12/2017 2:34 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 7

My child can walk/bike home from CHS (1.5mi). This is 

important when she stays after school for activities/clubs. 

Moving to MRHS, approx 8mi away eliminates this 

option. Moving 13% of neighborhood is detrimental & 

violates policy 6010-community stability.

7/12/2017 2:36 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 3

Plan does not recognize the large disruptions it would 

cause to students through such a large shift. High school 

13 opens may open within 2 year of implementation that 

solves current problems and will require communities to 

shift back again.



7/12/2017 3:02 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 3 7 4

7/12/2017 3:03 EllicottMillsMS HowardHS 4 3 2

7/12/2017 3:15 MtHebronHS 2 7 Please consider keeping juniors in their home schools.

7/12/2017 3:28 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 2 3 4 7

Please leave 2093, 3093, 4093 out of redistricting.  It 

moves a very minimal amount of students in the wrong 

direction (not west) & it breaks apart the Worthington 

neighborhood.

7/12/2017 3:34 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 4 2

7/12/2017 3:38 MtHebronHS 1 6 10 4 8

There should be a phased in changes for high schoolers 

starting with incoming freshmen.  I want my daughter to 

attend the SAME high school for the whole 4 years and 

not have to change high schools in the middle of her high 

school education term.

7/12/2017 7:58 AtholtonHS 5 3 5

7/12/2017 9:22 WorthingtonES 1 5 4 3

7/12/2017 11:04 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 7 7

This splits up our already small Gray Rock neighborhood. 

My daughter will be attending CHS one yr and then 

MRHS. Not Acceptable!!! Awful to do to the students! We 

want to remain at CHS or at least let any student starting 

there finish. Thank you!

7/12/2017 11:23 MtHebronHS 1 3 7 1

Moving HS students in the middle of HS is wrong. Should 

be a phase in process for this age group. Students should 

be able to finish where they start HS. I would be happy to 

provide our own transportation so my son can finish his 

last 2 years at Mt. Hebron

7/12/2017 11:54 AtholtonHS 1 4 7

7/12/2017 11:56 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS 1 3 7 8

Redistricting polygons 2093,3093 and 4093 literally slices 

through Worthington's community of contiguous streets. 

It also creates different feeds from ES to MS - a poor 

approach to the bigger issue.

7/12/2017 12:09 AtholtonHS 1 10 10 7 8

The plan is Massive, moves too many kids out of 

Atholton...this plan will break our community apart 

...please help us keep our close knit community together!

7/12/2017 13:33 StevensForestES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 8

There does not seem to be an effort to create economic 

diversity among schools. Research indicates ALL students 

benefit from economic diversity, yet in Ho Co certain 

schools have concentrated rates of students receiving 

Free and Reduced Meals.

7/12/2017 13:45 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 8

This plan does not consider the way in which 

development is done in HOCO. IF all school are less than 

100% capacity, then all schools will be open to 

development and we will be in the same overcrowded 

situation in 4 years - meaning more redistricting.



7/12/2017 13:48 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 8

This plan moves my polygon (159) from MHHS to MRHS. 

In 4 years, over 2000 new houses will be completed in 

MRHS's district. This will mean moving someone out of 

MRHS - my polygon will be the logical move back to 

MHHS - please don't make us a ping pong ball

7/12/2017 13:50 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 4 7

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and disrupts the community stability for 

polygon 170

7/12/2017 13:53 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 4 3 5 7

7/12/2017 13:58 PointersRunES 5 5 3

The plan shift student from east to west significantly. 

Please also consider residence that currently under 

construction and zoning plan so that we won't do 

another big change soon.

7/12/2017 14:11 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 3 4 5

7/12/2017 14:34 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4 5

My son will be in 11th grade at Marriott ridge high when 

redistricting takes place. I don't want his studies 

disrupted at this crucial stage in high school when the 

letters of recommendations, SAT, ACT are due. He plays 

HS football too.

7/12/2017 14:36 AtholtonHS 2 3 7 5

My children's school won't change but based on the 

projection, we will see a huge change in the demographic 

of the school; shocked by this while none of the high 

schools would be impacted this way; am not sure the 

school would be able to absorb the change

7/12/2017 14:42 CentennialHS 2 3 7 8

Neighborhood Proximity to school is disregarded. 

Centennial high school less than 2 miles form my house. 

With the proposed redistricting, Marriotts Ridge high 

school is 8 miles from my house. Impacts my child's travel 

time and current friends circle.

7/12/2017 15:01 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS 3 3 4 8

Does not account for the fact that due to poor APFO it is 

not addressing long term issues. We will be in the same 

boat in a few years without addressing the lax county 

rules.

7/12/2017 15:23 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS 1 5 3 7 4

Affects far too many students. There is already a lot of 

stress in schools with Howard County being a high 

achievement school district.  It is unfair on the kids to 

move so many and to break up neighborhoods.

7/12/2017 15:51 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 1 5

Please consider delaying or tabling the High School 

redistricting! The AAC application specifically stated some 

elementary schools would be affected with no mention of 

MS or HS impact. Parents of HS children feel blindsided 

by this feasibility study!

7/12/2017 15:55 MtHebronHS 2 3 5 1 4

7/12/2017 16:03 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 1 4

redistricting from Howard to Long Reach HS affects my 

son's education as well as loss to my house value.



7/12/2017 16:12 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 1 4 1

We are less than 2 miles from PRES & Clarkville ES. But, 

my kids will be sent to Dayton Oaks which is more than 4 

miles. It doesn't make any sense to go further school 

where as we have 2 elementary schools in less than 2 

miles. TOTAL INJUSTICE!!

7/12/2017 16:32 ManorWoodsES 1 3 4 7

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 170.

7/12/2017 16:47 AtholtonHS 1 8

This plan unnecessarily displaces too many children at the 

HS level.  A new school must be built ASAP and redistrict 

then.  Stop doing this to children!!!!!

7/12/2017 17:29 DuckettsLaneES ThomasViaductMS LongReachHS 1 1 7

My daughter and other students in Howard Square have 

formed relationships and community through sports and 

school in Elkridge, MD.  I strongly disagree with the 

movement of our neighborhood children out to Oakland 

Mills for High School .

7/12/2017 17:51 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS 3 3 4 7

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/12/2017 18:26 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 1 7

This plan changes our high school in a negative way.  It 

takes our development and splits it in two.  With half the 

kids going to howard and other to Long Reach.  Which is a  

lower school.   Lower income area.  More crime.  Which 

puts my kids at a learnin

7/12/2017 18:47 AtholtonHS 1 3

I live on caravan court and which is within walking 

distance for my kids.  really?????

7/12/2017 18:48 OaklandMillsHS 1 4 1

so you are going to take more single family housing away 

from the school...add more townhomes and 

apartments.....so basically, OM will be worse and will not 

attract home buyers at all.

7/12/2017 19:04 ManorWoodsES 2 2

We will not like it, changing the school after moving into 

this location.. instead of addressing the capacity to fill.

7/12/2017 20:47 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 7 2

Splitting up neighborhoods by busier streets makes 

sense; taking a residential road in an established 

community and breaking up a neighborhood that has 

always been made up of walkers to a school makes 

absolutely no sense.

7/12/2017 21:16 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 1 1 7

Polygon 185,we are in front of the Clarksville ES.We have 

14 kids in ES that are getting moved to Triadelphia.We 

are less than 0.1 mile away from ES,we could be a 

walkable community in the future & utilization factor 

within 90-110 if we keep them in CES.

7/12/2017 21:36 StevensForestES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 2 7 8

Oakland Mills HS is already the most economically 

disadvantaged HS in HoCo. Now you are moving out 

middle class neighborhoods, incl. Thunder Hill-part of the 

OM village, & moving them elsewhere and bringing 

students from east of I95. Equity?  Community?



7/12/2017 22:20 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 2 10 1 7 3

cuts my small neighborhood (1153 and 153) in half ... 

leaving islands ... 3 high schools along 2 mile long road

7/12/2017 22:27 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 8 7

Programs at AHS like Robotics, Marching Band and 

Orchestra which took years to build from parents, 

teachers, students and boosters will be decimated by a 

66% change in population. Postpone HS redistricting as 

the new high school will relieve overcrowding.

7/12/2017 23:05 CentennialLaneES 1 7 3

This is the stupidest idea I have to say. The Old Annapolis 

area should be assigned to Wilde Lake HS and Font Hill 

area should stay in Centennial HS. Old Annapolis to WL 

HS is 3 miles whereas North Font Hill to Mountain Ridge 

HS is more than 7 miles.

7/12/2017 23:18 1 3 5 7 3

Changes high schools for our last child after his first year. 

Please let them finish where they start...this will not alter 

long term goals.

7/12/2017 23:22 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 1 7

You expected the overcrowd issue. Then, you should not 

give permit to build bunch of new houses on old 

annapolis rd. You kick out students from old communities 

to new school district to have kids from new 

communities. Who determines who should 

go?NONSENSE

7/12/2017 23:25 AtholtonES HammondMS HammondHS 1 10 3 7

The plan did not take walkers into account.  If you live 

less than a mile from a school, and are slated to walk 

there, why would you put those students on a bus?  This 

is true for polygon 13, my neighborhood.

7/12/2017 23:30 LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 2 3 8

Ruins the amazing diversity of the Atholton HS 

community.

7/12/2017 23:44 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 4 7

Why would High School students in the Northeast section 

of the county even be considered for redistricting before 

knowing the future location of the new high school #13?  

Also, Howard has been over capacity for years and 

continues to thrive.

7/13/2017 0:19 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/13/2017 0:36 NorthfieldES 1 10 10 7 8

This plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 

153/1153. This plan split my neighborhood down the 

middle. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids in 2018. 

My neighborhood would but broken in half for a small 

amount of student movement.

7/13/2017 0:38 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 3

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids &1153 has 32 HS kids in 

2008. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting in 

half makes it even smaller.



7/13/2017 0:52 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 2 7

We, people living in the gray rock farm, shouldn't get 

divided in two polygons for high school, 153 and 1153.

7/13/2017 0:54 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 4

This plan would split my neighborhood into 2 polygons, 

153 & 1153 with each going to a different school.  There 

is no geographical reason to split our neighborhood. The 

number of students is small 26 & 32.  Adding 26 to 

current HS would have little impact

7/13/2017 1:09 OaklandMillsHS 1 4 3

My daughter will be a junior in 2018 and will be ripped 

away from her classmates, teachers and school mentors 

with whom she has developed strong ties with. Her 

continued academic success will be jeopardized and 

disrupted by this move.

7/13/2017 1:10 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 7

The plan cuts our neighborhood in half, polygons 153 and 

1153.  Please do not divide our community.

7/13/2017 1:26 HowardHS 1 10 4

Keeping socialization among peer group intact Short term 

solution which may impact students multiple times in 

their 4 years of HS Teachers consistency

7/13/2017 1:31 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 3

I live in Polygon 153, which is being separated from our 

neighbors in 1153. The polygon division splits our 

neighborhood arbitrarily in half. I'm sad that my kids will 

be separated from their friends, particularly since we are 

such a small neighborhood.

7/13/2017 1:41 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

This splits my neighborhood in 2 polygons, 153/1153. This 

is the middle of our community. 153 has 26 HS kids, 1153 

has 32 in 2018. This is a small population, cutting it in half 

makes it even smaller. This doesn't meet policy 6010, 

section IV B 2.

7/13/2017 1:49 GormanCrossingES 1 5 1

7/13/2017 2:00 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 7 1

Your plan moves students from underutilized schools 

from Clarksville to western county schools and then 

displaces western county students further West. We did 

not choose to move to Clarksville or River Hill And you 

should not use our local schools for RH

7/13/2017 2:18 ManorWoodsES 1 10 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 170.

7/13/2017 2:21 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

It breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. There 

is no geographic basis other than selecting middle of 

community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids in 

2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting in 

half makes it even smaller.

7/13/2017 2:23 NorthfieldES CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 3

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller



7/13/2017 2:24 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/13/2017 2:27 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/13/2017 2:32 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS 1 4 2

We feel like our polygon 2114 is being forgotten again. 

We'd like test Polygon 2114 to go from PRES to CMS to 

RHHS.  Our current feed is detrimental to our children, as 

there are very few polygons that go from PointersRun to 

Lime Kiln MS to Reservoir HS.

7/13/2017 2:56 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 1 1 4

I am concerned about polygon 2114 being left in Pointers 

Run, lime kiln middle and reservoir high school.  The 

other polygons around us going to pointers run 

elementary, go on to Clarksville middle school and river 

hill high school.

7/13/2017 2:57 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 4 8

My daughter will be going into 5th grade in 2018 (son 

into 3rd). She will be sent from TRES to BPES, much 

farther away, then BACK to FQMS, good & closer, but 

pulled away from the kids she will have been in school 

with for ONE YEAR! Ridiculous!!!!

7/13/2017 3:19 RiverHillHS 2 3 8

Please consider phasing in redistricting of high schools 

especially since high school 13 may be built in the near 

future. Please give not only seniors the option to stay at 

their current high school but also alllow 11th graders to 

stay at the same school.

7/13/2017 3:28 RiverHillHS 2 10 8

Plans are for a new high school to be built in a few years. 

Allow students to complete high school at their current 

high school. Then incoming students could be 

redistributed starting with incoming 9th graders for 2018-

19.

7/13/2017 3:57 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS 4 9 6 5

For us, this plan keeps more of the students together 

from their elementary school to high school journey 

which we prefer over what we have.  However it puts our 

high school (Glenelg) over capacity, and the west is 

growing!  No plan to address this?

7/13/2017 4:10 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

My neighborhood (polygon153) has been divided into 

two 153&1153. There is no geographic reason for this 

division. Moving half of 58 high school students barely 

changes schools' capacity. Negative impact to students is 

major! Policy 6010! Keep us together!

7/13/2017 8:18 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 5 7 3

The longer distance to the new high school will make the 

kids use more time to attend school, and will interfere 

with the new schedule set up plan, which was meant to 

avoid students to be at the bus stops so early and get 

better study habits.



7/13/2017 9:14 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.”

7/13/2017 10:05 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 4 7

Doesn't make sense to redistrict at the HS level in 2018 

when it will have to be done again in 2021. Defer HS 

redistricting until new HS completed, getter for well fair 

of students. My children are not numbers on a polygon 

that can be shuffled at whim!!!

7/13/2017 10:13 PointersRunES 2 4 7

Only 12% of PRES kids are moving to LKMS including 

mine. Most are slated for CMS. I am concerned that my 

kids will have to leave old friends & be forced to make 

new ones at LK only to be moved to CMS later anyway bc 

of overcrowding at LKM.

7/13/2017 10:24 RiverHillHS 2 3 8

Polygons 185 and 1185 should not move to Tridelphia 

Elementary.  They are directly across street from 

Clarksville Elementary and capacity exists to stay.  As a 

taxpayer I do not want to pay to bus these kids additional 

10-12 miles daily.

7/13/2017 11:26 PointersRunES 2 10 4 7

That's a member of polygon 2114 I have great concern for 

my children losing all friendships as they progress into 

middle school and high school. Please consider testing 

our polygon for PRES--CMS--RHHS.

7/13/2017 11:33 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4 7

The small feed of from Brantwood, Willow Ridge and 

other communities in polygon 170 and 1170 are spilt off 

to Folly Quarter MS where our kids have no friends, this 

will be a rough transition to middle school. This is all a 

bad plan please change it.

7/13/2017 11:59 LimeKilnMS 1 7 4

It does not make any sense to keep redistricting our kids 

to accommodate new comers. Kids should not be 

redistricted more than once. Kids from PRES should go to 

CMS and then RHHS. We are polygon 2114 and have 

been redistricted already from FES to PRES.

7/13/2017 12:23 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 4

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153  has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively this is a small  population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller

7/13/2017 13:03 ThunderHillES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 5 8

This plan redistributes our children. But does not 

consider the disruption of the structure and consistency 

that they need.  School schedule changes, redistribution, 

juggling our communities? Try reconsidering where 

housing is developed.

7/13/2017 13:24 PointersRunES 1 2 4

7/13/2017 13:40 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 1 3 4



7/13/2017 13:43 ClemensCrossingES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 5 4 7

7/13/2017 13:47 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 8 8

When the to two polygons(153/1153) were set up we 

were told the neighborhood would not be split into 

different schools.  Now you are proposing to split our 

small neighborhood (total 26/32 high school students).  

Unacceptable and against written goals.

7/13/2017 13:48 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 1 2 7

Polygon 185, We are in front of Clarksville ES. We are 

getting moved to Triadelphia. The CES is outside our 

neighborhood. We will still be under 110% with our 14 

kids, and we could be a walkable community in the 

future.

7/13/2017 13:55 ThunderHillES 1 3 1 8

I feel that my neighborhood, Meadowbrook Farms, 

continues to be used as a demographic swing rather than 

doing what makes sense for the children & our location. 

The proposal pulls us even further from our home for MS, 

increasing transport time/cost.

7/13/2017 13:55 DuckettsLaneES ThomasViaductMS LongReachHS 1 1 4 3

Hi , I am so much concerned about the new plan for 

redistricting because we moved from Owings Mills to 

Elkridge only considering Duckets lane school , 

eventhough our work place commute will be 10-15 

minutes more . We purchased for 400k considering DL. 

Tia

7/13/2017 14:01 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 7 3

Fox valley neighborhood is very close to TRES which feeds 

directly to FQMS. The close proximinity to our elementary 

school provides a strong sense of community and 

connectedness.

7/13/2017 14:02 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 2 2 5 4

7/13/2017 14:08 DuckettsLaneES LongReachHS 4 5 3 3 7

I do not see why anyone is up in arms about this. If your 

child is being moved to a lower ranking school, so are a 

number of other children. If these children are smart 

enough, the rankings will change. The county curriculum 

would remain the same.

7/13/2017 14:10 OaklandMillsMS 2 3 4

7/13/2017 14:23 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 2 5 4 1

We are in polygon 2114. With the proposed redistricting 

our children will be at a huge disadvantage as only 13% of 

PRES students go on to Lime Kiln Middle and less than 6% 

of RHS students have gotten their start at PRES.

7/13/2017 14:58 LongReachHS 1 2 4 3

7/13/2017 14:58 ManorWoodsES MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4 8

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/13/2017 15:17 DuckettsLaneES MayfieldWoodsMS HowardHS 1 5 2 1 8

When we purchased the house we purchased it based on 

school and it cannot be changed like this.

7/13/2017 15:23 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.



7/13/2017 15:24 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.”

7/13/2017 15:40 DuckettsLaneES ThomasViaductMS 1 3 5 4 8

The idea that my MS child now at Viaduct would be 

bussed to OM  HS past LR HS is upsetting & down right 

upsurd. Plus with the opening of an additional HS on the 

RT 1 corridor in several years all the movement you are 

doing now will have to be readjusted.

7/13/2017 16:03 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 4 3

Pulls kids out of feeder schools to be a small minority in a 

different ES that will eventually go back to the original 

MS.

7/13/2017 16:16 DuckettsLaneES 1 3 5 4 1

7/13/2017 16:16 DuckettsLaneES 1 7 3

Will have negative impact for carpool transportation with 

surrounding neighbors that will not be relocated to Deep 

Run.

7/13/2017 16:22 RiverHillHS 3 3 8

Please allow incoming 11th &12th graders for the 2018-

19 academic year to remain at their current school, 

especially since 11th & 12th graders may be able to 

provide own transportation/walk & new HS #13 (2021) or 

additions may open & grades can phase in

7/13/2017 16:48 MtHebronHS 1 7 1

The High School Redistricting should be postponed and 

the new high school fast tracked.

7/13/2017 17:07 HowardHS 1 7 2

Does not ultimately address school overcrowding which 

can only be addressed with a new school built on the east 

side of Howard County.

7/13/2017 17:08 1 8

Affecting our kids from getting a quality education in 

their current school and our home value. We moved here 

because of the schools. We still want to be on DLES.

7/13/2017 17:55 CentennialHS 4 5 3

It would be a good process to achieve maximum numbers 

in order for the county to secure funds for a thirteenth 

high school.

7/13/2017 18:18 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS 1 1 2

The present elementary school is about one mile away, 

The proposed school if changed is about 10 miles away 

and without a qualified road.   Is this plan a joke?.

7/13/2017 18:32 DuckettsLaneES ThomasViaductMS LongReachHS 1 10 3 7 3

we bought a new home in howard square 2 months back 

considering the high ratings of the current schools. if the 

school changes, it will impact us negatively on the quality 

education of our kid and also, it will seriously affect the 

property price.

7/13/2017 18:42 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 4 5

We are in very small neighborhood zone 3093.I don't 

think moving us to Howard High will help the 

capacity.Howard High is way over capacity and it will just 

get worse.There's a very little help but impact a lot for 

the kids.They need to make new friend.



7/13/2017 18:45 NorthfieldES 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/13/2017 18:50 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/13/2017 18:52 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/13/2017 18:53 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/13/2017 18:54 ThunderHillES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 7 4

I moved here b/c I liked the "Village" concept. I choose 

Oakland Mills in large part due to the quality/proximity of 

the schools. We are w/i 3 miles of 3 diff. HSs - If 

redistricted to Wilde Lake (farther than all 3) I'll move or 

pay for private school.

7/13/2017 18:55 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS 1 10 10 7 8

7/13/2017 18:57 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/13/2017 19:11 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS 1 5 7 2

7/13/2017 19:12 MurrayHillMS 1 1 8

This doesn't consider many factors, including the planned 

new high school and children move high schools 2 or 3 

times.  It also doesn't address how this negatively affects 

property values.  Neighborhoods are advertised based on 

school reputations.

7/13/2017 19:33 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 3 4 8

The plan disproportionately changes school 

demographics.  Specifically regarding Atholton HS, large 

chunks of students are being moved into the school from 

poor performing schools, while current students are 

being moved to better performing schools.

7/13/2017 19:36 2 1 7

7/13/2017 19:44 PointersRunES 1 4 7



7/13/2017 19:49 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170

7/13/2017 19:56 AtholtonES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 2 3 7 8

Forcing another transition on my child after a difficult 

transition this year: A rising 6th grader, she is 1 of only 10 

children from AES going to OMMS--she's losing her entire 

friend base. With this new plan, she'll have yet another 

transition for 7th.

7/13/2017 20:11 NorthfieldES 1 10 10 7 8

Our community (polygons 153/1153) is small and only has 

a 20-30 HS kids in each polygon. Breaking it into two does 

break the community.

7/13/2017 20:12 NorthfieldES CentennialHS 1 4 3

Why change HS boundaries now when we need to do it 

again in a few years ?  It would take my children 

minimum of 30 min each way to bus to school when we 

have schools within 2-3 miles instead of 8+

7/13/2017 20:17 WildeLakeHS 3 3 8 8

The plan does not change the BIGGEST issue: economic 

inequity among the HS's. Example: FARM rate ranges 

from 5% at RHHS and MRHS, to 40% at WLHS and OMHS. 

The plan should strive to balance this, rather than 

focusing on race, neighborhood continuity, etc.

7/13/2017 20:22 PointersRunES 2 3 4 8

My polygon 2114 is not adequately addressed. Keeping 

the current feed PRES-LKMS-RHS is undesirable. It 

separates our children from the friends they will make in 

elementary school. Very few polygons follow this path. I 

would prefer a feed of PRES-CMS-RHHS.

7/13/2017 20:24 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 3 4 7

In this feasibility study, the small feed from Northfield ES 

to Marriotts Ridge is very small.  The amount of kids 

going from Northfield through to MRHS is 167 students.  

11% of the total projected enrollment at MRHS. Not ideal 

at all.

7/13/2017 20:29 MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 7 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170

7/13/2017 20:34 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 3 1 1

Is it possible to push for the HS #13 to be on fast track 

build '21 & leave westward redistricting shift until it is 

built.  Use portables for overcrowding and leave the 3600 

HS students alone instead of blindsiding communities 

that planned for ES ONLY.

7/13/2017 21:19 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS 1 10 4 7

I do not think this plan has any positive features for my 

neighborhood. It breaks neighbors living across the street 

from each other into two different middle schools and 

high schools. I thought we were trying to work away from 

small feeds?



7/13/2017 22:23 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 8 3

Figure 5.7 demonstrates material weaknesses in this plan 

at the high school level.  Displacing 3691 students for 

feeder improvement does not make sense.  The 

transportation impact is significant.  Our children would 

attend a school 7 miles away vs 2

7/14/2017 0:09 BurleighManorMS 1 10 10 7 8

My neighborhood is 2 polygons 153/1153, and this plan 

splits it in half. There is no geographic basis other than 

selecting middle of community. There are only 26 kids 

that would be moved, which is a small amount that 

would destroy my community.

7/14/2017 0:13 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS 1 7 4

7/14/2017 0:38 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 3

Putting polygons 153 and 1153 in separate districts 

fractures the Gray Rock Farm community.

7/14/2017 1:02 DaytonOaksES 1 3 4 7

While I respect the committee's work, the plan is 

unnecessarily complex.  It shuffles students from a large 

number of schools to neighboring schools to solve a 

problem that could be addressed through simpler 

changes. Character limit is too short toexplain

7/14/2017 1:06 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 1 4 2

7/14/2017 1:08 ManorWoodsES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 3 7

My son rides his bike home after participating in the 

various clubs. If we are redistricted to MRHS, he will have 

to go past 2 high traffic state highways namely Rt. 40 and 

99 which will be very dangerous if even possible taking an 

hour each way.

7/14/2017 1:15 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 4 2

I agree to optimize school capacity across HCPSS. I believe 

it should be done with as few changes as possible to 

minimize impact to the community. It does not make any 

sense to switch 36 kids of Triadelphia Ridge ES with 39 

kids of Dayton Oaks ES.

7/14/2017 1:23 HammondES AtholtonHS 1 10 7 7

The real issue that should be pushed is the fact that a 

13th high school is inevitable and plans need to be 

accelerated. The redistrict should only happen one time, 

when the new high school is built. Redistricting now is a 

bandaid.

7/14/2017 1:29 1 3 7

Polygon 1066 should maintain its current ES assignment 

(Clemens).  We are contiguous with the Clemens 

community and Dry Leaf Path was part of the Harmel 

Development (Polygon 66)

7/14/2017 1:30 DuckettsLaneES 1 3 3 3 7

7/14/2017 1:38 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS 1 1 2

The redistricting between Atholton & Hammond HS 

makes no sense as the number of students exchanged is 

roughly equal. We bought our house mainly because of 

Atholton HS. This plan would negatively impact both our 

children's education and our home value.



7/14/2017 2:37 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 6 7 5

The Valley Mede Community is more than boundary lines 

and polygons. This community has gone to school 

together for more than 50 years. It is the very definition 

of a continuous community. This plan seeks to disrupt 

what this community has built.

7/14/2017 3:02 CentennialHS 1 7 3

MRHS is 5xs farther away then CHS=45 minute bus ride, 

only takes EXTREMELY small percentage of HS students-

13% and extremely small percentage of neighborhood-2% 

for any given grade.

7/14/2017 3:27 PointersRunES 1 7 1

Our 2nd grade daughter is in counseling for anxiety issues-

this move will devastate her (and many others). The plan 

seems a short-term bandaid! Based on projections, more 

redistricting will be necessary in a few years.  Please table 

this and reconsider!

7/14/2017 7:32 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS 1 4 7

A few years ago, we got redistricted to Pointers Run 

Elementary but middle and high were retained. This puts 

our kids at a huge disadvantage when they go to middle 

and high as most of the students they went to school 

with in elementary won't be with them.

7/14/2017 10:13 CentennialHS 1 10 4 3

My son, who will be a junior in 2018-19, has been moved 

to a HS much farther away, and he'd be attending with 

about 13% of the kids he grew up with. Junior year is the 

most important academically but he'd be bogged in social 

and fish out of water" issues"

7/14/2017 10:15 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 7

The lines drawn disrupt neighborhoods, cause long travel 

for some students but not others

7/14/2017 11:13 CentennialHS 1 4 7

The number of students is skewed.  Developers estimate 

.5 children per household in new developments.  In a 

large development where homes are starting at 800,000, 

how can this be accepted as reasonable?

7/14/2017 12:10 CentennialLaneES 2 3 4

A small number of children in the Font Hill section are 

being moved 8 miles away for high school.  To a school 

that will be overcrowded in a few years.  This is fracturing 

our neighborhood with little to no relief to the 

overcrowding at CHS.

7/14/2017 12:43 HowardHS 1 3 4 7

7/14/2017 13:01 HowardHS 1 10 4 7

My son will be a 10th grader at Howard High. Our 

children have been in school for 8 years together giving 

them a comfort and familiarity with their peers. Moving 

Polygon 87,2087, and 3087 would be detrimental to our 

children.

7/14/2017 13:03 CentennialHS 1 10 7 8

The plan breaks my neighborhood into 2 polygons; 153 

and 1153. There is no geographic basis for this 

neighborhood split.

7/14/2017 13:03 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 3 5 4 7



7/14/2017 13:05 ManorWoodsES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 3 4

Redistricting to MRHS will be disastrous to our 

community, Polygon 214.My kids will not be able to 

walk/bike back home from after school activities and will 

have to drop out.It will rip friendships made at Middle 

School causing mental health problems.

7/14/2017 13:08 EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 7 5

We are in a small section of Worthington that is proposed 

to be separated from our neighborhood. Our entire 

neighborhood has been attending Mt. Hebron HS, a 

school that is not over capacity, and proposed to be sent 

to Howard HS...which is grossly over.

7/14/2017 13:16 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 3 1 7 5

7/14/2017 13:17 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 3 7 4

We have had our elementary or high school redistricted 

at least twice in the ten years that I've lived in this 

community. It appears that in Ellicott Mills Middle School, 

the expansion of the capacity should eventually sustain 

the expected increase in pop

7/14/2017 13:18 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 7 4

7/14/2017 13:20 EllicottMillsMS 1 3 4 8

Because the utilization drop below 110%, it allows 

housing to be developed in areas without the developers 

having to provide school funding.

7/14/2017 13:29 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 10 7 4

I am also concerned that the high school we may be 

redistricted to (Howard) will be over capacity in a couple 

of years.  The idea of breaking up our contiguous 

neighborhood seems like a short-term fix.  Thank you for 

your consideration.

7/14/2017 13:32 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 7 4

I am also concerned that the school we may be 

redistricted to (Howard) will be over capacity in a couple 

of years.  It appears that breaking up a contiguous 

neighborhood is a short-term solution.  Thank you for 

your consideration.

7/14/2017 13:32 ManorWoodsES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 10 7 4

I am completely surprised and baffled by the maps drawn 

for high school areas pertaining to Centennial HS. I live 

far west and closer than the areas that are in Centennial 

HS district, but still I am in danger of getting redistricted 

to Marriotts Ridge HS

7/14/2017 13:38 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 4 7

I have 3 children, one in each level:elementary, middle, 

and high school.  The amount of disruption that HoCo is 

proposing is considerable. As proposed, my son would be 

moved in his 5th grade year, my daughter her 8th grade 

year, and my son as a junior.

7/14/2017 13:42 WorthingtonES 1 7 3

The plan breaks up the neighborhood kids into different 

elementary schools. Also my in-laws live nearby and will 

not be able to help with getting the kids to school and 

with pick up and drop off because they cannot drive 

much further than Worthington

7/14/2017 13:44 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 5 3 1 I love this plan. Excellent....



7/14/2017 13:46 EllicottMillsMS 1 4 7

The middle school children will be split into different high 

schools tomorrow which again is not good for continuity 

of friends and social factors.

7/14/2017 13:48 MtHebronHS 1 5 8

My son would be entering his junior year and such a 

change would greatly affect his ability to get into college. 

It does not make sense for him to switch mid way 

through high school  career. Given sports and student 

government programs he is part of.

7/14/2017 13:51 DuckettsLaneES 1 10 10 1 1

Moving kids from good school to bad school affects them 

very badly.

7/14/2017 13:55 2 4 7

With a new Jessup school being built within the next 4 

years, why annex a portion of our neighborhood when 

the benefits are short term?  Our 60 year old community 

is being moved to a HS 7 miles away when the new Cenn. 

Overlook is only 4 miles from Howard.

7/14/2017 14:24 BurleighManorMS 1 10 10 7 8

Gray Rock Farm is a small community consisting of 

polygons 153 and1153.  This plan cuts our community in 

half without a geographical basis.  This seems to be 

contrary to policy 6010.  The projections for HS in 2018 

are low:  153  26 and 1153  32.

7/14/2017 14:27 DuckettsLaneES ThomasViaductMS 1 3 7 3

Sending children from the Belmont Station to ES #42 

negatively affects transportation factors. The possible 

scenarios of the bus route will include passing Ducketts 

Lane, crossing railroad tracks, highways, LONG bus rides, 

and traffic congestion.

7/14/2017 14:28 1 10 10 7 8

This plan cuts our community in half, for no good reason.  

Polygon 153 has 26 HS students, and 1153 has 32.  This is 

a very small group, which could easily be kept together in 

Centennial High School.

7/14/2017 14:28 IlchesterES HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, and 2095 make up the Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles from Howard, 

well within walking distance.

7/14/2017 14:34 PatuxentValleyMS 2 3 3 7

The Emerson Community, Polygons #1006 and 1005 are 

currently split. One end is bussed to Patuxent Valley 

Middle, when they could easily walk to Murray Hill 

Middle. This should be taken into consideration. That 

entire community should attend Murray Hill.

7/14/2017 14:37 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 7 4

7/14/2017 14:46 WorthingtonES 2 3 5 7 1

7/14/2017 14:53 WorthingtonES 1 4 7

Keep Worthington Neighborhood Intact.  Don't split our 

contiguous neighborhood apart on a non-logical dividing 

line within the community.  And keep ALL of WOES going 

100% to the same MS & HS.

7/14/2017 15:01 DuckettsLaneES 1 4 5

7/14/2017 15:06 BonnieBranchMS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.



7/14/2017 15:08 IlchesterES 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 15:08 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 1

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 15:10 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 15:10 IlchesterES 1 4 2

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  Our children will 

not go to a school with peers - this is not in the best 

interest of the kids - overcrowding is due to other factors 

and not our neighborhood.

7/14/2017 15:13 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 4 3 3

7/14/2017 15:16 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 4 8 1

Property values in the Emerson community and 

surrounding areas will be affected if students are moved 

from Atholton HS - rated a "9" currently - to Hammond 

HS - rated a "6" currently on GreatSchools.

7/14/2017 15:16 IlchesterES 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 15:16 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS 1 3 1

We are in polygon 95.  We are 0.6 miles from Howard 

High.  We can walk there.  This plan would send us much 

much farther away.

7/14/2017 15:20 NorthfieldES 7 4

7/14/2017 15:34 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 4 7

7/14/2017 15:42 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 2

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance. Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 15:43 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 4 7

7/14/2017 15:44 HowardHS 1 4 2

This plan for Howard only keeps utilization % good for 

one year.  These students are still excelling despite the 

number of students at Howard.  No redistricting should 

be done until the new high school is built!

7/14/2017 15:44 HowardHS 1 10 10 1

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 15:47 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 15:49 IlchesterES 1 3 7



7/14/2017 15:56 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 10 3 4

Polygon 95,105,2095,84 Only 0.6 miles from Howard high 

school walking distance  Polygon 84 Montgomery 

Meadiws was redistributed in 2012

7/14/2017 15:57 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance. Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 16:06 HowardHS 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 16:10 HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095 and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance. Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 16:14 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 2

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance. Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 16:17 EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 5 2 4 1

7/14/2017 16:23 IlchesterES 1 3 2

7/14/2017 16:24 IlchesterES 1 3 5

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 16:37 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.   We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 16:39 HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 16:41 CentennialHS 2 4 7

Redistricting for middle and high schools should be 

postponed at this time.  Making adjustments now to the 

student population only to turn around and do it again in 

3 years to fill a new high school is irresponsible.

7/14/2017 16:43 CentennialHS 7 7

develop a more comprehensive plan; a plan that 

considers 50% or 100% feeds from elementary to middle 

to high schools, a plan that takes into consideration 

established communities, and a plan that provides 

consideration to the students and their families

7/14/2017 16:46 CentennialHS 7 4

request reconsideration for polygon 1184.  The Font Hill 

community is an established neighborhood and has been 

for decades.  Redistricting one small section of Font Hill 

fractures our neighborhood and disrupts our community 

stability. HCPSS policy 6010



7/14/2017 16:50 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 8

Polygons 95,1095,2095,and 84 make up the Montgomery 

Meadows Neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles form Howard 

well within walking distance. Polygon 84 was redistricted 

in 2012.

7/14/2017 16:56 BonnieBranchMS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance. Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 16:57 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS 1 3 5

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 16:57 HowardHS 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance. Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 17:00 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 8

Polygons 95,1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles 

form Howard, well within walking distance. Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 17:00 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 4 7 4

7/14/2017 17:05 HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are less than 

one mile from Howard High School and my older 

daughter was able to walk to Howard.  Polygon 84 was 

redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 17:07

7/14/2017 17:16 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 3 4 7 8

The Worthington Community has been flipped between 

HS too many times.  Hebron, Centennial, Hebron...At 

least have the courtesy to not carve off small sections of a 

community that keeps getting flipped around.  This 

creates small feeds for two groups.

7/14/2017 17:32 IlchesterES HowardHS 1 3 4

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are well 

within walking distance.  Polygon 84 was redistricted in 

2012 and some kids in our neighborhood are in their 5th 

school already by the time they are in High School.

7/14/2017 17:34 IlchesterES 1 3 4

We do not have a solid bus driver now, and I doubt things 

will get better in the future.  We are closer to Howard 

and parents can stay more involved.  Please keep 

Montgomery Meadows together with the other 

neighborhoods that go to the same feeder schools.

7/14/2017 17:37 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 5 4

Montgomery Meadows is constantly in flux with the 

school situation and this is not acceptable.  We need to 

plan to keep all our kids together through 

IES/BBMS/Howard as it is currently in place.  Please look 

out for the future and building a community.



7/14/2017 17:39 WorthingtonES 1 10 7 4

By carving off a tiny section of Worthington and sending 

them to Howard HS/Bonnie Branch MS  this plan sends 

my neighborhood to Hebron with an unacceptably SMALL 

feed of kids elsewhere! KEEP WORTHINGTON intact!”

7/14/2017 17:43 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, & 84 make up the Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles from Howard, 

well within walking distance. Polygon 84 was redistricted 

in 2012.

7/14/2017 17:44 CentennialHS 4 7

Implement a phased in approach allowing rising Juniors 

and Sophomores to finish in their current high school.   

Accommodations such as these go a long way to appease 

students and their families and make the redistricting pill 

easier to swallow

7/14/2017 17:45 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 4

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up Montgomery 

Meadows.  We are 0.6 miles from Howard.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012. We were put in IES so that all 

the kids will got to BBMS and then to Howard. This plan 

separates our kids from their friends.

7/14/2017 17:47 CentennialHS 7 4

numerous articles written re importance of student's 

junior year.  Have relationships with counselors and 

teachers for letters of recommendation, solidifying 

positions on teams and clubs.  Shouldn't have to start 

over.  Should focus on college app and SAT

7/14/2017 17:50 CentennialHS 4 7

Why does policy 9000 have a double standard?  A junior 

can stay at their current high school  if they relocate 

within the county, but no accommodation for juniors that 

are redistricted?

7/14/2017 17:51 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, & 84 make up the Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles from Howard, 

well within walking distance. Polygon 84 was  redistricted 

in 2012.

7/14/2017 17:54 IlchesterES 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, & 84 make up the Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles from Howard, 

well within walking distance. Polygon 84 was  redistricted 

in 2012.

7/14/2017 17:57 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095,2095, & 84 make up the Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles from Howard, 

well within walking distance. Polygon 84 was  redistricted 

in 2012.

7/14/2017 18:01 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 8

Polygons 95,1095,2095, & 84 make up the Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles from Howard, 

well within walking distance. Polygon 84 was redistricted 

in 2012.

7/14/2017 18:10 IlchesterES 1 3 4

Polygons 95,1095,2095 & 84 make up the Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles from Howard, 

well within walking distance. Polygon 84 was redistricted 

in 2012 & 2 times before that. 84 has been flicked around 

too many times.



7/14/2017 18:10 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4

This proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/14/2017 18:11 HowardHS 1 10 2 5

You need to address the mass amount of new 

construction without impacting current students at 

Howard HS.

7/14/2017 18:12 BonnieBranchMS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 18:13 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 4

Polygons 95,1095,2095,& 84 make up the Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles from Howard, 

well within walking distance. Polygon 84 was redistricted 

in 2012 & many times before. 84 has been moved around 

too many times.

7/14/2017 18:21 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 1

7/14/2017 18:37 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.8 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  We are 

approximately THREE times that distance to Long Reach.  

Polygon 84 was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 18:45 ManorWoodsES 2 4 3

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/14/2017 18:52 MtHebronHS 1 7 4

7/14/2017 19:11 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 3 1

We are being moved from Northfield elementary and 

Dunloggin middle to Running Brook elementary and 

Wildelake Middle. This is our second redistrciting in 7 

years. Alternate plan is to move us to Thunderhill 

Elementary, which we were redistricted from 2009.

7/14/2017 19:16 BellowsSpringES ThomasViaductMS LongReachHS 4 5 6 8

When we will know about the final redistricting proposal? 

What is the date decided? I am extremely happy that 

new middle school as per this proposal is Mayfield Woods 

Middle School , where all my son's friends are going. He 

will join them. THANKS :)

7/14/2017 19:18 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 7 2

Do not bisect our well-integrated stable community that 

has gradually evolved over half a century (polygon 1184 is 

part of Font Hill!)  Re-district new development (polygon 

147) - it should not have been built in the over-capacity 

CHS school district!

7/14/2017 19:22 HowardHS 1 10 3 7

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012. If nothing else, the plan makes 

the school system look good on paper.



7/14/2017 19:27 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

We have a small neighborhood and splitting it up 

(polygon 153/1153) would make it even smaller. Impact 

on overcrowding would be negligible. There seems to be 

no geographical basis to split our community.

7/14/2017 19:31 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 2 2 4 7

7/14/2017 19:36 BonnieBranchMS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 19:46 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 2 2 4

My children should not be bussed past a school they can 

walk to, to get to another school.

7/14/2017 19:48 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 5

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance. Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 20:00 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 2

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095 and 84 make up Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood.  We are < 1 mile from Howard 

High School, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 20:01 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 2

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095 and 84 make up Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood.  We are < 1 mile from Howard 

High School, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 20:02 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 2

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095 and 84 make up Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood.  We are < 1 mile from Howard 

High School, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 20:25 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows Neighborhood. We are 0.6 Miles 

from Howard High School, well within walking distance. 

Polygon 84 was redistricted in 2012

7/14/2017 20:43 HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  I am about 1.5 

miles from Howard and my son walks home in 15 min. 

We are 2.7 miles from Long Reach - driving right past 

Howard - increase of pollution & traffic worse for longer

7/14/2017 20:47 HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 1.5 miles 

from Howard and son walks homein 15 min. LR is 2.7 

miles - son can't walk, not sidewalks,increase gas and 

traffic worse for longer.

7/14/2017 20:49 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3

Our house is .07 miles from Howard High. Consider a plan 

that moves far fewer students. Do not move 

neighborhoods within walking distance. Please do not 

split up neighborhoods. Please delay the process until 

schools are built.

7/14/2017 21:17 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 2 2 4 7 Keep Worthington In Tact

7/14/2017 21:29 1 10 3 5



7/14/2017 21:39 WorthingtonES 3 2 3 4 7

I live it Worthington. It is not right to break off part of the 

original Worthington community at the end of 

elementary school and send kids to a different MS and HS 

than all their classmates. Please keep Worthington intact, 

going to same MS and HS.

7/14/2017 22:11 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS 1 2 7

7/14/2017 22:20 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 2

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095 and 84 make up Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood.  We are < 1 mile from Howard 

High School, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/14/2017 23:15 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS 1 3 7

I find it ridiculous that the Worthington Neighborhood is 

being divided. Where the community which is the original 

Worthington development Is being affected and cut out 

of the community, and homes that are just recently built 

and farther away are not.

7/14/2017 23:42 HowardHS 1 3

We live in Montgomery Meadows.  Polygons 95, 1095, 

2095, and 84 make up the Montgomery Meadows 

neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles from Howard, well 

within walking distance.  Polygon 84 was redistricted in 

2012.

7/14/2017 23:46 HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95 1095 2095 and similar are montgomery 

meadows. We are within walking distance to howard. 

Some of us have already been redistricted.

7/15/2017 0:08 RockburnES 1 4 7 Lyndwood Community Polygons 87, 2087 and 3087.

7/15/2017 0:20 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 5

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/15/2017 0:42 RockburnES 1 4 7

I live in the Lyndwood Community Polygons 87, 2087 and 

3087.

7/15/2017 0:43 FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 2 5 1

Please leave 11th and 12th graders at the same high 

schools. It is important for juniors and seniors to stay at 

same high schools for college preparation, adjustment 

issues, and to continue on same high school sports teams.

7/15/2017 0:56 IlchesterES 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/15/2017 1:03 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are less then 

a mile from Howard, well within walking distance.  

Polygon 84 was redistricted in 2012. In addition this will 

split my daughters up from their friends.

7/15/2017 1:14 IlchesterES 1 4 5



7/15/2017 1:21 MtHebronHS 1 10 8

Do not make trailing siblings go to separate high 

schools!!! My daughter will be a senior and our youngest 

a sophomore and they want to finish their high school 

years TOGETHER at the SAME school. If this plan goes into 

effect, we will likely move.

7/15/2017 1:21 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 4 Please make all Rockburn student to attend Howard HS

7/15/2017 1:40 AtholtonHS 1 3 2

Moving 65% of Atholton's population is crazy! The kids 

should be the first consideration and they are being 

treated as just a number on a page or for the computer 

program. Leave Atholton High School alone. Postpone 

high school redistricting.

7/15/2017 1:43 AtholtonHS 1 1 3

This plan is horrible. Way too many high school students 

will be moved. The high school redistricting should be 

delayed until the new high school opens.

7/15/2017 2:05 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 1

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/15/2017 2:11 WorthingtonES 1 4 7

7/15/2017 2:24 CentennialHS 1 10 4 7

Severe negative impact on splitting font hill (1184) 

students who have been together since kindergarten and 

proposing students travel more than 5 times by public 

transportation or themselves is not safe, healthy, 

economical or academically beneficial.

7/15/2017 2:25 RockburnES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 2 9 5 2

The plan doesn't appear to address long-term issues re: 

development in HoCo. At the AAP meeting on 7/11, the 

plan for a new HS was called tentative"& at least one 

committee noted they wanted to take that into 

consideration! WE NEED LONG TERM SOLUTIONS"

7/15/2017 2:35 MtHebronHS 1 7

Polygons 2093,3093& 4093 are a very small group being 

pulled away from the Worthington community that is 

formed by contiguous streets.  We are all connected & 

have attended schools together for more than 20 years.  

You should keep communities together .

7/15/2017 2:46 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood. We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/15/2017 2:48 RiverHillHS 2 3 8

Policy 6010 allows for the exemption of rising 11th 

graders to be redistricted. The AAC and HCPSS school 

planning should recommend that both rising 12th graders 

and 11th grades finish high school at their same high 

schools.

7/15/2017 2:50 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS 1 3 4 7

Makes no use of schools that are closely located 

maintaining the same population of kids throughout



7/15/2017 3:17 IlchesterES 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/15/2017 4:32 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/15/2017 9:30 CentennialLaneES 2 3 7 Does not account for time travel to school

7/15/2017 11:24 ManorWoodsES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 4 1

Breaks community. Child cannot come home on own if 

attending after school activities in MRHS as they do 

currently from CHS

7/15/2017 12:14 CentennialHS 1 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/15/2017 12:19 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks up our neighborhood. Polygons 153/1153 

cuts our neighborhood in half even though there are no 

geographical boundaries.In 2018, we will have 26/32 high 

schoolers in each polygon respectively. Small numbers 

already, plan makes even smaller.

7/15/2017 12:20 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 2 10 3 2

Doesn't resolve overcrowding since moving students from 

other schools to above schools.  Our community is very 

close to Manor Woods ES but assigning to West 

Friendship ES is not fair. This will not keep students 

together. This plan impacting us badly.

7/15/2017 12:33 IlchesterES HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance. This is 

important. We would bypass a walking distance HS to go 

amother. Polygon 84 was redistricted in 2012.

7/15/2017 12:55 LongReachHS 1 3 1 8

From our home near Deep Run, the distance to Oakland 

Mills HS is greater than that of Long Reach and Howard.  

Also, this would push the, already bad, academic profile 

of Oakland Mills down even further, making it tough for 

kids to get into a good college.

7/15/2017 13:54 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are much less 

than 1 mile walking distance to Howard High School. 

Other high schools are not within walking distance.

7/15/2017 13:59 HowardHS 1 3 4 8

Students should NOT be forced to switch high schools 

after completing ninth grade, breaking most of their 

relationships with peers, teachers, and administrators. 

Please allow exceptions for rising sophomores and juniors 

using their own transportation!



7/15/2017 14:18 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4 7

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170!!!

7/15/2017 14:35 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 1 4

My child went to BMMS and is in CHS.she will lose her 

friends and again has to make new friends during her 

critical junior yr. This will affect my child Mentally , 

emotionally And psychologically. We OPPOSE this plan for 

214 polygon.

7/15/2017 14:43 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 4

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095 and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood. We are .6 miles 

from Howard High, well within walking distance from 

Howard High. Polygon 84 was redistricted in 2012.

7/15/2017 14:43 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 4

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095 and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood. We are .6 miles 

from Howard High, well within walking distance from 

Howard High. Polygon 84 was redistricted in 2012.

7/15/2017 15:33 BurleighManorMS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. Collectively, this is a small population & 

cutting in half makes it even smaller.

7/15/2017 17:12 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 5

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/15/2017 17:18 AtholtonES HammondMS HammondHS 5 9 6

I think this plan is a step in the right direction towards 

balancing the performance and attendance areas across 

schools, especially high schools.

7/15/2017 18:15 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Polygon's 153 and 1153 represent a single community. 

Community size is small with 58 HS kids total for 2018 

and shrinking in future years. Shouldn't be separate 

polygons. New CHS plan not really contiguous. No road 

connecting 1153 to other communities.

7/15/2017 18:58 BonnieBranchMS 1 3 1

This change will negatively impact my family. We live 0.6 

miles from Howard, a change majolly impacts 

transportation. My kids are military kids and have been 

forced to change schools already multiple times.

7/15/2017 20:32 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 4 7

Our neighborhood has suffered from redistricting I would 

like our neighborhood to stay together!

7/15/2017 20:56 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095 and 84 make up Montgomery 

Meadows neighborhood-- .6 miles from Howard with 

numerous walking students. Polygon 84 was redistricted 

in 2012. Recommend building new high school sooner.

7/16/2017 0:18 FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 2 3 8

Both 11th graders and 12th graders should be exempt 

from being redistricted and stay at current high school.



7/16/2017 1:11 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

this plan cuts the neighborhood into two polygons 

153/1153.there is no real geographic line rhyme or 

reason to split our neighborhood.  the population for 153 

and 1153 combined is 58 students a small friendly 

population.

7/16/2017 1:32 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS 1 7 5

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.  Of all feeds from Bonnie Branch 

to Howard we are the closest in proximity.

7/16/2017 1:58 PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 10 7 8

Study just addresses numbers and brick/mortar. Don't 

ignore and split communities, families, and students (i.e. 

Valley Mede). Do not move polygons(i.e.159) to far away 

schools when there are walkers to near by schools (i.e. 

Mt. Hebron) in those polygons.

7/16/2017 2:01 PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 10 7

Study just addresses numbers and brick/mortar. Don't 

ignore and split communities, families, and students (i.e. 

Valley Mede). Do not move polygons (i.e.159) to far away 

schools when there are walkers to nearby schools (i.e. 

Mt. Hebron) in those polygons.

7/16/2017 13:02 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/16/2017 13:54 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS 1 10 7 4

We dislike this plan as it splits our neighborhood into 

separate schools

7/16/2017 14:59 AtholtonHS 1 7 8

Near total exchange of students at Atholton HS destroys 

highly successful programs (music & robotics) built over 

the years.   It's not even necessary.  Limit redistricting to 

over- and under-crowded schools in proximity to each 

other.

7/16/2017 15:33 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan separates my neighborhood into two polygons with 

no geographic basis for doing so.  We are small 

population as it is and don't see the value of this 

separation of the community.  Referencing polygon 

district 153 and 1153, it seems an error here.

7/16/2017 15:51 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 3 4 7

7/16/2017 16:06 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 1

Our neighborhood, Gray Rock, polygon 153 & 1153 only 

has 58 high school students in 2018 and our 

neighborhood has been cut in half, 32 students stay at 

Centennial and 26 redistricted to Marriotts Ridge. This 

impacts community stability & creates an island

7/16/2017 16:11 CentennialHS 1 3 2 7 4



7/16/2017 18:15 CentennialHS 1 1 7

If we moved at freshman year it would've been okay 

because it's a new start. But since I am moving after 

freshman year it can impact me negatively like my grades. 

it is also very far meaning I have to wake up early and is 

almost an hour forward and back.

7/16/2017 18:51 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 3 1 4

Please use separate process to evaluate the high school 

situation. It is radically different from elementary and 

AAC members were chosen only on knowledge/interest 

in elementary level. However, 91.6% of high schools are 

affected by proposal!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

7/16/2017 18:52 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 4 7 Keep us at Howard HS!

7/16/2017 18:58 LongfellowES WildeLakeHS 2 3 7 3

The map I saw was not clear where the cutoff for moving 

students on streets closer to 108 from a walkable 

Harper's Choice Middle to having to take a bus to Wilde 

Lake Middle.  I don't see how this helps either 

overcrowding or lower the budget.

7/16/2017 19:02 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 4 7

It doesn't let us kids stay with our friends. Keep 

LYNDWOOD at Howard HS.

7/16/2017 20:22 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 3 4

Worthington neighborhood is fractured, eliminating 

continuity for kids in polygons 2093, 3093, 4093 who 

should be kept with the neighbors and support groups 

that they've established during time at worthington 

elementary.

7/16/2017 21:32 DuckettsLaneES 1 1 1

7/16/2017 21:37 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood into 2 polygons: 153 and 

1153. There's no rational or geographical basis, given a 

total of 58 HS kids in the 2 for 2018. At least keep Gray 

Rock together, whatever else must be done.

7/16/2017 22:31 ThunderHillES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 10 10 2 8

It's sad to see we aren't creating more diverse and 

balanced schools we are instead concentrating at-risk 

populations into a few schools. I am also completely 

disgusted to see that the committee is imbalanced and 

until the BOE meeting no 1 noticed?

7/16/2017 22:34 ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 4 7

My child is going from middle school to high school and 

has been struggling with depression and anxiety. She 

does not talk to many people and her girlfriend would be 

going to the other school and she struggles in new 

situations.

7/16/2017 23:05 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 2 7 2

7/17/2017 0:01 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

This plan arbitrarily divides my neighborhood in half, 

negatively impacting the cohesiveness of the community. 

153 and 1153 contain a small amount of students, and 

removing 153 would be more disruptive to both and not 

provide meaningful relief for CHS.



7/17/2017 0:19 HowardHS 1 7

Disagree with redistricting Lyndwood Community to Long 

Reach HS. Students from Lyndwood have attended 

Howard HS and continue to excel academically despite 

"overcrowding" and redistricting them to a school with 

lower test scores will be detrimental to them

7/17/2017 0:31 DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 8 7

A major priority should be greater income equity at the 

High School level. My children go to Wilde Lake High 

School which has over a 40% FARM percentage while 

River Hill, just a couple miles a away has less than a 5% 

FARM.  This could easily be addressed

7/17/2017 0:45 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/17/2017 0:45 NorthfieldES 1 10 10 7 8

Grayrock (polygons 153 & 1153) are slated to go to 2 

different high schools using an arbitrary dividing line in 

plan,  Small groups (26 - 32 per polygon) will be 

separated from an already small population.

7/17/2017 1:01 DaytonOaksES 1 10 2

I have serious concerns that Dayton Oaks (78% capacity) 

is giving 39 students to Triadelphia Ridge (95% capacity), 

as this goes against capacity issues. Removing children 

from their school community causes emotional damage is 

not warranted in this case.

7/17/2017 1:01 DaytonOaksES 1 2

I have serious concerns that Dayton Oaks (78% capacity) 

is giving 39 students to Triadelphia Ridge (95% capacity), 

as this goes against capacity issues. Removing children 

from their school community causes emotional damage is 

not warranted in this case.

7/17/2017 1:21 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 5 6 4

the proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170

7/17/2017 1:53 TalbottSpringsES 3 4 4 8

I live in Hopewell (polygon 2051) and have 2 kids in 

Talbott Springs ES, The Feasibility Study moves us to 

Guilford ES while the other half of Hopewell (polygon 52) 

goes to CRES. Please keep Hopewell together so that we 

don't lose all our TSES peers.

7/17/2017 2:32 ManorWoodsES 1 10

distance from MRHS and proximity to CHSas negative 

factor for high schooler who walk back home/ ride bike 

home after attending after school activities.This proposal 

when implemented will break apart community kids 

going to BMMS B/N CHS and MRHS



7/17/2017 2:55 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 2 3 4 7

Efforts to expand schools somehow considered? The long 

term planning a long time ago was underestimated. Need 

longer term outlook. Ok with re-districting, but siblings 

across classes must stay together. Education quality must 

stay equal or improve.

7/17/2017 4:27 VeteransES 2 2 7 I also dislike students not being kept together.

7/17/2017 12:26 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 4

Please restore 100% feed from Rockburn ES -> Howard HS 

and Elkridge Landing MS -> Howard HS

7/17/2017 12:33 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 1 7

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/17/2017 13:19 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7

This plan slashes my neighborhood in half (polygons 153 

and 1153).  It would take 26 students to a distant school, 

which does not greatly impact target utilization numbers, 

but does greatly impact our neighborhood.

7/17/2017 13:20 DuckettsLaneES 1 1 7

The proposed feasibility plan will move our child to a 

poorly rated elementary school. This does not only 

affects our child but also affects our property value.

7/17/2017 13:21 DuckettsLaneES 1 8

I bought a house based on my children going to Ducketts 

Lane ES not Deep Run ES. This is very upsetting that now I 

have to move before next September to avoid having my 

kids go to Deep Run ES.

7/17/2017 13:58 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

This plan does not consider community stability and it 

breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons (153 and 1153). 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. This is a small population and cutting in 

half makes it smaller.

7/17/2017 14:21 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS 1 4

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/17/2017 14:26 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/17/2017 14:27 AtholtonES HammondMS HammondHS 2 3 2 7 4

7/17/2017 14:38 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 8

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up Montgomery 

Meadows.  We are 0.6 miles from Howard.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012. We were put in IES so that all 

the kids will go to BBMS and then to HHS. This plan 

disrupts kids who have already been redistr

7/17/2017 15:11 MtHebronHS 1 7

Community Stays Together! Should consider moving 

polygons 162/1162 to MRHS since they already attend 

Waverly Elem



7/17/2017 15:19 HowardHS 1 7 1

Please, please consider how incredibly hurtful it would be 

to our community. We've struggled our whole lives to put 

our families in a situation where our children live and go 

to school in a particular location. This would be 

devastating and destabilizing.

7/17/2017 15:19 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 4 3

Polygon 84 was just redistricted in 2012.  Please don't 

make me tell my kid again that he has to pick up and 

move to new school with unfamiliar faces.  If a must, 

redistrict the entire feeder middle school, not 

neighborhoods within those middle schools.

7/17/2017 15:45 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

plan breaks up my neighborhood. there  is no geographic 

basis other than selecting the middle of our community 

which is a small population to begin with.

7/17/2017 15:50 DuckettsLaneES 1 5 1 4

7/17/2017 15:57 DuckettsLaneES 1 4

7/17/2017 16:21 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 10 4 1

The moving of Lyndwood community into Long Reach HS 

district will be too disruptive to the students being moved 

from Howard HS, and too unwelcome by the students 

from Long Reach HS. The Move will not go well. Also it 

only pretends to address overcrowding.

7/17/2017 16:36 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 2 7

7/17/2017 17:11 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 5 6 7

7/17/2017 17:24 CentennialHS 1 10 10 4 4

Plan breaks my neighborhood into 2 polygons- 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it smaller.

7/17/2017 17:39 ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 10 4 1

This is mind-boggling that from out of the blue, we are 

dealing with HS redistricting when we were told it wasn't 

on the table. Howard HS will be jerked around when 

HS13 gets built due to multiple movements in a short 

time span. ELMS small feed is awful.

7/17/2017 17:54 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 7

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/17/2017 18:29 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 6 7 4

There are more grave concerns then those listed. There 

are also other ways of dealing with new building and 

overcrowding, if planned properly by Howard County, 

than to push out older communities who have been a 

part of schools for decades by new housing.

7/17/2017 19:15 HowardHS 1 1 2

The plan may help for one year, but it is woefully 

inadequate long-term.

7/17/2017 19:17 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4 3

I will have to send kids to 2 different high schools in 2019.  

That's ridiculous.



7/17/2017 19:19 HowardHS 1 5 7

The plan does not address  attendance issues down the 

road and will negatively affect my children's education.

7/17/2017 19:23 HowardHS 1 7 4

After just one year, the attendance problems will exist 

again.  Children in my area of Elkridge/Ellicott City will be 

negatively impacted with no benefit.   They may even be 

redistricted again in a couple of years.  This is an awful 

plan.

7/17/2017 19:27 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 7 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84, 

which I am apart of, was redistricted in 2012.

7/17/2017 19:31 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 7 4

A late bus is not provided but Howard High school is 

walking distance to our home. My High school student 

has walked home when I was unable to pick her up from 

staying after school to attend extra help/study groups.

7/17/2017 19:51 MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4

The current feasibility study creates a small feed for our 

polygon (1170) and other polygons.  Redistricting plans 

should be created to improve a student's 

education/experience - not make it worse!

7/17/2017 19:55 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 3 3 2 3 7

Polygons 84, 95, 1095, and 2095 make up Montgomery 

Meadows. HoHS is less than a mile from the 

neighborhood, causing transportation time to increase 

with a move to LRHS. Also, the MS for the neighborhood 

feeds Howard, not LRHS. Don't break the kids up.

7/17/2017 20:11 HowardHS 1 4 7

7/17/2017 20:25 AtholtonHS 1 1 5

To be equitable, suggest adding JROTC to the western 

side of the county at River Hill to accommodate students 

moving from Atholton to River Hill and enrolled in JROTC 

at Atholton so they can move with their friends to River 

Hill and be in district.

7/17/2017 21:04 NorthfieldES 1 10 10 7 8

The plan breaks my neighborhood into 2 plygons 

153/1153.  There is no geographic basis other than 

selecting middle of community. 153 has 26 HS kids and 

1153 has 32 HS kids in the 2018 year.  Collectively this is a 

small population.

7/17/2017 21:08 CentennialHS 1 7 4

I'm concerned about the impact this is going to have in 

our community. This goes against policy 6010, does not 

create community stability. Affects the diversity in CHS 

because the polygons chosen were the ones with 

minorities.This can be a legal issue.

7/17/2017 21:18 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

My neighborhood would be broken in 2 polygons 

153/1153 for no geographic basis; right down the middle 

of the community. In 2018, 153 has  26 HS kids and 1153 

has 32 HS students. Collectively, this would only be a 

small population & making it smaller.



7/17/2017 21:20 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 5 7 9 8 I like the plan very much, good job!

7/17/2017 22:04 HowardHS 1 4 7

This plan is a short term& short sighted solution to 

overcrowding. This area needs a new HS to accommodate 

the growing community! 3,691 HS students will be 

negatively impacted socially & academically by all this 

shifting & yet only 'solves' issue for 1 yr

7/17/2017 22:48 CentennialHS 1 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood into 2 polygons, 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids; 1153 has 32 HS kids in 

2018. Collectively this is a small population & cutting in 

half makes it even smaller.

7/17/2017 23:11 RockburnES 1 3 5 4 7

7/17/2017 23:21 NorthfieldES 1 10 10 7 8

My neighborhood is broken in 2 GIS polygons (153/1153)-

boundaries that appear to ignore the fact that it is a 

single community. The two polygons are a small 

community-together only 58 HS students in 2018. Cutting 

it 1/2 makes the small community smaller.

7/17/2017 23:30 WorthingtonES MtHebronHS 1 7 4

7/17/2017 23:44 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/18/2017 0:06 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks our neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/18/2017 0:14 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 4 7

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for polygon 1170.

7/18/2017 0:16 NorthfieldES CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/18/2017 0:16 WorthingtonES 1 7 4 Please do not divide Worthington. Thank you.

7/18/2017 0:24 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 5 8

This is a very poorly proposed plan that does not consider 

the impact on families who bought their homes for their 

children to attend Howard High and who would now get 

slated to Long Reach.  And who will potentially get 

redistricted 2x with new HS.

7/18/2017 0:27 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 2 3 7 8

Splits my small neighborhood into 2 polygons for the sake 

of moving 25 additional kids to a new high school.  New 

high school is nowhere near my neighborhood from a 

geographical standpoint.



7/18/2017 0:38 1 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/18/2017 0:41 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/18/2017 0:59 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS 1 10 10 7 8

The plan splits my neighborhood into 2 polygons (153 

and 1153) and sends kids in our neighborhood to 

separate high schools. No real reason to do this as they 

could be kept together with almost no impact on 

overcrowding.

7/18/2017 1:19 MtHebronHS 1 7

Need to stop redistricting at the high school level - fast 

track the new high school then county wide redistrict.

7/18/2017 1:25 NorthfieldES 1 10 10 7 2

Plan breaks neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153 and no 

geographic basis is present other than selecting middle of 

community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids in 

2018. combined,it is very small population;cutting in half 

makes it even smaller.

7/18/2017 1:38 1 4 2

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2013

7/18/2017 1:50 CentennialHS 1 7 4

7/18/2017 1:50 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.”

7/18/2017 1:58 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 2 5

The plan will only correct the problem for one year two 

at the most.  We need a new High School to eliminate the 

overcrowding-redistricting should be tabled until the new 

high school is built, our children do not need to move 

twice.  How did we get here?

7/18/2017 2:04 ClarksvilleMS 5 6 5

7/18/2017 2:06 BonnieBranchMS 1 3

Polygons 95,1095,2095,84 should remain at HHS because: 

These polygons help make a more contiguous attendance 

area for HHS (policy 6010 IV 2b); Polygon 84 was 

redistricted in 2013, so attempt should be be made not to 

redistrict in 2018 (policy 6010 IV 2c).

7/18/2017 2:09 AtholtonHS 5 6 5

7/18/2017 2:24 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 5 4 7



7/18/2017 2:36 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan splits my neighborhood into two polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting the 

middle of the community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 

32 HS kids in 2018. This is a small population & cutting it 

in half makes it even smaller.

7/18/2017 2:36 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood into two polygons 153 and 

1153.  153 has 26 HS kids and 1153 has 32 HS kids in 

2018.  Collectively this is a small population and cutting in 

half makes it even smaller.I am not in agreeance with this 

plan.

7/18/2017 2:45 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

This plan could potentially send my children to two 

different schools if it passes.  Plan breaks up my 

community into two polygons 153/1153. In 2018 only 26 

HS kids in 153 & 32 HS kids in 1153. Small population 

made even smaller by this proposal.

7/18/2017 11:42 BushyParkES FollyQuarterMS 1 3 3 1 8

We are a small group of kids that go to Folly from Bushy.  

My daughter that has been attending will not be able to 

complete her middle school year there.  I would also like 

for my this year 5th grade daughter to be able to attend 

Folly as well.

7/18/2017 12:05 EllicottMillsMS 1 3 7 4

7/18/2017 12:29 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 3 4 1 7

We just moved to Howard County with little kids, 

planning for specific schools in which we are zoned.  

Altholton focuses better on the arts, which are important 

to our kids' development/growth.  We'd like to stay there 

for the arts.

7/18/2017 12:33 PatuxentValleyMS HammondHS 4 5 7 8

moving #5, 1005, 2005, 1006 from Atholton HS to 

Hammond HS - these are a part of Emerson and would 

attend HaHS along with Emerson p #272, 1272. This 

would bring our Emerson community together in one 

school. Currently we attend 2 ES's, 2 MS's and 2 HS's.

7/18/2017 12:35 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 4 1

Plan causes too much disruption with redistricting 

students while schools will still be overcrowded again in a 

short time & need another redistricting - unacceptable to 

negatively impact children's lives in this way - particularly 

at high school level

7/18/2017 12:40 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 10 4 7

I am concerned that my child's education will be 

negatively impacted by changes to her peer group and 

loss of friendships as she enters 9th grade.

7/18/2017 13:03 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 3 4 7 4

We just moved to Howard County, planned for Atholton 

HS but will be shifted to Hammond.  If we shift, we'd 

prefer Reservoir.  Stronger focus on the arts than 

Hammond - I am in music and strongly value the arts - I 

want a stronger focus on arts.

7/18/2017 13:18 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 7

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community. 153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids 

in 2018. Collectively, this is a small population & cutting 

in half makes it even smaller.



7/18/2017 13:19 AtholtonHS 2 3 5 1 8

AHS will loose 65% of it's student body - disrupting teams, 

clubs, student and Teacher engagement and advanced 

classes track for students. We know this will impact 

learning and leadership opportunities for upper class who 

will be redistricted.

7/18/2017 13:35 2 5 3 1 7

I would like to phase redistricting by class with new 9th 

graders going to new school and so on until transition is 

complete over a 4 year period.

7/18/2017 14:11 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 3 4 8

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for Polygon 1170

7/18/2017 14:13 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 2 4 8

The proposed plan creates a small feed for our 

neighborhood and does not do enough to promote 

community stability for Polygon 1170

7/18/2017 15:02 DuckettsLaneES LongReachHS 1 3 3 7 1

Ducketts Lane follows the elementary school model. Our 

son has received 4 years of Spanish education, which he 

has come to LOVE. As per the feasibility study we will be 

sent to the new school and there has been no 

confirmation that this program will carry

7/18/2017 15:32 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS HowardHS 1 10 3 4 7

The feasibility study does not take into considerations the 

impact to the students and the families who are being 

moved from a 10-RATING schools to a mediocre rating of 

5-RATED schools.

7/18/2017 17:33 WaverlyES 1 2 4 7

Keep ALL five polygons redistricted to Waverly in 2012 

intact and send them ALL westward (1162, 162, 2161, 

1160, 160). Do not send 1162, 162 and 2161 back to SJLES 

and then break up Valley Meade by sending 159 and 

1159 westward instead. Very disruptive.

7/18/2017 18:12 ClemensCrossingES AtholtonHS 1 10 5 8

Too many students are being moved, especially at AHS, 

there are large discrepancies in the FARMs data used in 

the Feasibility plan, improving socioeconomic diversity is 

not improved in this plan and should be a choice on the 

survey.

7/18/2017 18:21 ClemensCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 10 1 2

Why can't Riverhill high school that is u dercrowded be 

filled with surplus students in the neighborhood. If 

change is absolutely needed for Athloton, students 

should be moved to a better school like Riverhill rather 

Hammond. The board should always try.

7/18/2017 21:41 ThunderHillES 1 3 8

I feel that the children in our community should go to the 

school closest to them. Busing them across 108. 175, or 

down 29 is not convenient for our community.

7/18/2017 21:48 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4 7

7/18/2017 21:59 HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 10 1

I have rising Sophomore in Atholton JROTC her sister is 

8th grade at HMS.  I am functioning as single mom trying 

to provide stability.  Please keep sisters at same school 

and postpone redistricting.  I have lived in same house 12 

years, wanting this HS an



7/18/2017 22:37 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

Plan breaks my neighborhood in 2 polygons 153/1153. 

There is no geographic basis other than selecting middle 

of community.153 has 26 HS kids & 1153 has 32 HS kids in 

2018. This is a small population & cutting in half makes it 

difficult for these HS kids.

7/18/2017 22:45 WildeLakeMS 1 7 4 3

7/18/2017 23:05 ClemensCrossingES 1 7 5

Polygon 1066 only has <10 children.  That number will 

not solve an overcrowding problem, but will significantly 

disrupt the lives of our children.  Polygon 1066 and 66 are 

contiguous communities that have historically gone to 

the same schools.

7/18/2017 23:09 PointersRunES 5 7 6

I am happy that my neighborhood will be able to stay 

together for high school next year. CMS will no longer be 

split between Atholton and River Hill. By moving us to 

river hill high school, my children will be able to stay 

within out neighborhood.

7/18/2017 23:10 ClarksvilleMS 5 6 7

I am happy that my neighborhood will be able to stay 

together for high school next year. CMS will no longer be 

split between Atholton and River Hill. By moving us to 

river hill high school, my children will be able to stay 

within out neighborhood.

7/18/2017 23:33 IlchesterES 1 3

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 make up the 

Montgomery Meadows neighborhood.  We are 0.6 miles 

from Howard, well within walking distance.  Polygon 84 

was redistricted in 2012.

7/18/2017 23:34 PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 10 1 7

This plan divides Valleymede, a community that has been 

a solid school COMMUNITY for over 55 years.  It will be 

divided and many longstanding community traditions 

(which are school focused) will be irrevocably damaged.

7/19/2017 0:29 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS 1 4 3 7 4 Moving from Atholton to Hammond - academic standards-

7/19/2017 0:32 MurrayHillMS 1 4 5

7/19/2017 0:32 WorthingtonES 1 4 2

7/19/2017 1:03 WestFriendshipES 1 4 3

7/19/2017 1:17 ClemensCrossingES 1 2 7

polygon 1066 only has 10-15 children; the number will 

not solve the overcrowding problem but will significantly 

disrupt the lives of our children  polygon 1066 and 66 are 

contiguous communities that have historically gone to 

the same school

7/19/2017 2:29 1 4 7

I am a former member of the redistricting committee 

when Marriotts Ridge High School was built. You 

absolutely cannot move rising high school juniors. I would 

also not make high school changes until 13th high school 

opens.

7/19/2017 2:38 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

C-HS is 2 miles away, while MR-HS is 8 miles! Fred Road is 

an old community attached to Cent-HS for a long time, 

we do not want this realignment. If CHS is too crowded 

then only new constructions should be sent to other 

schools, not older communities.



7/19/2017 10:53 WorthingtonES 1 10 7 4

As a 31 year resident of Ellicott City, I am concerned 

about breaking up the Worthington community.  This 

impacts my family and I urge you to consider other 

options.

7/19/2017 11:39 CentennialHS 1 4 7

Have serious concerns with breaking down 

neighborhood/ community/ even same street (Font Hill 

Drive) in 2 different High School. Lost common sense. 

Some time you need to think out side of NUMBER.

7/19/2017 12:03 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 3 7 4

I do not think moving the areas west of Homewood road 

and Folly Quarter Rd to Glenelg High would relieve too 

much of the River Hill capacity.

7/19/2017 12:19 GlenwoodMS 1 1 5

GMS is using pods because they do not have room in the 

classroom for their students yet you say there is room for 

students outside the district?  How about stop building 

housing until you have the infrastructure in place to 

support the expansion?

7/19/2017 13:57 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 2 3 5 8 8

Doesn't address what happens to rising seniors in high 

school (college-bound issues). Doesn't address splitting 

siblings who are high school age. (ex: one a rising senior, 

one a rising freshman).

7/19/2017 15:03 HowardHS 1 10 5

I understand the need to move students around.  

However I would like to see students kept Together if 

possible.   They are in volatile stages and keeping the 

friendships they have made and bonds with teachers and 

coaches is important.

7/19/2017 15:03 1 2 7

Polygon 1066 only has less than 10 children therefore this 

number will not solve any overcrowding issue but will 

significantly disrupt the lives of our children. Polygon 

1066 and 66 are contiguous communities that have 

historically gone to the same school

7/19/2017 16:42 NorthfieldES 1 10 7 2

7/19/2017 16:56 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4 7

7/19/2017 17:02 MurrayHillMS 1 1

The study scorecards and process ignore the considerable 

social, scholastic, and economic _costs_ involved 

disruptions of school student bodies. Atholton HS student 

body will be transformed overnight, yet the scorecard 

doesn't account for this NEGATIVE.

7/19/2017 17:04 MountViewMS 1 3 1 4

Moving Polygon 1170 to Glenelg HS will have little impact 

on overcrowding but will be detrimental to the students 

from MVMS who will be disadvantaged as they will be 

entering a HS where they have no prior relationship with 

most of the other students.

7/19/2017 17:42 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 8

The plan splits Gray Rock Farm between 2 polygons 

153/1153 and then sends each polygon to a different HS.   

We are one community off a single road with no natural 

divisions.  This is contrary to the published standards in 

Policy 6010 IV. B. 2. Comm Stabil



7/19/2017 17:53 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 3 4

7.5 mile bus route= over an hour and a half a day of 

transit time for my children- unexceptable !!  After school 

transportation- non existent!  Break up community- bad 

idea Moving us brings minimal diversity to Marriott Ridge 

HS

7/19/2017 18:10 CentennialHS 3 3 7 4

We live in Polygon 1184. We are a small part of the Font 

Hill neighborhood. Our polygon should not be split apart 

from the rest of our neighborhood. We need them and 

they need us- carpooling, community events, support as 

many of us have no extended family

7/19/2017 19:22 ThunderHillES 1 10 3 8

Dislike - 1) Time & Cost - Proposed school is more than 

double the miles of 2 closer Middle schools. 2)Value and 

education - EC zip code with all lower ranked Columbia 

schools.  3) Study doesn't consider all factors to increase 

continuity and distance

7/19/2017 20:28 BurleighManorMS 1 1 3

1. The sole reason our family moved counties and bought 

a home in this location was for Centennial High School. 

This plan is extremely unfair and depressing.  2. Commute 

will now significantly increase for my child and impact his 

sleep and health.

7/19/2017 20:31 BurleighManorMS 1 1 4

Significantly increases commute time for my child - both 

ways. Completely unacceptable. My child loves 

Centennial and doesn't want to move to another school.

7/19/2017 20:37 CentennialLaneES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 1 7

This plan caters to new developments and destroys 

established communities!  The lives of long-time 

residents who made HC so great are being severely 

disrupted.  New houses built in already over-capacity 

districts must be the first to move to other schools

7/19/2017 20:40 HammondES 3 3 5 7 8

Unnecessarily forces students to switch high schools, 

specifically 300+ from Atholton to Hammond HS and 300+ 

from Hammond HS to Atholton.

7/19/2017 20:50 FultonES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 1 7 7

My child will be in the 5th grade when he is potentially 

moved from his elementary school. That would devastate 

him. Additionally, it totally negates the concept of moving 

to Maple Lawn.

7/19/2017 21:35 GormanCrossingES 1 8 2

This plan makes too drastic and unnecessary changes to 

Atholton High School. Atholtol HS as it is now has a 

balanced population from different ethnic groups and 

culture background. The plan will destroy this diversity 

and add to the imbalance of others.

7/19/2017 22:12 StevensForestES 1

This study is using incorrect FARM rates at schools. The 

study is adding more low income students to schools and 

neighborhoods that are already overwhelmed with 

children who are living in some form of poverty. This will 

create districts such as Baltimore



7/19/2017 22:20 DuckettsLaneES 1 1

All Howard Square Parents would like to keep DLES. 

There are two polygons that are closer to DRES. Please 

move them to DRES, but not us.

7/19/2017 23:31 CentennialHS 1 4 2 Centennial High School simply needs expansion.

7/20/2017 1:07 MtHebronHS 4 4 9 7

I would like the school boundrys to be changed as my 

sons highschool is 15 minutes away if he attented his 

nearest high school it would take 5minutes

7/20/2017 1:14 HowardHS 1 2 4 #NAME?

7/20/2017 1:38 FultonES 1 2 1 7

7/20/2017 9:45 DaytonOaksES 1 7 2

This plan does not really address overcrowding. The 

students removed from Dayton Oaks are simply replaced 

by others from outside the neighborhood. It is only a 

three minute time delay to move the incoming children 

to Triadelphia Ridge instead.

7/20/2017 11:33 FultonES 1 7 1

7/20/2017 12:00 ReservoirHS 1 4 4 2

7/20/2017 12:34 1 3 4 7

7/20/2017 12:52 ClemensCrossingES 3 2 5 7 4

7/20/2017 13:04 WestFriendshipES 1 4 7

7/20/2017 13:18 EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 4 7

This feasibility study does not take into consideration the 

way the boundaries will change again when the new high 

school is built.

7/20/2017 13:50 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 1 1 7 2

This plan is about maps, not families. A better plan  

would allow families maximum choice, not split students 

from the same family into different schools. polygon 1066 

has fewer than 10 children. It will not address 

overcrowding but will disrupt families.

7/20/2017 14:04 RockburnES HowardHS 1 4 5

I moved to this neighborhood (and paid a high price!) just 

so my kids could go to Howard HS.  This plan is an interim 

plan and does not consider the long term needs of the 

homeowners and students that are getting juggled 

around.

7/20/2017 14:07 CentennialLaneES 1 3 7 4

We live in the northern section of Font Hill only 2 miles 

from Centennial Lane High School if this proposed plan is 

enacted our children will not go to high school with the 

same children they went to ES and MS, and Marriotts 

Ridge is 5 times the distance.

7/20/2017 14:47 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS AtholtonHS 1 2 2 2 7

1066 polygon has less than 10 children and will not solve 

overcrowding

7/20/2017 14:59 LongfellowES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 1 3 5 1 8

The new school boundaries will increase the gap in the 

student performance between the schools because of the 

Demographic Characteristics, Diversity and FARMS 

students. These factors should be the main criteria, not 

the geographic areas.



7/20/2017 15:02 EllicottMillsMS 2 3 7

My son's father and I live one mile apart. I am now 

included in polygon 309. He is in polygon 4093. This 

divides us into two separate high schools! We advocate 

keeping our neighborhood together and keeping our HS 

as Mount Hebron. Thank you.

7/20/2017 15:38 CentennialHS 1 10 7 5

I consider myself to be a fair & balanced person, but 

allowing a new development (Centennial Overlook) to 

attend CHS, while kids from an old, established 

neighborhood (Font Hill) will be fractured from their 

community & bused away is unusually inhumane.

7/20/2017 16:30 AtholtonHS 1 1

Moving 337 students (from Atholton to Hammond) from 

community that has highly motivated students (many GT) 

and engaged parents from a school already prepared for 

these students to a school that is under performing by 

comparison and not prepared is poor.

7/20/2017 16:34 MtHebronHS 1 1 4 7

The polygon system needs to be replaced by a system in 

which borders are drawn around schools and the outer 

edges of the borders are adjusted in order to control 

student population.  The neighborhoods surrounding a 

school should attend that school.

7/20/2017 16:56 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 5 7 5

7/20/2017 16:58 CentennialHS 2 3 7 4

7/20/2017 17:39 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 5 5 3

7/20/2017 19:27 LongReachHS 1 7 3

My daughter will be placed in 1 school with her IEP and 

then forced to move to a new school with teachers and 

counselors she is not familiar with in her 2nd year of High 

school.

7/20/2017 21:07 HowardHS 1 2 10 2 7

7/20/2017 22:01 AtholtonES 5 6 5

7/20/2017 22:02 AtholtonES 5 6 5 3

7/20/2017 22:42 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 7 2

7/20/2017 23:41 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 1 3 5 1 8

This plan does not consider allowing juniors to continue 

in the high school that they had been attending for 2 

years. Junior year is arguably the most important 

academically, and with this plan juniors will be uprooted 

and thrust into a new environment.

7/21/2017 1:24 MtHebronHS 2 7 4

7/21/2017 2:40 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 3 4 7

It addresses issues of overcrowding, but does not offer 

good solutions. This shuffles only the pain around. We 

are overcrowded and still will be. Don't also fracture 

families/comminuties/classmates we've made. Stop 

redistricting. Other solutions needed.

7/21/2017 10:32 CentennialHS 1 10 10 3 1

Polygon 214. Limited to words here. Transportation Costs-

county will have to pay more many buses because 

Centennial is only 4min. away vs. Marriots Ridge being 

20min.! This means students will be less likely to be 

involved in afterschool activities.

7/21/2017 13:26 HowardHS 2 3 4 7



7/21/2017 13:44 AtholtonHS 1 5 8

Why decimate one of your most successful high schools?!  

The Petition to Preserve Atholton High School has over 

350 signatures to date. 

https://www.change.org/p/howard-county-board-of-

education-preserve-ahs-student-population

7/21/2017 15:44 CentennialHS 1 4 7

Polygon 214. Centennial has been a saving grace for my 

family. We are very involved with the Latin community 

there. Community is not defined by numbers, but by 

relationships. With this plan, ties will be severed & 

benefits to students will be dismantled.

7/21/2017 15:50 SwansfieldES HarpersChoiceMS 1 1 8

SES/HCMS:the removal of certain neighborhoods feeding 

the schools will further concentrate higher 

poverty/problematic families & exacerbate low test 

scores and compound the uptick in extremely bad 

student behavioral issues- results in neighborhood blight.

7/21/2017 17:45 CentennialHS 1 10 1 4

Polygon 214. I'd like to address the Grandfather Clause as 

it pertains to High Schoolers. Once students begin at a 

school it has a detrimental impact on teenagers to switch. 

Having consistency with their teachers & counselors for 

all 4 yrs. is vital.

7/21/2017 18:14 NorthfieldES 3 3 2 7

Dorsey Hall is split with some units going to Running 

Brook ES in '18 and others staying put. It's nerve-

wracking! Personally, the whole neighborhood should go 

back to Northfield/Dunloggin/Centennial. But at least 

keep Northfield/Dunloggin/Wilde Lake.

7/21/2017 18:31 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 3 8

There is no student input, and it is critical not to be 

shuffling students around during the PIVOTAL years of 

High School!!!

7/21/2017 18:56 CentennialHS 1 4 1

Polygon 214-Student's well-being wasn't mentioned in 

the plan. The impact of such a dramatic change is 

enormous on the adolescent social/emotional life. I 

would assume students would be the primary focus of 

the B.O.E., but this plan does not reflect this.

7/21/2017 19:20 CentennialLaneES 1 10 10 4 5

Polygon 214-Just 3 months of recruitment to work on 

redistricting proposal for one new elementary school, the 

proposal was presented with a different scope. It gives 

the impression that a plan was in place before 

community recruitment/input was initiated.

7/21/2017 19:21 StJohnsLaneES 1 7 3

7/21/2017 19:30 CentennialHS 1 7 4

Polygon 214-Would like to request current proposal for 

neighborhoods along Frederick Rd. that are being 

considered to move to Mariotts Ridge to remain in CHS 

boundary & instead use Baltimore National Pike (Route 

40) as the new geographic mark or border.



7/21/2017 19:36 CentennialHS 1 10 7 4

Polygon 214-Requesting that the grandfather clause be 

put into place for all students that will be attending CHS 

in 2017 so that they may remain at their neighborhood 

school to avoid negative disruptions with classes, 

programs, teachers, & counselors.

7/21/2017 22:43 FultonES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 3 3 5 4

The feeder patterns in this county are truly bizarre!  I 

understand if we cannot ensure a perfect feeder plan 

from ES to HS, but can we at least allow students one 

transition as a whole group?

7/21/2017 22:51 CentennialHS 1 7 4

Polygon 214-Please consider using the Grandfather 

Clause to extend to students that have already started 

high school & have completed their 9th grade year at 

Centennial. It's detrimental to the student's academic, 

emotional, and social progress.

7/21/2017 23:06 CentennialHS 1 7 1

Polygon-214. CHS has a very active parent organization 

that provide info. to parents in many languages; there is a 

Latino Student run organization; Senior Latino students 

were recognized last year by the administration, & we are 

helping at-risk students.

7/21/2017 23:15 MountViewMS 1 4 7

This has brought a lot of anxiety to our family. My son is 

very concerned of losing his friends. He keeps saying that 

he does not want to leave his school as all his friends are 

there. We are considering moving to a new place just to 

keep my son happy.

7/21/2017 23:29 FultonES 3 3 6 7 8

Our community, Maple Lawn and it's school are not in 

the overcrowding study.  We are currently overcrowded 

with TWO new developments coming on line this year.

7/21/2017 23:46 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 2 3 10 7 1

7/21/2017 23:57 CentennialHS 1 3 7

Polygon-214. The new school we are to switch to is 20 

min. away vs. Centennial is only 4-5 min. away. It will also 

sever ties that are made between current student & 

teacher/student & counselor relationships-which is vital 

to positive teenage development.

7/22/2017 0:09 CentennialHS 1 8 3

P-214. High School yrs are the most pivotal yrs in youth 

development. It is right before they are to go off to 

college, the military, or into the workforce. Please 

reconsider moving High School students in this 

redistricting plan to maintain consistency.

7/22/2017 0:26 CentennialHS 1 8 8

Polygon 214. Let's find another means of solving this 

problem. The impact of such a dramatic change is 

enormous on the teenage social, emotional, & academic 

life. There is another way we-B.O.E., HoCo county & 

families can come up with an equal alternative

7/22/2017 0:26 CentennialHS 1 7 4

Kids cannot walk or ride bicycle after attending aftéschool 

activity.



7/22/2017 0:28 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 4 7

If this redistricting were implemented, my children's 

commute to school would increase from 2.9 miles to 7.1 

miles. This is an increase of over 4 miles. This is 

unacceptable. My children would no longer be able to 

ride a bicycle to/from school. Part 1of3

7/22/2017 0:31 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 1

Part 2 of 3...  In addition to transportation concerns, this 

plan would also break apart friendships cultivated during 

the first 9 years of schooling, by splitting the 

elementary/middle school students in half to Centennial 

and Marriotts Ridge. tobecont..

7/22/2017 0:34 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 1 7

Part 3 of 3... Finally, I JUST purchased my house on 

Walker Drive. Why did I pick this house? FOR THE 

SCHOOL DISTRICTS! now, not 90 days later, I receive 

notices of redistricting... for a school that is 7.1 MILES 

AWAY! This is extremely frustrating

7/22/2017 1:10 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 3 1

We purchased May '17. We paid much more b/c 

Centennial HS. We carefully selected b/c of the closeness 

of the ES, MS, and HS. Redistricting from Walker Dr will 

x2 the distance & commute time,x2 per day and affects 

convenience of a bike ride before 16yrs

7/22/2017 2:36 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 4

Our area is to be re-districted from Centennial High to 

Marriotts Ridge High. The distance from our area to 

Marriotts Ridge is very far, which makes it very 

inconvenient. Also, this proposal will break apart the 

community of kids from Burleigh Manor.

7/22/2017 5:32 1 2 7

Polygon 1066 is small (likely fewer than 10 school-aged 

children), but it was separated from the polygons 

adjacent to it that have traditionally gone to the same 

schools.

7/22/2017 12:39 TriadelphiaRidgeES 1 1 7

Live in Fox Valley in West Friendship. TRES is one mile 

from our house where as Bushy Park is so much farther.  I 

have three girls that go to TRES and would like to stay at 

that school. Please re-consider the Fox Valley 

neighborhood to stay TRES

7/22/2017 13:38 RiverHillHS 8

Study doesn't consider phasing-in rising 11th graders.  JRs 

should be allowed to stay w/ current school since 

recommendation letters are needed for college & 

scholarship applications. Teachers/counselors/coaches 

will not know kids very well in new school.

7/22/2017 13:43 MtHebronHS 1 4 7

My children would be split up between two different high 

schools

7/22/2017 14:31 BurleighManorMS 1 3 4 The distance to Marriotts ridge is very long

7/22/2017 16:24 WaverlyES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 5 7

Moving 115 students from St Johns to Waverly and 106 

from Waverly to St. Johns = 221 students displaced and a 

net of only 9 less students at SJLES. Send those currently 

at Waverly westward and keep Valley Mede intact. Let 

walkers remain at MHHS.



7/22/2017 17:49 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 4 3

Our area is going to be redistricted from Centennial High 

to Marriotts Ridge High. Our area is very close to 

Centennial Hight, but very far from Marriotts Ridge High. 

Kids from Burleigh Middle will break apart to Centennial 

High and Marriotts High.

7/22/2017 18:05 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 2 3 1 8

By 2018 when the redisctricting is supposed to go into 

effect,  I'll have a rising senior, rising junior and rising 

freshman. I'll like for all of them to go to the same school 

and ride the same bus. Thank you.

7/22/2017 20:28 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 1 4

My children will be cut off from the rest of their 

neighborhood (Worthington). Polygon 3093 needs to 

remain with Worthington ES - Ellicott Mills MS - Mt 

Hebron HS. Howard HS is overcrowded; I bought my 

house in this district so my kids could be at Hebron.

7/22/2017 21:27 CentennialHS 1 10 10 3 4

The kids will not be able to bike or walk to school. They 

will be bus or parent dependent for pickup from after 

school activities which is not good.

7/22/2017 22:31 2 1 1 4 3

7/22/2017 22:44 StJohnsLaneES 1 7

Makes no sense to move students back to SJLES that were 

moved out 4 years ago. These families should not 

experience this again. Valley Mede should not be split in 

half. Our school is based around this neighborhood and 

community spirit.

7/23/2017 0:23 BryantWoodsES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 1 7 3

7/23/2017 1:31 MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 2 3 5 1 1

Why move Emerson from Atholton HS now? Address the 

overcrowding at the schools currently affected and build 

the new HS. Once these issues are tackled, then it might 

make sense to revisit redistricting elsewhere.

7/23/2017 1:47 FultonES 2 7 6 2 5

A key component of Policy 6010 is community stability. 

Please don't consider splitting up Maple Lawn, a thriving 

and diverse community with hundreds of students (which 

is now being discussed in the AAC), as it will erode a 

valued part of our neighborhood.

7/23/2017 3:01 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS WildeLakeHS 2 6 1 8

Theoretically, this plan makes sense to allow 66/134/1134 

who stay together from ES to HS. But it breaks up friends 

in 1066/2134, removes a core group of parents from 

HCMS who are leaders, and places us in the turmoil that 

will be the new AHS. Don't do it

7/23/2017 3:17 ClemensCrossingES WildeLakeMS AtholtonHS 1 1

Our best friends are moving out of Howard Co to avoid 

the disaster when Atholton HS is totally screwed up by 

your plan.  You can't remove 65% of the students, then 

add 780+ students from 3 different schools, and not 

affect learning for a 4 year cohort.



7/23/2017 12:46 HowardHS 1 10 10 1 4

Moving students who reside in Lyndwood to LRHS from 

HHS in 2018 is a short term solution, moves them from 

one over capacity school to another, is extremely 

distruptive for a neighborhood whose children went to 

Rockburn ES, Elkridge MS and HHS.

7/23/2017 14:32 WaverlyES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 4 8

Send kids currently at Waverly west to Mt View and 

Marriotts Ridge instead of 

splitting Valley Mede neighborhood. Grandfather rising 

8th graders & high school students so they can finish at 

Patapsco through Mt Hebron.

7/23/2017 14:35 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 2

Develop a more measured solution to the current 

overcrowding situation that involves less student 

movement and a lower number of schools since a major 

redistricting could be on the horizon at the opening of HS 

# 13.

7/23/2017 20:18 StevensForestES 1 4 8

Increases the rate of students receiving FARMS at 

Oakland Mills High, which already has the highest rate in 

Howard County. Creates a racially, ethnically, and 

economically segregated school at Talbott Springs 

Elementary.

7/23/2017 21:20 HowardHS 1 4 5

7/23/2017 21:25 HowardHS 1 4 7

Students should not be moved from the school that they 

start in, especially at the high-school level.

7/23/2017 21:26 HowardHS 1 4 7

Entrance into High School is a very important time in the 

life of a teenager and their parents.  From the very first 

day of high school, students and parents lay down roots 

that will take hold and likely spread over the next four 

years.

7/23/2017 21:27 HowardHS 1 4 7

From day one social skills are fostered and emotional well-

being is nurtured.  Loyalties are established which serve 

as cornerstones for identities.

7/23/2017 21:29 HowardHS 1 4 7

Early in the first year of high school many students set 

their sights on becoming leaders in sports teams, music 

groups (band, orchestra, chorus), drama programs and 

scholastic organizations.

7/23/2017 21:30 HowardHS 1 4 7

Achieving these goals takes three years for many 

students. Moving a child to a new school during the high 

school period can be detrimental developmentally, 

socially and emotionally.

7/23/2017 21:35 HowardHS 1 4 7

Students should not be moved from the schools that they 

are already attending, especially at the high school level. 

These years are hard enough without having to start all 

over again at a new high school.

7/23/2017 21:46 HowardHS 1 4 7

Students that start in one High School should finish in 

that school. Too hard to switch schhols and have a 

progressive and cohesive education.

7/23/2017 21:56 HowardHS 1 4 7

7/23/2017 21:59 LongReachHS 1 4 7



7/23/2017 22:23 BellowsSpringES 1 1 4

Our children live less than 1/2 mile from Mayfield Woods 

Middle school; yet the new plan busses them over 5 miles 

to Thomas Viaduct. The boundry should be located on 

Rt.1. Many of our families in Meadowridge landing 

moved here specifically for the schools

7/24/2017 1:06 RiverHillHS 1 2 4 7

Please don't move rising high school juniors. For high 

school redistricting wait until the new high school is built.

7/24/2017 1:59 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 7 5

7/24/2017 11:22 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 2 3 5 7

Atholton HS is impacted more severely than any other 

school in the plan.  The number of students being moved 

in and out is disproportionate and not well thought out.  

Additionally, large cohorts from Oakland Mills HS and 

Hammond HS are similarly effected

7/24/2017 12:09 FultonES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 4 7 5 2 8

The Feasibility Study is comprehensive, but doesn't 

address the extreme high-density overcrowding in the 

Fulton ES area, especially as it relates to Maple Lawn, 

Vine Apartments, and Maple Lawn South.  Splitting Maple 

Lawn is bad. Lack of construction bad.

7/24/2017 14:10 DaytonOaksES RiverHillHS 1 2 3

7/24/2017 16:12 ClemensCrossingES 1 6 5 8

Short-term solution that impacts large # of families, who 

will again be impacted/redistricted in a few years when 

the new high school is built. Short-sighted w/ focus on 

immediate needs & no consideration for families who will 

be impacted again & again.

7/24/2017 16:12 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS 1 3 5 1 7

I am greatly displeased to learn that my son, who 

currently attends Triadelphia Ridge Elementary School as 

a rising third grader, may be forced to change elementary 

schools for his fourth and fifth grade years. T.R.E.S. is a 

community of families ...

7/24/2017 17:13 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 1 7 4

The planning is very poor.  The neighborhoods close to 

schools are affected very well.  consideration factors are 

completely ignored.  We live right across school and 

almost close to completing the school.  This effect 

relations for kids.

7/24/2017 17:32 StJohnsLaneES 3 10 1 1 1

Re: Valleymede neighborhood moving from St. John's 

Lane to Waverly. FYI the neighborhood is currently 

undergoing a transition with a ton of aged owners selling 

to young families with toddlers who aren't in school yet. 

So in a couple years be prepared.

7/24/2017 17:33 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS 1 3 7 8 SocioEconomic factors.

7/24/2017 17:41 ManorWoodsES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 1 4

It affects negatively for kids who are already in CHS. They 

will be affected emotionally and psychologically during 

their high school years.

7/24/2017 18:18 NorthfieldES 1 1 7



7/24/2017 18:24 CentennialHS 1 10 10 3 4

CHS is 2 miles from us and MRHS is 9 miles.My child 

cannot bike back home from after school activities, will 

be parent dependent and sadly will have to drop off from 

after school activities.The feed from BMMS to MRHS is 

less than the minimum of 15%.

7/24/2017 18:46 CentennialHS 1 10 10 3 4

CHS is 1.7 miles and MRHS is 8 miles. Kids have to cross 

highways to go to CHS during rush hours. High school kids 

wont be interested to attend academic programs after 

school.

7/24/2017 18:50 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 10 10 4 1

Its hard for Kids already attending CHS to move to a 

different high school during their critical high school 

years. It affects them emotionally and psychologically and 

affects their future  214 polygon

7/24/2017 18:51 CentennialHS 1 2 2 8 8

The high school students should not be moved out of one 

school and moved to another school. This will messed up 

their lifetime plan and goal. I strongly oppose that HCPSS 

is not taking students life for number one consideration.

7/24/2017 19:00 BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 7 4

Please reconsider the high school redistricting until the 

new HS is built.  I would hate to see friendships broken 

up, unnecessarily long bus rides, dangerous roads for 

new drivers and changes to MRHS when there is another 

option. Please stall the HS move

7/24/2017 19:06 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 4 5

Suggest building a new shools in the Eastern part of the 

county, instead of moving a large number of students 

towards the West. Future new developments in the West 

of the county will be able to utilize the available capacity 

in the Western schools.

7/24/2017 19:06 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 7 4

7/24/2017 20:00 CentennialHS 1 1 3

Our community is so close to centennial high. we cannot 

believe the proposal of redistricting to marriotts ridge, 

which is far away from us. It is extremely inconvenient for 

kids on daily basis and for parents to support after school 

activities.

7/24/2017 20:30 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 4 5 3

7/24/2017 20:46 FultonES LimeKilnMS 3 3 7 4

7/24/2017 21:03 ManorWoodsES BurleighManorMS 1 4 8

Where are all the students who will be in the 325 homes 

in the new Westmount development (polygon 1171)? I 

don't see them accounted for anywhere until 24 students 

in 2020 (?!!) -- absolutely ridiculous! Those homes will be 

filled starting in 2017 !!

7/24/2017 21:17 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS CentennialHS 1 3 4 7

I am concerned about significant impact it will have on 

the community. The community has built important 

support groups around the school that will have to be 

rebuilt. This can be devastating.  Changing 2/3s of a 

school body is not acceptable.

7/24/2017 22:06 TalbottSpringsES 1 1 2 Some schools are going to be segregated by race.



7/24/2017 22:08 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS 1 10 10 2 1

I'm only asking you the stay way I am on now.  All the 

way up to year of 2022 Northfield elementary school can 

cover by all the students.  No need to changes. And from 

rating 10  to drop 5 is not right.  I'm not so picky but that 

doesn't seems right.

7/24/2017 22:39 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 2 3 5 7 4

Reservoir HS is poised to get overcrowded.  We need to 

address that now by shifting west (because we cannot 

shift east).  My polygon (2114) should be shifted to River 

Hill HS now, to offer relief to Reservoir.  Also a much 

more stable feed for our kids.

7/24/2017 22:52 LimeKilnMS 4 6 2 8 5

Does not address irresponsible granting of further home 

development permits when existing school infrastructure 

cannot sustain existing let alone new and increased sizes 

in communities.

7/24/2017 23:23 FultonES 2 7 2

7/24/2017 23:46 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS 4 3 4

7/25/2017 0:14 CentennialHS 1 4 3

Our child graduated from Centennial and was redistricted 

in MS.  This plan should be rejected because it 

significantly increases the distance to high school and 

because it would separate a small number of BMMS 

students and send them to Marriott's Ridge.

7/25/2017 0:52 HowardHS 1 1 2

7/25/2017 0:54 HowardHS 1 4 1

7/25/2017 0:57 ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 2 5 1

7/25/2017 1:07 FultonES 3 2 2

FES is close to it's capacity. I recommend building an 

annex, not divide Maple Lawn. Families often move 

within ML (upsize, downsize) & the plan being pushed by 

an AAC member would mean students change ES schools 

because they moved a few blocks.

7/25/2017 1:30 PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 5 3 5 7

7/25/2017 1:54 ManorWoodsES 1 3 5 7

I don't understand why we can't have new developments 

bussed to the undercapacity schools instead of making so 

many kids be uprooted from their current school

7/25/2017 1:55 ManorWoodsES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 10 5 2

7/25/2017 2:11 NorthfieldES 1 4 7

My son has already gone through one redistricting (2012 

decision to redistricting in 2013 which changed his E.S.) 

and now the current proposal would redistricting his M.S. 

It does not seem fair to move 20 kids from a M.S. to a 

place where they know no one

7/25/2017 2:14 NorthfieldES 1 4 7

Very unfair - we have already been redistricted once and 

now you are uprooting my children for a 2nd time. Why 

move 20 children from a M.S. where they have friends to 

one where they know no one.  This screams of economic 

bias.

7/25/2017 3:11 CentennialHS 1 5 4 7



7/25/2017 3:17 TriadelphiaRidgeES FollyQuarterMS 1 4 7

This should be grandfathered in to allow all students to 

finish the school they are currently in!! Ridiculous for my 

child to change schools for 1 year!!

7/25/2017 3:55 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 5 8

Why destroy one of your best performing, most-diverse 

high schools? Moving 950 students out of Atholton is 

equivalent to creating an entirely new school. Out go 

those students & parents who have helped create award-

winning orchestra & robotics programs.

7/25/2017 3:58 HowardHS 1 4 7

Exempt rising juniors. This is a big academic year for 

juniors where strong teacher recommendations are 

needed for college. They would also be deprived of 

leadership opportunities when they are pegged the year 

before they take those positions.

7/25/2017 4:02 HowardHS 1 7 4

This will rip apart communities and friendships that 

children have built from kindergarten through High 

School. Kids have enough anxiety and depression and 

needing to fit in at the High School level, this will 

negatively impact them.

7/25/2017 4:46 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 10 4 1

I believe the redistricting polygons proposed in 

Montgomery Meadows affects our community 

negatively. My polygon is #84  and we strongly feel the 

kids from Ilchester Elementary/Bonnie Branch Middle  

are the heartbeat souls of Howard High HS.

7/25/2017 12:28 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 3 4

Our area is going to be redistricted from Centennial High 

to Marriotts Ridge High. Our area is very close to 

Centennial Hight, but very far from Marriotts Ridge High. 

Kids from Burleigh Middle will break apart to Centennial 

High and Marriotts High.

7/25/2017 12:41 StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 4 3

7/25/2017 13:42 IlchesterES BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 2 2 4 8

Greatly concerned that this will be an ongoing problem 

for HC if they cannot get the AFPO & development under 

control.  The current plan has far too many children who 

will attend Elem & Middle with a consistent group and 

then switch at HS.

7/25/2017 14:23 MountViewMS 3 4 7

Specific academic programs may not be available at all 

schools (ie. Chinese, music).  We chose our home for the 

specific schools our children would attend, now we will 

be shifted to where we have no ties or invested interests. 

HS will be under capacity.

7/25/2017 14:31 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS 1 4 3

For Greenberry neighborhood kids, you will be isolating 

them twice from friends, first from Truadelphia Ridge 

Elementary to Glenwood Middle, then again from 

Glenwood Middle to Riverhill HS.  Pick a path where they 

will not be isolated twice!



7/25/2017 14:47 CentennialHS 1 10 10 3 4

Centennial High is 2 miles away from our residence 

whereas Marriotts Ridge is 9 miles, which doesn't help 

my kids to walk or ride bikes back home after attending 

after-school activities. The feed from BMMS to MRHS is 

less than the min. 15%.

7/25/2017 15:09 FultonES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 1 7 2 1

Concerned for Maple Lawn Community. A key component 

of Policy 6010 is community stability, and splitting up a 

thriving and diverse community with many families 

threatens to erode what is a valued part of our 

neighborhood.

7/25/2017 16:02 FultonES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 3 7 2

A key component of Policy 6010 is community stability. I 

live in Maple Lawn and if the AAC recommends that we 

be split at the ES level, a valuable part of a thriving and 

diverse community will be eroded! I am against this 

recommendation!

7/25/2017 16:14 DuckettsLaneES 1 7 8

The Belmont station neighborhood in Eldridge has been 

moved out of the Ducketts Lane zone. We cannot access 

the new school without driving on route 100 and it is 

significantly farther. I have safety concerns about this 

commute. Please reconsider!

7/25/2017 17:14 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 10 1 8

Children will travel longer distances And further away 

from their homes when the current school is so close 

by.There are multiple developments that are coming up 

and prior to approving these town homes or apartments 

why is there no foresight to build wit

7/25/2017 17:16 FultonES LimeKilnMS RiverHillHS 3 7 2

We moved to Maple Lawn to be part of a large 

community. I don't believe that splitting up districts 

within the neighborhood is good for the students or the 

ES. Since growth is inevitable - would prefer expansion to 

the current ES.

7/25/2017 17:53 HowardHS 1 1 2

Redistricting is an ugly band aid. Howard County should 

have already started building a new High School.

7/25/2017 18:25 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 5 3 5

7/25/2017 18:27 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 5 3 5

This survey is incredibly detailed and well researched. The 

recommendations are well thought out in order to 

address the issues of overcrowding that is currently and 

projected to happen as well as maximizing HCPSS current 

resources.

7/25/2017 18:38 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS 4 5 9 7 3

7/25/2017 19:20 TalbottSpringsES OaklandMillsMS 3 3 1

My concern is how my child and my family will be 

negatively impacted from switching schools, mid-

elementary school career and the enormous pride and 

respect we have in the TSES community - a community 

we have been a part of for years.



7/25/2017 20:15 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 5 4

My child, as new student was very skeptical of the new 

school.He barely adjusted in new environment & this 

plan will make him move to BPES for 5th grade.P232 has 

40 kids going to BPES.How many will go to MVMS with 

him?He will have make friends again.

7/25/2017 20:49 FultonES 4 1 6

I live in the Maple Lawn development and my main 

interest is keeping the community intact.  There may be 

discussions about splitting the elementary school kids 

and i would strongly object to this.

7/25/2017 20:58 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 6 1

I lived at small neighbor and it is not a good idea to move 

my kids to the different school. Please consider little 

community.

7/25/2017 21:25 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 7 4

In planning polygon 199, the HS district would change 

literally in our back yard. Sending my kids to Glenelg 

instead of RHHS will mean less diversity and continuity 

for them. RHHS is projected to have EVEN LOWER % 

capacity and GHS goes up only marginally.

7/25/2017 22:31 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS AtholtonHS 4 10 7 4 8

Families and students from 129,1064, 1129, and 64 are 

part of the RH community. They go to that pool, that 

grocery store, etc. but for years have gone to AHS. Which 

due to community layout require getting on a highway to 

get to. This fixes that.

7/25/2017 22:52 LongReachHS 2 10 10 4 2

While the current feasibility plan addresses 

overcrowding, it is only a temporary solution. From my 

understanding, the school system is planning to redistrict 

5 years after the 2018-2019 school year. I would say 

consider not touching high schools.

7/25/2017 23:03 CentennialHS 1 10 10 7 3

Our small neighborhood of Gray Rock Drive is broken into 

two small polygons (153 and 1153).  This proposal splits 

our neighborhood in half where about 26 students would 

be moved to a very distant high school.  Why tear apart a 

community for this?

7/26/2017 0:03 FultonES 7 2

A key component of Policy 6010 is community stability, 

and splitting up a thriving and diverse community (as is 

now being discussed by the AAC) threatens to erode what 

is a valued part of our neighborhood.

7/26/2017 0:06 ManorWoodsES 2 3 4 7

Does not address ethnicity concerns!  Also, doesn't 

consider children who are on IEPs and require special 

concerns with changes!!!! Plan currently divides the 

neighborhood and then becomes a small feed to middle 

school.  NOT GOOD!!!!

7/26/2017 1:13 AtholtonES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 4 7

Under the Feasibility Study, a small group of students 

from AES-that currently go to OMMS-will go to LEMS. 

That same small group will later go to AHS (the only kids 

from LEMS to do so). These kids will have absolutely no 

continuity/community in this plan.



7/26/2017 2:12 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS 1 7 2

The feasibility suggests removing 39% of our school to 

make room for students from other schools in our area. 

This is too large of a number of students to remove and 

move to another school.

7/26/2017 2:21 FultonES 4 7 8

7/26/2017 2:45 HowardHS 1 7 4

Hold off on HS redistricting!  Consider the thousands of 

youth hurt by broad sweeping redistricting.  Please fast 

track a new HS and leave HSs alone until there is a 

sustainable solution.  Is this the way a top US school 

district should treat it's own?!?

7/26/2017 12:10 1 10 4 7

7/26/2017 14:03 WorthingtonES 1 4 7

It makes no sense to redistrict prior to building the new 

HS. A tiny # of WoES kids are being moved to BBMS (away 

from their peer group) during a CRITICAL period in 

transition & development. It is unfair to move HS 

students as they prepare for college.

7/26/2017 14:10 HowardHS 1 4 2

Children already in high school should be allowed to 

finish at their current school.  High school is an important 

time and moving students affects their future for getting 

into college because of various programs, sports, testing. 

Only fixes for one year.

7/26/2017 14:22 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 1 2 4

Polygon 2114 should be moved to River Hill HS to be 

make more room with all the new construction around 

that will feed into Reservoir HS.

7/26/2017 14:40 FultonES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 3 7 6 2

A key component of Policy 6010 is community stability, 

and splitting up a thriving and diverse community (Maple 

Lawn, as now being discussed by AAC) threatens to erode 

what is a valued part of our neighborhood.

7/26/2017 14:56 GuilfordES 1 2 4 5

It makes no sense to send students to a middle school for 

1 year and then move them. Why isn't polygon 1026 

considered for Patuxent Valley MS?  Also isn't the new 

high school off Mission Rd in our future.

7/26/2017 16:22 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 8

The feasibility study’s aim is to transfer low 

income/disadvantaged students into Atholton HS and 

excellent students out in hope of improving the former’s 

test scores.  Years of psychological testing research has 

shown that this misguided plan will fail.

7/26/2017 17:07 WaverlyES 1 4 8

Keep polygons 1162, 2161, 162 with 160 and 1160. We 

were all moved to Waverly in the last redistricting but 

only half being sent west now. Let rising 8th graders at 

Patapsco and walkers to Mt Hebron high stay at current 

schools (from these polygons).



7/26/2017 17:54 BonnieBranchMS HowardHS 1 3 4 7

Polygons 95, 1095, 2095, and 84 should remain at HHS 

because it makes up a contiguous neighborhood < 1 mile 

from HHS (policy 6010 IV 1d), help make a more 

contiguous attendance are for HHS (policy 6010 IV 2b) 

and polygon 84 was redistricted in 2013.

7/26/2017 18:12 StJohnsLaneES 2 3 7 7 Please wait until the new high school is built

7/26/2017 20:43 ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 4 5

7/26/2017 23:05 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 1 7

7/26/2017 23:06 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 1 2

7/26/2017 23:11 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 2 7

7/27/2017 0:05 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 1 7

7/27/2017 0:10 HowardHS 1 4

High school students should remain together and at the 

same school for all four years. This study only helps 

overcrowding for one year which will not help in the next 

few years anyway.

7/27/2017 2:49 HowardHS 1 1

My daughter will be a junior the year that this is 

proposed. Upperclassmen should not be redistricted 

since they won't have the connections they need for 

college recommendations.

7/27/2017 9:17 MurrayHillMS 1 7 5

Impacts to diversity, quality of education, youth and 

community instability and area preferences. The 

Emerson/Wincopia community group, which I belong to, 

has already provided you with three alternative solutions, 

to including polygon reassignments.

7/27/2017 14:08 AtholtonHS 1 3 1 7

7/27/2017 17:14 1 1 2 Too much change.

7/27/2017 17:28 DeepRunES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 1 5 3 7

Your plan would do away with every single family home 

in the district for DRES.  This would drastically impact our 

school's diversity, it's PTA, and it's performance.  DRES 

has THE largest ELL pop. in the county and ELL students 

will have no peers.

7/27/2017 17:32 LongReachHS 1 4 3

Moving kids districted for Long Reach to Oakland Mills 

High School makes no sense.  Many students will be split 

up from who they went to for middle school.  The high 

school is more than twice away from us as TWO other 

high schools. We would rather move.

7/27/2017 17:59 AtholtonES HammondHS 2 1 5 7 3

One of the best parts about living in Columbia is the 

sense of community. I love that my kids grow up knowing 

they will be attending Hammond HS with their neighbors 

(even though you took Ms. Leonard away).  Moving kids 

around after they start HS is cruel.

7/27/2017 18:22 WorthingtonES EllicottMillsMS MtHebronHS 1 10 10 2 4

Less than 3% of students will go to Bonnie Branch MS 

from Worthington ES. That will be a big impact for those 

kids. the new plan will not help for the overcrowd issue.



7/27/2017 18:49 TalbottSpringsES 1 7 1

I am very concerned that the value of our home will 

decrease based on the very low ratings of the elementary 

school that we will be redistricted to. We are in polygon 

2051.

7/27/2017 18:54 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS RiverHillHS 5 5 9

7/27/2017 19:28 HollifieldStationES 2 3 5

I hope that my son, entering 2nd grade in the fall of 2017, 

will be allowed to remain at the elementary school that 

has attended since kindergarten-for the duration of 

elementary. I'm concerned that this will be repeated 

before he's through.

7/27/2017 22:13 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 2 3 7 4

High school is a vulnerable, crucial period in development 

& education. Redistricting polygons 87/2087/3087 would 

separate my kids from friendships cultivated throughout 

elementary/middle school and force them to start over at 

Long Reach High School.

7/27/2017 22:46 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 2 1 5

It makes no sense to redistrict at the high school level 

now when there there is a new school planned in the 

next few years. This plan will be significantly disruptive to 

my neighborhood and risks changing our family friendly 

community.

7/27/2017 23:07 PointersRunES ClarksvilleMS 5 7

7/27/2017 23:43 NorthfieldES 1 10 3 8

The recent focus has been on HS students needing more 

sleep, with the county considering pushing the school 

start time later.  Why is it a good idea to send a very small 

portion of a small neighborhood Gray Rock  3x's the 

distance to another HS at rush hr

7/27/2017 23:52 NorthfieldES 1 10 3 7

Isolates small section/small # of students from Gray Rock 

far away from the community they have grown up. 

Moving from CHS to MRHS doesnt consider the large 

development of >200 homes currently being built on 

route 144 by Kiwanis park In the MRHS district.

7/27/2017 23:59 BurleighManorMS 1 10 6 3

Students from Gray Rock have not grown up in the MRHS 

community.  They will be isolated from their friends and 

community in an important time in their development.  

Young, new drivers with an increased commute on 

congested roads is unsafe and not green""

7/28/2017 0:07 CentennialHS 1 3 7

Too far way from community for small # of students in 

Gray Rock.  Dangerous for new drivers to go so far on 

busy roads.  Commute too long for high schoolers who 

need more sleep. Expense & time it takes to bus 25 Gray 

rock students to/from MRHS daily?

7/28/2017 0:10 BurleighManorMS

How long will bus ride be for small # of Gray Rock kids to 

MRHS?  Doesn't consider the importance of more sleep 

for HS kids.  Isolates small group of kids from their 

community.  Dangerous and long commute for new 

drivers in rush hour.



7/28/2017 0:15 NorthfieldES 1 3 7

Splits a small community in half and removes a small 

number of student from their community.  Doesn't 

consider large new development by 144 and 40 already in 

MRHS.  Commute is long, during rush hour- dangerous for 

new drivers.  What will time on bus be?

7/28/2017 0:43 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 2 4

This is not a long term solution. Rather than jumping to a 

solution that works for a year but creates overcrowding 

again quickly, we should be looking for a longer term 

solution. I don't want my children to be bounced 

between schools in the next few years

7/28/2017 1:43 StevensForestES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 3

Please consider: Move polygons from WLHS to OMHS 

(119 students total): 2151 (0), 151 (28), 1151 (52), 1111 

(0), 2111 (16) and 111 (23). Move polygons (85 students 

total) from OMHS to Hammond and/or Atholton HS:1032 

(43), 2030 (42) and 1030 (0).

7/28/2017 1:46 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4 1

7/28/2017 1:49 StevensForestES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 3

Please consider for Elem. Schools: Move Polygon 1110 (63 

students) from TSES to SFES.  Move Polygons 59 (33), 

3059 (32) and 55 (15) from SFES to TSES. Balances 

demographics, & prevents the creation of segregated 

TSES w/very high prop of students w/FARMS.

7/28/2017 2:37 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 2 1 4 7

7/28/2017 3:04 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 8

Preserve Atholton HS!  This is one of the best schools in 

HCPSS and the Feasibility Study proposes making it one of 

the worst.  Making this change will only force people to 

move into Centennial, River Hill, Hebron, or out of the 

County.

7/28/2017 3:56 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS 2 3 3 7

The scale of the relocation is overwhelming bus 

transportation from home to school is way too long and 

involved lots of traffic 。better plan should be 

considered.

7/28/2017 3:57 WestFriendshipES 1 3 7

7/28/2017 10:14 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS 1 2 8

Residents purchase homes taking schools into 

consideration.  Residents who chose their home location 

so their children could attend a high performing school 

will now be forced to send their children to a low 

performing school.

7/28/2017 10:45 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 10 4 5

39% of existing students are being taken away from 

WFES. This will cause a much further commute.  There 

should be an alternate redistricting. Don't change those 

districts to BPES, especially the districts that will go to 

MVMS and MRHS.

7/28/2017 11:43 AtholtonHS 1 8 7

Atholton HS is disproportionately affected with 2/3 of its 

population displaced.  I have generations of educators in 

the family.  I can say with certainty there will be 

significant disruption resulting in sustained, negative 

impact on the kids and staff.



7/28/2017 11:59 BurleighManorMS 1 3 7

Tears small # of GrayRock young teens, in a vulnerable 

time of their lives,away from friends\classmates,social 

network, neighbors,&community. Hard to fit in a new 

HScommunity where kids have grown up together & have 

established social groups.

7/28/2017 12:02 1 3 7

Splits a small community and sends kids too far from the 

community they were raised.  Have the costs and time of 

commute even been considered?  I thought HS kids 

needed more sleep to function?  This commute will be at 

least 30 min during rush hour!

7/28/2017 12:14 1 3 7

Small # of Gray Rock (small community)students being 

forced far out of their community while including a large 

area beyond Gray Rock Rd cont to go to CHS. They are 

not #s. These children will be isolated in an awkward time 

of life & in the era of bullying

7/28/2017 12:25 1 3 7

Students along 2.2 mile long Gray Rock Rd will attend 3 

different HS! Talk about splitting up a community!  

Students in GRF will be isolated,sent too far from 

community they have grown up. For a county that prides 

itself on community &civility- SHAMEFUL!!

7/28/2017 12:34 NorthfieldES 1 3 7

Irresponsible splitting small # of kids so far away from 

their community!  Have transportation costs/commute 

times even been considered?  Thought HS kids needed 

more sleep?!  Has the large new development by Kiwanis 

park been factored in the projections?

7/28/2017 12:42 FultonES 3 7 10 2

7/28/2017 12:49 WestFriendshipES 5 3 7

7/28/2017 12:58 FultonES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 3 7 1 2

I am a resident of Maple Lawn.  A key component of 

Policy 6010 is community stability, and any redistricting 

that would split a thriving and diverse community (now 

being discussed by the AAC) threatens to erode what is a 

valued part of our neighborhood.

7/28/2017 13:10 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4

Please come up with a plan where Rockburn ES feeds 

100% to Howard HS

7/28/2017 13:35 WestFriendshipES 1 1 2 7 3

7/28/2017 13:57 LakeElkhornMS OaklandMillsHS 1 10 10 4 7

I think this plan completely disregards everything that the 

Howard County School System has stood for.  There is 

something to be said for keeping children together and in 

their community schools as they get older.  Consistency 

goes a long way

7/28/2017 14:21 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 4 1

7/28/2017 15:34 WaverlyES PatapscoMS 1 4 7

Consider taking Polygons 2161, 1162 and 162 out of the 

walk zone to Mt. Hebron and move those polygons 

westward to Waverly, Mount View and Marriott's Ridge. 

Some houses in those polygons are nearly two miles from 

Mt. Hebron and walk along Rte 99.



7/28/2017 15:54 WaverlyES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 10 3 7

Do not see any positives from current plan. Our 

neighborhood affected by redistricting again. Last time 

changed elementary..now MS and HS proposed to 

change. We live approx 500 steps from current HS yet 

proposed to move west many miles down the road.

7/28/2017 17:06 1 10 7 1

The new lines do not follow any logical pattern along 

neighborhood lines.  Then there are the outlying pockets 

that go to a school different then their surrounding 

neighborhoods.  NOT good!

7/28/2017 17:07 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 8 1

It is suspicious that the Feasibility Study proposes massive 

changes to Atholton HS but virtually no changes to River 

Hill, Centennial, and MTH.  Do the Study's authors live in 

those districts?  Does HCPSS give those residents more 

weight than Atholton?

7/28/2017 17:09 MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 3 3 5 3 7

The feasibility study is wrong in moving # 298 to 

Rockburn and ELMS as # 298 is on the Wesley Lane 

Community, connected to # 1298 which is not being 

moved!!  Keep # 298 in Bellows and Mayfield. Keep # 298 

in Long Reach. Problem solved!

7/28/2017 17:12 BellowsSpringES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 3 10 8

Do not move # 298 to ELMS and Rockburn - we are in the 

Wesley Lane community with # 1298 (not moved) and 

separate from all others at ELMS and Rockburn by Route 

100- keep #298 and # 1298 all of us at Bellows/ Mayfield/ 

Long Reach.

7/28/2017 17:13 BellowsSpringES 3 10 8

Defer high school redistricting to a future year. All news 

was this was to be only ES and MS this year. Public was 

misled all spring-  do the right thing and deal with high 

schools later when we know about the new high school 

being built.

7/28/2017 17:16 BellowsSpringES MayfieldWoodsMS LongReachHS 3 10 8

IGNORE any citizen plans which suggest to move polygons 

which weren't in the feasibility study where people are 

protecting their own kids to not move and throwing in 

others. Limit all to be fewer polygons than in the 

feasibility study- not new ones

7/28/2017 17:35 ClemensCrossingES 1 6 7 2 1

My concern is with the large percentage of the student 

body that will be affected at Atholton Highschool. This 

seems to be the Highschool being impacted the most and 

I'm concerned that the academic profile and student 

body diversity will be a big change.

7/28/2017 18:57 ThunderHillES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 10 10 7 1

I don't like anything about this plan. I moved here for the 

village & schools. If you are going to bus my child to an 

underperforming school, we'll move or go to private 

school. Moving might be difficult once my property value 

drops due to Wilde Lake HS.



7/28/2017 19:15 ElkridgeLandingMS 1 8

The only way to truly fix school overcrowding for the long-

term is to tighten up the county's Adequate Public 

Facilities Ordinance (APFO). Redistricting and APFO are 

intricately linked. Howard County is stuck in a 

dysfunctional cycle of development.

7/28/2017 19:21 StevensForestES OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 7

7/28/2017 19:26 WestFriendshipES 1 1 3

7/28/2017 19:42 WestFriendshipES 1 1

7/28/2017 19:42 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 2 3 5 4

The proposed movement of polygons 276 and 148 from 

Northfield to Running Brook Elementary isolates a small 

group of students (less than 15%) and creates a smaller 

feed of students going from Northfield to Dunloggin to 

Wilde Lake.

7/28/2017 19:46 HowardHS 1 5 4

7/28/2017 20:59 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS HammondHS 1 10 10 7 2

Gods sake limit the redistricting to the minimum and 

consider scenarios that can better address the 

overcrowding. Also do not disturb things that are working 

well like Atholton high school. A lot went into building it 

and just don't distroy It.

7/28/2017 21:16 5 4 9

I am deeply concerned about the concentration of Free 

and Reduced students in the Oakland Mills community.

7/28/2017 21:17 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 8

Impacts me negatively. Please preserve Atholton HS’s 

student body and boundaries.  Atholton is not 

overcrowded and should not be impacted by 

redistricting.  HS redistricting should not occur until HS 

#13 is built. Atholton is a great school as is.

7/28/2017 21:20 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 7

Too radical. Unnecessarily move a large number of 

students and disturb the stability of communities. It is 

ridiculous to move a total of 951 (65% of all students) 

students out of Atholthon, which has a perfect occupancy 

rate. This will destroy Atholthon!!

7/28/2017 21:27 HowardHS 1 4 5

Pls hold off on HS redistricting & fast track the building of 

a new HS! This plan moves HS students in their most 

precious years, socially & academically, only to achieve 

goal capacity for 1 year -maybe 2.  Long term solutions 

needed. Our kids deserve it!

7/28/2017 22:09 TalbottSpringsES 1 7 8

Redistricting plan will destroy the community established 

in Oakland Mills by the students/teachers/parents of 

TSES and SFES.It segregation and wreaks of racism.The 

proposed HCPSS redistricting will break laws of 50% 

majority.Bad plan.Should've OM reps!?!

7/28/2017 22:18 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 4 3 Replacing atholton with hammond is a bad idea

7/28/2017 22:33 StevensForestES 1 2 7 3

The alternate plan proposed by the Oakland mills 

association benefits our students. We cannot have more 

low income kids going into TSES. As a teacher at Phelps 

luck elementary I know how ward is to improve scores 

when your students live in poverty



7/28/2017 23:52 StevensForestES 1 1 2

The plan will increase segregation in the Talbott Springs 

and Stevens Forest elementary schoole relative to the 

rest of Columbia. Increasing the % FARM students will 

reduce the influx of middle class.Please look at Oakland 

mills' alternative.

7/29/2017 0:10 HowardHS 1 5

7/29/2017 0:48 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 10 2 7

7/29/2017 1:21 StevensForestES 1 2 3 8

Columbia was built on the idea of having diverse 

communities and diverse schools and this seems like a 

step in the wrong direction.  Also, having less diverse 

elementary schools will make the transition to middle 

and high much hard for everyone.

7/29/2017 13:20 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 2 4

I am opposed to the huge disruption the changes to 

Atholton HS are going to cause.  This is unfair and targets 

this school unnecessarily.  Over-crowding is in the East & 

NE.  Why not build the new high school there instead of 

Jessup.

7/29/2017 13:43 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS 1 3 2 4

The data and reasons for redistricting do not align.  

Regarding Athloton-Hammond move, we were told that 

moving kids was to mitigate overcrowding, but the plan 

calls for moving as many kids as keeping.  Doesn't seem 

logical.

7/29/2017 17:02 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 2 5

I am against the current rezoning proposal for Atholton. I 

feel the students and community will be better served by 

preserving the current polygons. The current mix has 

better diversity than the county average and core issues 

are not solved

7/29/2017 19:36 HowardHS 1 1 7

7/29/2017 20:19 BonnieBranchMS 1 7

Polygons 95,1095,2095 and 84 should remain at HHS 

because of the following reasons:  1) Polygons 

95,1095,2095 and 84 make up a contiguous 

neighborhood < 1mi from HHS (policy 6010 IV 1d).  2) 

These polygons help make a more contiguous attendance 

area for H

7/30/2017 0:01 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 8

Leave Atholton HS’s districting alone.  Atholton is not 

overcrowded nor are any of the schools that are being 

redistricted to or from it overcrowded

7/30/2017 0:24 HowardHS 1 8 4

Don't move polygons 87, 2087, 3087 out of HOward High. 

Plus, an option which doesn't move rising juniors should 

be considered-junior year is critical to college 

applications/recommendations. They shouldn't have 

upheaval.

7/30/2017 1:26 PointersRunES 4 5 3 1 8

We are now districted to Clarksville ES (prev. Pointers 

Run).  We are not happy about our children having to 

start in a new school partway through there ES years.  We 

are fine with the change to River Hill HS from Altholton 

HS since we live in River Hill.



7/30/2017 2:25 LongfellowES HarpersChoiceMS 1 7 4

Moving part of Longfellow and Beaverbrook to WLMS will 

negatively affect Harper's Choice MS, which is already 

plagued by discipline and mental health issues that 

HCPSS has not been able to address, by removing stable 

families from the community.

7/30/2017 4:20 OaklandMillsHS 1 7 4

Concentrates FARMS students together;  overloads 

FARMS students into Oakland Mills High School and 

Talbott Springs Elementary School.

7/30/2017 11:25 BurleighManorMS 1 4 7

Splits neighborhood=lost of community stability, violates 

policy 6010; creates small feed, only 21 students being 

moved. Also, present school 1.5mi. away, new school 8 

mi. away= increase travel time for students & increase 

transportation cost.

7/30/2017 11:46 CentennialHS 1 4 7

Fragments community. Doesn't consider grandfathering 

rising juniors, yet HCPSS recognizes importance of jr. year 

with policy 9010, jeopardizes college career by failing to 

allow rising juniors to complete high school at the school 

they started in.

7/30/2017 11:56 ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 4 8

There is academic/economic leveling driving this 

redistricting to drive up stats for less performing schools. 

This explains why some polygons were targeting as 

opposed to selecting redistricting on a geographic basis 

(ie. skip over areas closer to school)

7/30/2017 13:36 NorthfieldES BurleighManorMS CentennialHS 1 1 3

Our area is going to be redistricted from Centennial High 

to Marriotts Ridge High. Our area is very close to 

Centennial Hight, but very far from Marriotts Ridge High. 

Kids from Burleigh Middle will break apart to Centennial 

High and Marriotts High.

7/30/2017 15:04 CradlerockES 1 7 3

Busing kids that live directly across from CES to SFES 

makes no sense.  It will cost more money in the long run 

and SFES does not have the infrastructure to support this 

additional busing to their school.

7/30/2017 15:07 CradlerockES 1 4 7

You are taking away the single family homes from a 

school that has a high FARMS rate already, which will 

increase the FARMS rate at CES.  If you take away 1/2 of 

our community and ship them off to SFES you are doing a 

disservice to both CES and SFES.

7/30/2017 15:09 CradlerockES 1 7 3

OMHS is 1.6 miles from our house and you want to ship 

us over to AHS??  My kid won't be able to ride or walk 

home from HS, thus limiting the opportunities for her to 

participate in after school activities.  Why are you doing 

this??

7/30/2017 17:45 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 8

The Feasibility Study will cause the demographics at 

Atholton HS (which match the County’s demographics 

perfectly) to be entirely different from the rest of HoCo.  

There will be a huge influx of at risk students which 

cannot be supported.



7/30/2017 18:40 CentennialHS 2 7 4

Keep polygon 1184 at Centennial High School.  1184 is 

one of 4 polygons in the font hill neighborhood.  Affecting 

31 high school students.  Separating an Established 

neighborhood.  Contradicts policy 6010.  Thank you for 

your consideration.

7/30/2017 18:50 CentennialHS 1 4 7

Move polygon 147 to RBES , WLMS, and WLHS.  A new 

development, not part of an established neighborhood.  

Is a stand alone neighborhood. Adjacent polygons are 

following that path.  Moving students from this polygon 

will provide relief to CLES, BMMS and CHS

7/30/2017 18:54 CentennialHS 2 7 4

Move polygon 97 from CHS to MRHS.  97 is already an 

island, but is districted to CLES, BMMS and CHS because 

of demographics and FARM rates.  MRHS is comparable 

to the demographics of CHS and has a <5% FARM rate. 

has 83 HS students now and expected to grow

7/30/2017 19:54 ClarksvilleES ClarksvilleMS 2 3 7

Proposal removes children attending Clarksville 

Elementary School, already underutilized. Selection for 

removal defeats any natural or manmade boundary. The 

proposal violates the supposed principles of selecting 

schools, including the distance to schools.

7/30/2017 22:10 MurrayHillMS 1 1 2

My child has had three different principals in the last 

three years (including this one) at Murray Hill, and I feel 

the quality of the teaching there has been a 

disappointment.  We have been holding on in 

anticipation of going to Atholton.

7/31/2017 0:19 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS 1 4 3

7/31/2017 0:42 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 3 4

7/31/2017 1:58 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 8

Leave the HS redistricting alone until the new HS is built.  

If anything, bus the 400 extra students at Howard HS to 

River Hill.

7/31/2017 2:56 FultonES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 1 3 7 2

7/31/2017 10:46 OaklandMillsHS 5 5 3

7/31/2017 11:49 HowardHS 1 4 5

7/31/2017 13:19 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 7

7/31/2017 13:23 TalbottSpringsES 1 8

The concentration of apartment complexes in Oakland 

Mils (to include subsidized housing) is all in one area.  

This proposal moves all those students to Talbott Springs.  

This will drastically alter the low-income and ESL 

students.

7/31/2017 14:23 CentennialHS 3 2

How about County Government stand up to developers 

with some real controls and stop worrying about a 

lawsuit over developers rights?  If Montgomery County 

can do it, whey can't we? We open new schools 

constantly year after year and we still can't keep up.

7/31/2017 14:31 NorthfieldES DunlogginMS WildeLakeHS 1 3 7 2

No matter how we re-plan the school zone, parents are 

trying hard to follow the school district, buy / rent house 

next to it.  The main problem is how you improve the 

school ranking in Columbia.



7/31/2017 14:32 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 10 4 7

Good: plan balances demographics at each school.  Poor: 

Polygon 1086 is small population, so if there is one 8th 

grader in polygon, they will lose ALL classmates at HS. 

They also lose friends at ES to MS transition.

7/31/2017 14:38 FultonES 2 7 2 4

I am highly in favor of community stability and definitely 

oppose splitting up students from the Maple Lawn 

Community.  We are a very diverse and  thriving 

community and splitting up the community threatens to 

erode what is a valued part of our neighborho

7/31/2017 14:55 PointersRunES LimeKilnMS ReservoirHS 1 1 4

Please consider adding polygon 114 to Clarksville Middle 

and River Hill as we already go to Pointers Run. You are 

going to negatively impact my child who will have to 

leave all their friends. Polygon only has 10 pupils, do the 

right thing.

7/31/2017 15:07 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 4 8

Though it solves overcrowding problem temporarily in 

some area, the plan is very inefficient and negative 

factors outweigh positive factors.

7/31/2017 15:27 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 8

The Office of Planning, AAC, School Board, and 

Superintendent need to take the concerns of the 

Atholton HS community into consideration.  Read the 

Change.org petition and visit  https://preserveahs.org/

7/31/2017 16:37 PointersRunES 1 8 do not redistrict Pointers Run kids to Dayton Oaks

7/31/2017 17:24 FultonES ReservoirHS 4 6 3 8 8

If changes are made to Fulton Elementary's boundaries, it 

may negatively impact my family.  We have lived in 

Maple Lawn for the past 5 years and enjoy all of the 

children in our neighborhood attending the same school.

7/31/2017 18:56 ClemensCrossingES 1 7 2

This plan is terrible.  It literally divides our community up, 

and our backyard friends will be going to another school.  

Our small parcel should be kept at Clemens Crossing to 

keep our community and kids together.

7/31/2017 19:51 OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 1 6 7 1

7/31/2017 20:32 AtholtonHS 1 7 8

PRESERVE ATHOLTON HIGH SCHOOL.  Limit student 

movement to those schools impacted by overcrowding 

and under-utilization.  Why empty out one of your top 

performing high schools in the areas of both academics & 

extracurricular activities?

7/31/2017 20:38 ClemensCrossingES HarpersChoiceMS 3 5 7 3

A more global redistricting needs to take effect in order 

to address many long standing issues - but it should 

consider the new high school in a few years so that we do 

not have to go through this again).  Seems to break apart 

several neighborhoods.

7/31/2017 21:24 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 2 5

This plan unfairly targets Atholton High School so  I'm 

against the changes proposed for this school.  Consider 

building the new high school in the E / NE Howard County 

so that the overcrowding issues there are resolved - 

Jessup will be disruptive.



7/31/2017 22:22 StevensForestES 1 10 7 8

Oakland Mills alternative to balance demographics and 

economics: 151 , 1151 , 2111, 111, 56, 1056, 2056, 3056 

stay at OMHS. 110,1059, 2059 to SFES 3059, 55, 59 to 

TSES Leave all other polygons in these schools as they are 

in the current attendance area.

7/31/2017 22:23 DaytonOaksES FollyQuarterMS RiverHillHS 1 10 10 1 7

Poor planning on part of Howard county should have 

kept up with the schools instead of developing  

housing.Now people suffer the consequences! 

Developers seem to be able to pay to stay in their chosen 

schools, older communities are kicked out!

7/31/2017 22:27 CentennialHS 1 3 3 7 1

Gray Rock Farm has been broken in 2 polygons.  Houses 

on Gray Rock Farm from Valerie Carol Court to Frederick 

Road comprised of a handfull of students (Polygon 1153) 

will be separated from the remaining Gray Rock Farm. 

Minor increase from 107% presently.

7/31/2017 23:46 LongReachHS 1 4 1 Transportation issues

8/1/2017 0:24 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS 1 10 10 3 4

2017 study doesn't take into account impact on the kids' 

overall mental health.  My child will have moved schools 

3x in a 2 year span; unacceptable. Moved to underutilized 

school district to make sure he would have stability, 

familiarity and routine.

8/1/2017 0:29 1 7 8

Moving students from Howard High School to Long Reach 

High School would have a negative impact on the 

students and the community.  It will decrease the value 

of the homes in our neighborhood.  We have a wonderful 

neighborhood so please help us keep it.

8/1/2017 0:40 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS 1 10 5 2

Development in East should not negatively impact the 

students in the West.  Moving everyone West displaces 

too many kids; build planned Turf Valley ES or move kids 

from over crowded schools only; leave kids in under 

utilized schools to min disruption.

8/1/2017 0:53 WestFriendshipES 1 3 5 1 8

My family and I recently moved to the new Terrapin 

Creek development off of Livestock Rd.  My decision to 

move to this area was based on solid schools all within 1-

2 miles.  This plan routes small school children a much 

further distance to school.

8/1/2017 1:04 WestFriendshipES 1 3 5 1 4

Moving students into WFES and moving others out 

impacts 2x more students than necessary.  Leave WFES as 

is.  It makes more sense to temporarily bus Turf Valley to 

Bushy until a new school is ready.  Why move ~260 

students when only ~130 need to move?



8/1/2017 1:43 WestFriendshipES MountViewMS MarriottsRidgeHS 1 10 4 7

I have concerns that our elementary aged child will be on 

a bus headed to Bushy Park much longer than he would 

by attending WFES. If he attends Bushy when he goes to 

MVMS he would then be removed from a large portion of 

classmates he's spent 6 years with.

8/1/2017 2:01 OaklandMillsMS OaklandMillsHS 4 2 10 4 7

I would love the 11th and 12th graders as well as the 8th 

graders to given a chance to stay at their school and 

finish that portion of their education with their friends 

and teachers for the year of the change. This may even 

extend to the 5th graders.

8/1/2017 2:53 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 8

The Feasibility Study will essentially destroy Atholton HS's 

academic reputation, moving out star performers 

(including walkers) and moving in at risk students.  This is 

completely unreasonable for a school that is not 

overcrowded.

8/1/2017 10:06 RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 7 5

Do NOT change the Lyndwood community from attending 

Howard High School.

8/1/2017 10:49 TalbottSpringsES 2 3 1 8

I support the Oakland Mills alternative redistricting plan 

created by the Oakland Mills Board of Directors and 

Oakland Mills Education Committee. Please contact the 

chairman Jonathan Edelson (jledelson.omca@gmail) for 

the full plan and more information.

8/1/2017 11:25 1 1 4

We (151 and 1151) would be the only community 

redistricted to Wilde Lake HS, and further more we still 

would have Oakland Mills MS.  This seems like a very 

arbitrary move and disruptive.  Please reconsider keeping 

us at Oakland Mills HS.

8/1/2017 12:19 AtholtonHS 1 4 1

My daughter Natalia Hlasko will start high school as a 9th 

grader at Atholton HS and has many friends whom she 

who were with her in Elementary and Middle school and 

from whom she will now be separated if this school 

redistricting takes place.

8/1/2017 12:40 OaklandMillsHS 1 7 1

OMHS is the most minority segregated school in 

Columbia with a current white student population at 

about 23%. This plan will further segregate this school. As 

a Columbia pioneer, I'm appalled. Can someone please 

explain HoCo B of E's logic on this matter?

8/1/2017 14:25 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 8

For Atholton HS, the feasibility study is unreasonable.  It 

moves 1,737 students in/out of Atholton HS, which is too 

disruptive to the community.  This HS is now below 

capacity; moving students provides no impact on 

Atholton in terms of overcrowding.

8/1/2017 14:31 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 10 1 4

This plan negatively affects my community.  We moved 

here to attend these schools. We were negative affected 

by the redistricting at HES & HMS and now are proposed 

to be negatively affected at the high school level.  

Preserve Atholton!



8/1/2017 14:39 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 1 8

I'm unhappy with the feasibility study as it will cause  

massive and detrimental changes to Atholton HS, one of 

the top schools in the state. It moves students in polygon 

6 from Atholton to Hammond which is the worst school 

in the county.

8/1/2017 14:44 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS 1 1 7

8/1/2017 14:48 GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS 1 7 2

8/1/2017 15:00 CradlerockES 2 3 7

8/1/2017 16:11 AtholtonHS 1 4 1

8/1/2017 16:30

We do not have a child in school at the moment but it is a 

very important issue to me to have the communities that 

we live in be able to go to the same school as their 

neighbors. We went through High school redistricting and 

it was difficult.

8/1/2017 16:30 1 2 5

8/1/2017 17:25 ClemensCrossingES LimeKilnMS AtholtonHS 2 5 6 8 3

These changes are extreme, impacting huge numbers, 

impacting housing values, etc. We are redistricted across 

the board with all levels of education (elementary, 

middle, high)

8/1/2017 17:37 HammondES HammondMS AtholtonHS 1 1 7

8/1/2017 18:07 TalbottSpringsES 1 1 5

I am concerned that our neighborhood, Sewell's Orchard, 

has been redistricted more often than other 

neighborhoods.  I am concerned that our children will not 

benefit from the building of a new school at the Talbott 

Springs site.

8/1/2017 18:08 AtholtonHS 2 3 7 3

Students who live within walking distance of school 

should not be bused to another school (Harriet Tubman 

Lane students should attend AHS, a 1 minute walk, not 

RHHS). AHS's community will be destroyed, will lose all 

connection to alumni/businesses/etc

RockburnES ElkridgeLandingMS HowardHS 1 10 10 5 3

This plan decided that moving child all over the county to 

make the capacity look cleaner" to the state

StJohnsLaneES PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 6 7 8

We live in the Walk Zone" for Mt Hebron high school. We 

do get a bus for SJLES

WestFriendshipES 1 10 4 7

CHANGING 40% of a school will IMPACT 100%. The 

culture will be different and hurt those left" the most.  

CONSIDER entire IMPACT

GormanCrossingES MurrayHillMS AtholtonHS 1 4 5

Too much movings of students! Disturbing the stability of 

neighborhoods and housing prices. Unfair to students 

and homeowners. A terrible plan that only considers the 

numbers" and "occupancy"

MtHebronHS 1 2 4 7

Splitting up long-standing communities, feeds don't stay 

together from ES through HS (big issue), longer and more 

expensive transportation, balancing" enrollment will 

open the area back up to development

PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 10 7 3

The shift" splits valleymede right in half. 

Friends/networks of moms are split

TalbottSpringsES 1 3 1 7

Proposed move made largely in an attempt to align 

neighborhoods" actually splits ours in half



PatapscoMS MtHebronHS 1 6 10 7 3 I believe this plan is a short sighted, band-aid"


